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DISCOURSE. 

GENTLEMEN OF THE BAR: 

WHEN the sad event occurred which has drawn us together 
this morning, you met in your accustomed hall, and expressed the 
feelings which such an event might well inspire. You then ad
journed to assist in performing the last solemn rites over the bier 
of your departed friend. Clad in mourning, you attended his 
remains froIIl his residence to the steamer, and, embarking with 
them, transported them over the waters of that noble bay which 
our venerable friend had crossed so. often, and of which he was so 
justly proud as the Mediterranean of the Commonwealth; and, in 
the deepening shadows of the night which had overtaken you, and 
which were rendered yet deeper by the glare of the solitary 
candles flickering in the wind, more touching by the ceremonies of 
religion, by the grief of his slaves, and by the smothered wailing 
of his children and grandchildren, and more imposing by the sor
rowing faces and bent forms of some of our aged and most eminent 
citizens, you deposited the honored dust in its simple grave; there 
to repose-with two seas sounding their ceaseless requiem above 
it-till the trump of the Archangel shall smite the ear of the 
dead, and the tomb shall unveil its bosom, and the old and the 
you.ng, the rich and the poor, the statesman who ruled the des
tinies of empires, and the peasant whose thoughts never strayed 
beyond hit:! daily walk, shall rise together on the Morn of the 
Resurrection. 

But you rightly deemed that your duty to the memory of your 
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4 PRESENCE OF THE COUNCILS. 

illustrious brother did not cease at his grave. You knew that, 
whatever may be the estimate of .the value of the life and services 
of LITTLETON WALLER TAZEWELL, it was never denied by his con
temporaries that he was endowed with an extraordinary intellect, 
and that in popular assemblies, at the Bar, in the House of Dele
gates, and in the Senate of the United States, if he did not-as it 
was long the common faith in "Virginia to believe that he did-
bear away the palm from every competitor, he had few equals, and 
hardly in any department in which he chose to appear, a superior. 
And you thought that such a life, so intimately connected with 
your profession, deserved a special commemoration; that its lead
ing facts should be recalled to the public milid; and that you might 
thus not only refresh, your own recollections by the lessons pre
sented by so remarkable a career, but hand down, if possible, 
whatever of instruction and encouragement and delight those 
lessons may contain, for the eye of those who are to succeed you. 
Your only error--and I speak from the heart-is in the hands to 
which you have confided the task. 

The time for performing this duty has arrived; and I rejoice to 
see associated with you the Mayor and the Recorder of the City, 
the gentlemen of the Common and Select Councils, the officers of 
the army and navy, the President, Professors, and Students of 
William and Mary College, his venerable alma mater, and various 
public bodies distinguished by their useful and benevolent purposes. 
It is meet that it should be so. At the call of your fathers, gen
tlemen, he was ever prompt to render any service in his power: 
and on two occasions especially, when important interests affecting 
Norfolk were in jeopardy, at great pecuniary sacrifices on his part, 
he was sent abroad to protect them. On another occasion, when a 
foreign fleet was in onr waters, he undertook the errand of your 
fathers, and performed it wi th unequalled success. It was in the 
service of your fathers that he won his great reputoation as a 
lawyer; and to them and to you, disregarding the obvious dictates 
of personal interest and ambition, he clung for almost two-thirds 
of a century, as to his' friends and neighbors, and to your city as 
t~e ~bode of his brilliant manhood, and the home of his declining 
years; and he has left his children and grandchildren, those dear 
objects of his love on whom his eyes rested in the dying hour, to 
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DEATH OF CONTEMPORARIES. 5 

live and to die among you. Indeed, so intimately connected was 
his name with the name of your city for sixty years, the first words 
that rose on the lips of travelled men in our own country and in 
England, were inquiries respecting Mr. Tazewell. The generation 
of men who smiled at his wit, whose tears flowed at his bidding, 
who relished his wonderful colloquial powers, who regarded with· 
a sense of personal triumph his marvellous displays at the Bar and 
in the public councils, and who looked up to him in the hour of 
danger as their bulwark and defence, have, with here and there a 
solitary exception, long preceded him to the tomb. Those. m,en 
were your fathers. He performed the last sad rites at their graves, 
as, one by one, year after year, they passed away; and you, their 
Rons and successors, and, I rejoice to add, their daughters and 
granddaughters, have now met to pay a tribute to his memory. 
To honor the illustrious dead is a noble and a double office. It 
speaks with one accord and in a language not to be mistaken, the 
worth of those who have gone before us, and the worth of those 
who yet survive. 

In contemplating a human life which is older than the Com
monwealth in which we live-a life stretching almost from century 
to century, and that century embracing the American Revolution, 
and sweeping yet onward with its unexpired term beyond the 
present moment---even if the humblest figure filled the canvas, the 
review of its history would far exceed the time allotted for mv 

. present office; but' if that figure be prominent, if he made his 
mark upon some of the great events of his age, or influenced the 
opinions of masses of men, or moved before them in any remark
able attitude of genius, of massive intellect, or of public service, 
the task is proportionably enlarged. And the only method that 
is left us is to point out the striking traits of the general portrai
ture, and to let the minor incidents take care of th6mselves. It is 
in such a spirit I shall treat the theme you have assigned me. 

lt appears to me that the life of Mr. Tazewell may be divided 
into three striking periods: The first, extending from his birth to 
his settlement in Norfolk in 1802 ; the second, from the settlement 
in Norfolk to the close of his term as Goyernor of the Common
wealth; and the third, thence to his death. 

It is common to associate the birth of an eminent man with the 
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EVENTS CONTEMPORARY WITH HIS BIRTH. 

memorable events that were contemporaneous with it, and to dwell 
upon the influence which those events may be supposed to have 
exerted upon his life and character. In this respect the life of 
Mr. Tazewell was remarkable. Four months before the seventeenth 
day of December, 1774, when he was born, his father had been 
present at the August Convention' of 1774, the first of our early 
conventions, which deputed Peyton Randolph, George 'Vashing
ton, Patrick Henry, Edward Pendleton, Benjamin Harrison, and 
Richard Henry Lee to the first Congress which met in Carpenter's 
Hall, Philadelphia, and but two months had elapsed since the 
adjournment of the Congress;' and whiie the infant was in the 
nurse's arms, his father was drawing, probably in the same room 
with him, a reply to the conciliatory propositions of Lord North, 
to be offered i~ the House of Burgesses. His youthful ears were 
stunned by the firing of the guns of the Virginia regiments drawn 
up in Waller's Gl'Ove, when the news of the passage by Congress 
of the Declaration of Independence of the Fourth of July, 1776, 
reached Williamsburgh; and, as he was beginning to walk, he 
was startled by the roar of cannon when the victory of Saratoga 
was celebrated with every demonstration of joy throughout the 
land. As a boy of seven he heard the booming of the distant 
artillery at Yorktown; and he might have seen the faces of the 
old and the young brightening with hope, when the Articles of 
Confederation, which preceded the present Federal Constitution, 
having been ratified at last by all the States, became the first 
written charter of the American Union. In his ninth year the 
treaty of peace with Great Britain, which acknowledged the 
independence of the United States, was ratified by Congress; and 
in his fourteenth, when he remembered with distinctness current 
events of a political nature, the Commonwealth of Virginia adopted 
the present Federal Constitution. 

The first of the Tazewells, who emigrated to the colony of Vir
ginia, was William, a lawyer by profession, who came over in 
1715, and settled in Accomack. He was the son of James Taze
well, of Somersetshire, England, and was born at Lymington in 
that county, and baptized, as appears from an extract from the 
register of that parish in my possession, on the 17th day of July, 
1690 ; and was twenty-five years old on his arrival in the colony. 
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DERIVATION OF THE NAME. 

Wills Qf wealthy persQns, which are still preserved in his hand
writing, attest his early emplQyment; and his name SQQn appears 
in the recQrds Qf Accomack, Qn Qne Qr the Qther side Qf every case 
in CQurt. Within the precincts Qf Lymington church, whose an
tique tower and rude structure, typifying in the graphic picture 
struck Qff by the Camden society what the old church at James
town prQbably was, may be seen the tomb of a Tazewell, who died 
in 1706, on which is engraved the coat of arms of the family,-a liQn 
rampant, bearing a helmet with a vizor closed on his back; an es
cutcheon, which is evidently Qf NQrman origin, and WQn by some 
daring feat Qf arms, and which eQuId only have been held by Qne. 
of the conquering race. A wing of the present manor-house of 
Lymington, built by James Tazewell, the father of William, who 
died in 1683, is still standing. 

The orthography of Tazewell, like that of the earlier NQrman 
names which were forced to' float for centuries on the breath Qf the 
unpolished AngIQ-Saxon, has been speIt at various times in various 
ways by members of the same family, and in various ways in the 
same writing; as the name of· Shakspeare, though a plain Anglo
Saxon name, was speIt in four different ways in his will. Thus, 
in the parish register Qf Buckland Newton, in the county of Dor
set, the name is speIt in four different ways; and one of the spell
ings, which is still popular in England, is Tanswell, and opens up 
to us the true original of the name in Tankersville, the name of Qne 
of the knights who came over with William the Norman, and whose 
name i5 inscribed on the roll of Battle Abbey. The process was 
evidently Tankersville, which, contracted, and marked by theapQs
trophe, became Tan'sville; and, as the Norman blQod became, in 
the CQurse Qf centuries, mQre intimately commingled with the ruder 
but steadier Anglo-Saxon stream, the Norman ville gave way to 
the Saxon 'Well, and Tan'sville took the form of Tanswell; and 
Tal1swell and Tazewell, variollsly speIt, have been llsed indiffer_ 
ently by father and SQn of the same family for more than three 
hundred years, and are so used at the present day.* The late Mr. 
Tazewell thQught that his name was Qriginally speIt Tazouille, and 

" The various spellings are Tan'swell, Ta'rswell, Tassell, Taswell, Tazewell. Tars
well is another abbreviation of Tankersville. 
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8 THE MOTHER OF GOV. TAZEWELL. 

that the ancestor emigrated from France to England before the 
revocation of the edict of Nantes, and I leaned to this opinion on 
another occasion; but, apart from the absence of all evidence to 
sustain this opinion, it is now certain, from the autobiography of 
the Rev. William Tazewell, translated from the original Latin by 
his grandson, the Rev. Henry Tazewell, Vicar of Marden, Here
fordshire, and published by the Camden Society in 1852, that the 
family of Tazewell flourished in England at least a century before 
religious disputes drew to a head in the reign ·of Louis the Four
teenth. I have been particular in stating these facts, as they il
lustrate the history of races, especially of thmle races which com
posed the people of Virginia at the date of the Revolution; and it 
is something to know, that a descendant of one of those men, who, 
under William the Conqueror, wrested the empire of England 
from the successor of Alfred, and trod down beneath their iron hoofs 
the Anglo-Saxon people, aided in rescuing the colony of Virginia 
from the tyranny of George the Third, the inheritor of the blood 
as well as of the crown of the ~orman robber. 

Soon after the arrival of William Tazewell in Virginia, he mar
ried Sophia, daughter of Henry Harmanson and Gertrude Little
ton, who was a daughter of Col. Southey Littleton, and the son of 
that marriage was called Littleton, after the surname of his grand
father. This Littleton was brought up in the secretary's office, 
under Secretary Nelson, and married Mary Gray, daughter of Col. 
Joseph Gray, of Southampton. With a view of being near the re
lations of his wife, he sold his estate in Accomack, which has long 
been the property of his grandson, Littleton Waller, and purchased 
land in Brunswick, of which county he became clerk of the court, 
dying at the early age of thirty-three. '1'he son of this marriage 
was Henry, the father of our departed townsman, who also studied 
law, became a judge of the general court, a judge of the court of 
appeals, a senator of the United States, and twice president of the 
senate. 

The mother of Mr. Tazewell was Dorothea Elizabeth Waller, a 
daughter of Judge Benjamin Waller, of Williamsburg. We are 
told by Dr. Johnson, in the Lives of the Poets, that Benjamin, the 
eldest son of the poet Waller, was disinherited by his father as 
wanting common understanding, and sent to New Jersey. "It was 
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THE MOTHER OF GOV. TAZEWELL. 9 

not, however, from this Benjamin-a name still popular. in the 
family-that the Virginia Wallers derive their origin. The first 
person of the name in Virginia was Edmund Waller, who bore the 
name of the poet, and was probably his grandson, and who came 
over in the beginning of the eighteenth century. His son Benja
min, thefuturejudge, was born in 1716, was probably educated at 
William and Mary, and entered a clerk's office, in the duties of 
which he was profoundly versed. He was appointed clerk of the 
general court before the revolution, and attained to such distinc
tion as a judge of law, that he was frequently consulted by the 
conrt, and is said to have given more opinions as chamber"counsel, 
than all the lawyers of the colony united. He was appointed 
chiefof three commissioners of admiralty under the republic, and 
as such was a member of the first court of appeals. It is said that 
his decisions were always sound law, but that he would never as
sign reasons for them. On the subject of the law of admiralty, 
his opinions were equally conclusive with the court and with clients: 
He died in 1786, at the age of 70. His influence, after the death of 
his daughter, on the mind of his grandson, will presently be seen. 

Dorothea, the mother of our Littleton, was a lovely girl. Her 
name, which, from the ugly abbreviation of Dolly, has gone out of 
vogue, was popular with our fathers. It was borne by the brides 
of Patrick Henry, of James Madison, and of Henry Tazewell. It 
was honored in the strains of Spenser, in the sparkling prose of 
Sir Philip Sidney, and in the flowing verse of Waller; and finely 
shadows forth what a true woman ought to be and is-the gift of 
God. It was a favorite name in England, and evoked the sweetest 
measures of the poet Waller; and has ever been, probably from 
this circumstance, a family name among the Wallers of Virginia. 
A sweet portrait of Dorothea Waller, one of the finest productions 
of the elder Peale, always adorned the parlour of her distinguished 
son. In less than three years after the birth of Littleton, she died 
suddenly, and Mr. Tazewell had no recollection of his mother. It 
has often occurred to me that the true secret of the early retire
ment of Mr. Tazewell from the bar, might be found in the short" 
ness of the lives of his progenitors. His grandfather Littleton 
died at the age of thirty-three, and his mother at the age of twenty
three; and when Mr. Tazewell retired from the bar, vigorous as 
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10 BIRTH OF GOV. TAZEWELL. 

he was, he was some years older than his father was at the time of 
his decease. It is believed that this same conviction was an ele
ment in that love of retirement which was the characteristic of 
Washington. 

In a long, low wooden house, whicll may still be seen with its 
roof of red shingles, at the head of Woodpecker street, on the south 
side, in the city of Williamsburg, the residence of Judge Waller, 
and still owned by his grandson Dr. Robert Page Waller, and in 
a small room up stairs, at the north-east corner, looking on the 
street, in which his mother was born before him, on the seventeenth 
day of December, 1774, Littleton Waller Tazewell first saw the 
light. He was a healthy child, and, like all the children who 
were born 'about that time between the waters of the York and 
the James, was destined to frequent locomotion to avoid the 
marauding parties of the British, who for several years afterwards 
infested that region. As his mother. died when he was in his third 
year, and as his father, who was engaged during the youth of 
Littleton in the Conventions, in the House of Delegates, or on the 
bench, was rarely at one place for any length of time,he lived, ex
cepting a short interval in Greensville, with his grandfather Wal
ler, who regarded with intense affection the beautiful orphan boy, 
preparing a trundle-bed for him in his own chamber, and watching 
him with parental solicitude. Until 1786 he lived with his grand
father, who taught him the, rudiments of English and Latin, and 
superintended his studies at the school of Walker Murray; and 
when in that year the judge was on his death-bed, he sent for his 
old friend Mr. Wythe, and committed his grandson, then in his 
twelfth year, to his care; and with Mr. Wythe young Tazewell 
lived until that gentleman removed to Richmond, when he resided 
with Bishop Madison during his college course. The love which 
the child bore to his affectionate grandfather has been commemo
rated by a single fact. When Littleton came home from school 
and learned the old ,gentleman was dead, he was inconsolable, and 
finding that, in the painful anxietieR of such a time, he was com
paratively overlooked, 11e left the house, and went out into Col. 
Bassett's woods, where he had well-nigh perished. When he was 
missed, search was made for him, and he was found and brought 
home, but not until the funeral was over. 
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HIS EARLY EDUCATION. 11 

The following extract of a letter, addressed by Mr. Tazewell, in 
1839, to William F. Wickham, Esq., the son and executor of the 
celebrated John Wickham of Richmond, and written on the death 
of that eminent lawyer, presents a sketch of his own early youth, 
not the less attractive as it embraces an interesting period of the 
youth of Mr. Wickham also: 

"So much of my life," writes Mr. Tazewell, " was spent in the 
freest intercourse with your dear father, and during' this inter
course mere time effected changes in our relations so gradually and 
imperceptibly, that, until they were matured into their last state, 
I was often at a loss to determine what was their true character. 
We first met in the year 1780, at the house of your grandfather, in 
Greensville county, (who was also the paternal grandfather of Mr. 
Tazewell), to which I had been sent to get me out of the way of 
the British army, then invading Virginia. I was a child not six 
years old, and he was a youth of about seventeen. Here he became 
my tutor; and during the course of about two years, he taught me 
first to read English better than I could do before; next, the rudi
ments of Latin, and lastly, to write. During this period I con
tracted for him that respect which children naturally feel for their 
seniors, and the ignorant for those much better informed than 
themselves; while he regarded me with the affection usually be
stowed by a patron upon his protege, who manifests no bad pro
pensities, and· a disposition, at least, to profit by instruction and 
advice. 

" In 1782 we parted; and well do I remember the tears we both 
shed at our separation. In the winter of 1785-6 we again met at 
Williamsburg, at the house of my father, who then resided there. 
Here our intercourse was renewed upon a footing somewhat dif
ferent than it had been maintained before, but with greater plea
sure to both. He became a student of law in my father's office, 
and I was a boy in the first class of a celebrated grammar-school. 
To the careful instruction of my excellent grandfather * I had 
been indebted for greater proficiency in my classical learning 
than is usually acquired by boys of my time of life. My grand
father died within a very short period after the return of your 

• Judge Benjamin Waller. 
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12 FIRST IN1'IM.A.CY WITH JOHN R.A.NDOLPH. 

father to Virginia. . Of the distress which I suffered at this 
deprivation, he was t1;e sole comforter; and he immediately took 
upon himself the tasks which my poor old grandfather had been 
so delighted in performing for me. He heard and corrected my 
recitations-availed himself of every opportunity they offered to 
improve my taste and to inspire me with the wish of acquiring 
more information concerning the subjects to which they related. 
For all the pleasure which I have since derived from classical 
learning, I am indebted to his judicious instruction and advice. 

"In 1787 your father commenced the practice of the law in 
Williamsburg, and mine shortly after removed from thence to 
KingsmiIl, lea.ving me in Williamsburg under .the care of your 
father to complete my education. Under his kind and useful ad
vice, my rapid advance in my studies, both at school and in college, 
and my increased age, began to qualify me as a. companion for him. 
By confiding to my discretion matters not often entrusted to those 
so young as I was, he taught me prudence; and, by his excellent 
precepts and example, he contributed much to the improvement 

. of both my mind and manners." 
As a boy of quick parts, Littleton doubtless observed with more 

or less attention the events that were passing around him. One 
proof of his recollection at an early age may be found in that sha
dowy notion which he carried to his grave, of the personal appear
ance of the venerable old treasurer, Robert Carter Nicholas, whom, 
as he died in 1780, he could only have seen when he was six 
years old. His father, as before observed, was constantly engaged 
in public life; and it is certain that young Tazewell had frequent 
opportunities of seeing the statesmen of that era. Iwell remem
ber hearing him describe a visit he made to Patrick Henry, when 
the orator lived at Venable's Ford in Prince Edward, and his find
ing him in the shade of an oak playing the fiddle for the amuse
ment of a group of girll. and boys. 

His first regular teacher was Walker Murray, with whom he 
prosecuted the study of Latin. At this school he began his intimacy 
with John Randolph. They were in the same class, and studied 
Cordery together; and here they formed a friendship .which lasted 
without abatement until it was ended by the death of that eloquent 
but eccentric man. At parting-for Randolph went over to Bermu-
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JOHN l'HOMPSON. 13 

da-the young friends, who had no other property under their COll

trol, exchanged Oorderys with each other; and nearly half a cen
tury afterwards, when one of them had become a Senator of the 
United States, and the other Minister Plenipotentiary to Russia, 
Randolph stated at a public dinner in Norfolk, that he still pos· 
sessed the Oordery of Tazewell. I have heard Mr. Tazewell say 
that Randolph was very idle at school, that he was flogged re
gularly every Monday morning and two or three times during the 
week, and that he was the most beautiful boy at this period he ever 
beheld. 

Young Tazewell at an early age entered the college of William 
and Mary, then under the presidency of Bishop Madison, and was, 
as may be presumed from his own statement, and as we learn from 
other sources, a diligent and accurate schola1:. He was probably 
stimulated to exertion by the presence of several yonng men who 
were members of the institution at various times during his college 
course. Among these were James Barbour, of Orange, afterwards 
the colleague of Tazewell in the House, of Delegates and in the 
Senate of the United States, Governor of Virginia, Secretary of 
War, and Minister to England, and renowned for his splendid elo_ 
quence and glowing' patriotism; William Henry Cabell, also the 
colleague of Tazewell in the House of Delegates, Governor, and 
President of the Court of Appeals; George Keith Taylor, ano
ther colleague in the House of Delegates, a lawyer almost uurL 
valIed at the bar, a patriot without fear and without reproach, 
who went down to an early grave; Robert Barl'and Taylor, then 
in the flush of his brilliant youth, whom Tazewell was to meet at 
a memorable session on the floor of the House of DelegatefJ, and 
who was to be his able and accomplished rival at the bar through
out hifJ whole forensic career; John Randolph, and John Thompson. 

Of John Thompson I have heard him say, in his latter years, that 
he was an extraordinary young man-the most wonderful he had 
ever seen. Thompson died young, at an age not exceeding twenty
three, and now lives only in the letters of Om'tins. Mr. Taze. 
well always recounted in a tender tone his last interview with 
Thompson, who lived in Petersburg, but hearing that 'l'azewell was 
in Richmond, came oyer to see him, with a determination to return 
in the stage which left Richmond at twelve at night. He arrived 
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14 EDUCATION IN WILLIAM AND MARY COLLEGE. 

at dusk, called on Tazewell, and told him that he had only from 
that time till midnight to talk with him; and in a few moments 
the friends were lost in pleasant converse. The night was dark 
and cold; and when the stage was announced, Thompson, who was 
thinly clad, bade his friend adieu. He took cold on his return, and 
died after a short illness. 

Tazewell took the degree of Bachelor of Arts on the 31st day 
of July, 1792, though it is probable that he attended some of the 
class~s at a later period. His diploma, written on a sheet of fools
cap, and iSigned by Bishop Madison, Judge St. George Tucker, and 
others, is still preserved in his family. It speaks well for his atten
tion and regularity, that of all his classmates he alone took a 
degree at the appointed time. Having finished his college course, 
he began the study of the law in Richmond under the auspices of 
Mr. Wickham,* living in his house as a member of his family, and 
of his father, who was then a Judge of the Circuit Oourt, but was 
soon after transferred to the Oourt of Appeals. That he entered 
with great zeal into the study of his profession, his subsequent fa
miliarity with all the philosophy as well as the practice of the law 
fully shows. While engaged in the study, he regularly attended 
the courts of Richmond in which Wythe presided as sole chancel
lor, and Pendleton as the president of the Oourt of Appeals. The 
bl1r of the metropolis, which consisted mainly of men who had 
served during· the Revolution, and subsequently, in camp and in 
council, was large in numbers and abounding in talents. Alexan
der Oampbell, whose voice, says Wirt, "had all the softness and 
melody of the harp; whose mind was at once an orchard and a 
flower garden, loaded with the best fruits, and smiling-in the many
colored bloom of spring; whose delivery, action, style, and man
ner, were perfectly Ciceronian," and who, I am grieved to say, was 
shortly to fall by his own hand; Munford, known to the profession 
by his Reports, and to scholars for the skill and elegance with which 
he has invested Homer in an English dress; Warden, the theme 
of many a joke, a sturdy lawyer of the old school, his name per
petually occurring in the early Reports; Call, whose aged form 
might occasionally be seen in Richmond in my early days, and 

,) Mr. Wickham married Mr. Tazewell's auut, a half sister of Judge Henry 
Tazewell. 
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RICHMOND BAR IN 1793. 15 

familial' by his Reports; Hay, afterwards a judge of the federal 
district court, which he held in this city thirty-Ave or forty years 
ago, but better known as the prosecuting attorney in the trial of 
Burr; and besides and above these were Edmund Randolph, 
who, having filled the most prominent posts in our own and in the 
federal government, and with whom it is believed Mr. 'l'azewell 
studied for a short time in Philadelphia, was to return to the bar, 
where he had the largest practice, according to Wirt, of any law
yer of his time; Wickham, then holding at or near his meridian 
a,s he did at his setting, the front rank; and John ;Marshall, a name 
that spoke for itself then, speaks for itself now, and will speak for
ever. These and such men composed the Richmond bar of that day. 

An able bads the best school of law. If the leaders be strong. 
they will be apt to have worthy successors; for of all lessons for 
a student, the contests of able men with each other in the practical 
game of life are the best. In such a school Tazewell applied 
himself closely; and in truth he had rare advantages. In a phy
sical view he is said by one who knew him at this period of his 
life, to have been the most elegant and brilliant young man of his 
age. His tall stature, which reached six feet, his light and grace
ful figure, his blue, wide, intellectual eye, his features noble and 
prominent, though not yet developed to the sterner mould of latter 
years, those auburn ringlets, which curled about his head in child
hood, which he shook at midnoon in the stress of some high argu
ment, and which, turned to a silver hue, flowed down his marble 
neck in his shroud,-and a winning address, which, though slight
ly and insensibly tinged with hauteur on a first acquaintance, grew 
urgent and cordial, fascinated every beholder; while his intellec
tual faculties, which even thus early his habitual study of the severer 
sciences had sharpened, and which impelled him to venture fear
lessly even with experts on vexed questions in law and morals, and 
his truly generous nature, made him the delight of the social cir
cle, and endeared him to all. Then, as at a later day, he was not 
averse from manly sports, was fond of the gun, and was a fearless 
horseman. One of his youthful feats was to ride his horse to 
the second story of the Raleigh Tavern; and when his income 
from the Norfolk bar reached thousands, and his dicta were deemed 
the infallible utterances of Themis, he has been known in a coun-
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try frolic to leap from a horse's back into a carriage in full mo
tion; and at a later day, when the country sprang to arms to avenge 
the insult upon the Chesapeake, and he might have taken what 
civil or military post he pleased, he chose the command of a troop 
of cavalry. .He understood at this early day, ho,vever, the art of 
sacrificing pleasure at. the shrine of duty; and he preserved his 
youth pure from those flattering vices which please for the present, 
but which bring disgrace, disease, and death in their train. 

His position gave him decided advantages of observation and 
improvement. His father, who was a prominent politician, and 
long a judge of the General Court, was now a judge of the Court 
of l~ppeals, and was soon elected to the Senate of the United 
States. In his society he saw Pendleton, Carrington, Roane, 
Fleming. and Lyons, who composed the Court of Appeals at that 
day, and all of whom I heard him recall in living colors a few 
months before his death. It was the custom of the judges of the 
Court of Appeals to put up at the Swan, where they might easily 
consult with Pendleton, their chief, whose injured limb prevented 
him for the last thirty years of his life from going abroad. It was 
at the Swan the judges kept their black cloth suits during the 
recess of the courts; for in those days there were no public con
veyances ; and all the judges, except Pendleton, who drove into 
Richmond from Caroline in a slow lumbering vehicle, nicknamed, 
after t.he wild driver of the coursers of the sun, a Phaeton, came 
into town on horseback, and were often clad in the cloth of their 
own looms. I mention these details of the early times of Mr. 
Tazewell, as they may serve to explain that stern simplicity of 
manners, of taste, and of general living. to which he resolutely 
adhered through life. Although fond of agriculture, and the 
owner of large landed estates, as he did not reside on them he 
did not require vehicles for the use of his family; and, at his resi
dence in N orfoUr, I think I may say that, for the last forty years 
at least, he never kept a carriage above the dignity of a gig, and 
I have doubts whether during that time he even kept a gig. The 
last time I saw him riding, some ten or twelve years ago, he was 
on horseback, accompanied by his son. I well remember when to 
take a drive in a carriage, or, to use an umbrella, was deemed 
effeminate by some of the wealthiest planters in Virginia. 
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It was on the 14th day of May, 1796, that he received his 
license to practice law. The license, written in a bold hand on 
paper, was signed by judges Peter Lyons, Edmund Winston, and 
Joseph Jones, and is preserved by his children as a family relic. 
His first fee was derived from a warrant trying, in which a Mr. 
Taliaferro, who was his landlord, was a party, and was fifteen 
shillings, which helped to pay the rent of his office. His first im
portant criminal case was the defence of a man on a charge of 
murder. Whether his client was innocent or guilty, I know not; 
but Tazewell got him clear of the law; and the man was so 
thankful for his ser'dces, that half a century afterwards he confessed 
his gratitude to a daughter of Mr. Tazewell, whom he chanced to 
see in the streets of a neighboring town. 

The keen eye of John Marshall saw at once the caste of Taze
ewell's mind, and pronounced him an extraordinary young man. 
And I may say here, that the subdued manner and tone in which 
Mr. 'l'azewell spoke of Judge Marshall would convey a stronger 
impression of the character of the judge than any mere words of 
eulogy could well do. For his person and abilities he cherished 
the most prOfound respect and adll\"iration. Even of the Life of 
Washington, which it was the fashion of the young democrats of 
my day to laugh at for the grammatical blunders and inverted 
English that marred the first edition of that work, Tazewell, who, 
though never eminent in elegant composition, always wrote good 
English, and sawall the faults of the work, still put a high value 
upon it as I certainly now do myself; and within a year of his 
death, when he was told an author was about to publish a history 
of the administration of Washington, he observed: "What can he 
tell that Judge Marshall has not told a great deal better already? ,r 
Yet, from the beginning of Mr. Tazewell's career to its close, they 
differed from each other on most of the great constitutional ques
tions of their times. Oandor compels me to I'laY, however, that 
the decisions of the judge in the case of Maculloch against the 
Bank of Maryland,' and in the case of Oohens against the State of 
Virginia, greatly disappointed him; and after their promulgation, 
though he still entertained feelings of high respect for his abilities, 
he would hardly have offered in honor of the judge that famous 
sentiment which he proposed at the Decatur dinner, and which 
elicited so much remark at the time. 
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But it was probably in his association with Ohancellor Wythe, 
who loved and petted the promising boy, the son of his old neigh
bor in Williamsburg, whom he had taken from the dying bedside 
of another old neighbor, that Tazewell formed his taste for pro
found research, and his determination to master the law as a 
science .. Wythe, above all our early statesmen, was deeply learned 
in the law, had traced all its doctrines to their fountain-heads, 
delighted in the year-books from doomsday down; had Glanville, 
Bracton, Britton, and Fleta bound in collects; had all the British 
statutes at full length, and was writing elaborate decisions every 
day, in which, to the amazement of county cout lawyers, Horace 
and Aulus Gellius were sometimes quoted as authorities. And it 
is worthy of note, that Tazewell, affectionately attached as he was 
to Wythe, did not adopt his prejudices or antipathies, nor those 
peculiarities of punctuation and the disuse of capital letters at the 
beginning of sentences, which even Mr. Jefferson copied from his 
old master; but cherished a proper and becoming admiration for 
Pendleton, as will presently appear, between whom and Wythe 
there had been a life-long rivalry, and more recentiy some sharp 
judicial passages at arms, which we could wish were blotted out 
forever, but which, embodied iu ever-during type, posterity must 
read and deplore. And, although he was in every material respect 
the architect of his own reputation, it has occurred to me that it 
was in memory of his affectionate relations with Wythe and 
Wickham, and with a view of paying the debt which he owed 
them, as well as from the natural goodness of his heart, that Taze
well was fond of the society of young men, and was ever ready to 
advise them in their studies, or to argue with them a difficult head 
in the law, and freely to assist them in other respects. An eminent 
counsel stilI living, though among the seniors of the Virginia bar. 
told me that once, when he was young, Mr. Tazewell, who had not 
opened a law book for years, explained to him the law respecting 
fine and recovery, and springing uses, ~o fully and with such ability 
as filled him with wonder; and that his discourse, could it have 
been transferred to paper, would be an invaluable guide on that 
topic of the law. And many other young men have the same 
story to tell of his generous teachings on difficuit questions. If 
all his personal attentions to the students of law were forgotten, 
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the four letters which he prepared with infinite skill as a .c9de of 
legal morals, and of the philosophical study of the law, would 
attest his sympathy and affection for his youthful friends. 

While young Tazewell was gradually making his way at the bar, 
practising in James City, and in all the neighboring courts, he was 
called upon to take his stand in politics at one of the most tem
pestuous epochs in our annals. His father was one of that illustrious 
band of patriots, consisting of Patrick Henry, George Mason, 
William Grayson, Richard Henry Lee, Benjamin Harrison, John 
Tyler, and others, who believed that the General Federal Conven
tion, which had been summoned merely to amend the Articles of 
Confederation, had exceeded their powers in framing an entirely 
new instrument, the present federal constitution, and they warmly 
opposed its ratification by Virginia.. When the new system was 
adopted, they watched its operations with a jealous eye, and op
posed some of the leading measures of the administration of 
Washington. When it was foreseen that a new treaty would pe 
negotiated with England, it was determined by them that, uuless 
that measure made those concessions and amendments of the treaty 
of 1783, which Virginia had striven so hard to obtain, it should 
be ~pposed a.t eve:y hazar?; and John !af},o¥f Ca~oline, h~p
pellIng to reSIgn hIS seat III the Senate Just at that tIme (179D), 
Henry Tazewell, then on the bench of the Court of A.ppeals, was 
elected to fill his place; and the first movement he made on taking 
his seat in the Senate was to offer a series of resolutions pointing 
out the defects of the new treaty w!th England, which had been 
negotiated by Mr. Jay. It was natural that young Tazewell should 
embrace the doctrines of the party in which his father held almost 
the chief place; and his inclination in this respect was probably 
strengthened by the opinions of Judge Pendleton and Chancellor 
Wythe, both of whom had voted for the ratification of the federal 
constitution by Virginia, but who now sided with his father. On 
the other hand, his friends Marshall and Wickham were ranged on 
the federal side; and though Wickham at no time of his life took 
an active part in politics, Marshall, in the House of Delegates, and 
by popular addresses, was most active in the cause, and was reputed 
the leader of the federal party in the State. 

In the spring of 1796, when he had attained his one-and-twentieth 
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year, he was returned to the House of Delegates from the county of 
James City, and continued a member of the body until the close of 
the century. In that interval were discussed in the Assembly the 
leading measures of the administrations of Washington and the 
elder AdamK; and a better school for a young politician cannot 
well be imagined. Of this period, the most interesting sessions 
were those of 1798-99, and of 1799-1800. During the first of 
these sessions, the famous resolutions of John Taylor of CaToline, 
which, it afterwards transpired, were drafted by Mr. Madison, 
were discussed with an ability which was honorable to both the 
great parties of the day, and which, at this distance of time, is 
proudly remembered; and in the last-named session was adopted 
that still more celebrated paper, from the pen of Madison, now 
known and honored as the Virginia Report. To both of these im
portant papers Tazewell gave a cordial assent. It was during these 
two sessions he met with several of his college mates, as well as 
with some older statesmen whom he had not before seen in a public 
body. Among those who adhered to his side of the question were 
James Barbour, of Orange, the late Judge Daniel, of the General 
Court, one of the keenest minds of his time, the late Judge Cabell, 
president of the Court of Appeals, Wilson Cary Nicholas, after
wards Senator and Governor, Judge Archibald Stuart, Chancellor 
Creed 'l'aylor, Governor Giles, Thomas Newton, Governor Plea 
ants, Samuel Tyler, French Strother, and Mr. Madison; and among 
those of the opposite side, were George Keith Taylor, his eloquent 
namesake from Norfolk, Robert Barraud Taylor, the late venerable 
John Eyre, Thomas M. Bayly, John Wise, James Breckenridge, 
Archibald Magill, and Henry Lee, of the Legion. 

A painful domestic incident happened at this time, which had a 
material influence upon the future plans of Mr. Tazewell. Having 
lost his mother in his third year, he may be said hardly to have 
known a mother's love; and he had fixed his affections on his elegant 
and accomplished father, who was his senior by only one and twenty 
years, who was in the vigor of manhood, and before whom a long 
and splendid career seemed to be in reserve. But this pleasing 
hope was destined to perish. Judge Tazewell, on his journey to 
Philadelphia, where Congress then held its sittings, had taken a 
severe cold, but was able to reach the city, and on the 21st day of 
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January, 1799, took his seat in the Senate. He was· then evidently 
ill i and on the 24th, three days after, breathed his last. Thus, at 
the age of 45, died Henry Tazewell, when his fame to human eyes 
had not reached the zenith i when, though still in the full strength 
of manhood, he had received more and higher political and ju· 
dicial honors .t:han Virginia had ever before conferred on one so 
young; when, having been twice elected president of the Senate; at 
a time when that honor was deemed only second to that of the 
presidency of the United States, he stood above his Virginia com
petitors, with only one illustrious exception, on the lists of fame, 
and when the expiration of a few months would have placed his 
only son in Congress by his side. 

While the politics of the stormy period of 1800 were at the 
height, Gen. Marshall,as the since illustrious Chief Justice was 

. then called, having accepted from Mr. Adams an invitation to the 
department of State, vacated his seat in the House of Representa
tives; and young Tazewell, then in his twenty-sixth year, and 
younger than John Randolph was when the orator first took his 
seat, was elected by an overwhelming majority, over Col. Mayo, 
the federal candidate, in his place, and made his appearance in the 
House on the 26th day of November, 1800. Of Mr. Tazewell's 
short term of service in Congress, I shall pass oyer all details in 
this rapid sketch, except to remark that he was present at that 
fearful contest in the House of Representatives, when a deliberate 
effort was made by the federal party to elect a man as president of 
the United States, who had not received a single vote in the electoral 
colleges for that office, over Jefferson, who had received a plurality of 
votes for president. The painful excitement of that scene, which 
lasted continuously day and night, and during which sick members 
were brought in beds to the House and kept there, Tazewell never 
forgot inor do I think the events of that day made a favorable 
impression on his mind of the morals of politics. 'l'hat he, who 
was a republican, should have been elected so easily the successor 
of Gen. Mal'shall, who had been elected recently over a democratic 
opponent, shows how much, even in the highest party times, the 
influence of individual character is felt by the people, I need not 
say that Tazewell voted for Mr, Jefferson. At the close of his 
term in 1801, he returned home, withdrew from public life, and 
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made his preparations to take up his abode in Norfolk. At this 
time he was universally regarded by his political friends as the first 
young man in the State, and the most dazzling honors which a vic
torious party cpuldconfer upon him, seemed to be within his reach. 
How he fulfilled the expectations of his party, will presently appear. 

When asked in his latter years by a friend who ~ew his aver
sion to the ordinary routine of legislative life, and his devotion to 
the business of his clients, what induced him to enter the House of 
Delegates w young, and continue in it so long, he said: "My father 
made me:" a saying characteristic.of Mr. Tazewell, who never put 
any value upon his own services, and must be taken with many 
grains of allowance; for, although it could not be otherwise than 
grateful to the feelings of a father who was a senator of the 
United States, and in many ways agreeable at that perilous epoch 
to have such a representative in the Assembly, yet we must count 
much on that love of distinction which glows so warmly in the 
finest minds, and which Tazewell certainly felt at times, and con
tinued to feel as long as he lived; and his 'father knew, from his 
own experience and success at the bar, that a year or two in the 
popular branch of the Assembly is no mean preparation for active 
business, and especially for the pursuits of the forum. It was in 
the same spirit, when,. visited by the greatest living statesman of 
New England, that sterling patriot, and that peerless orator of his 
whole country, Edward Everett, who, seeing the faculties of 1\(:r. 
Tazewell still vigorous in his 85th year, expressed to him his regret 
that he had retired from public life so early, he replied: "I'm only 
S01'1'Y that I ever entered it at all;" when all who knew Mr. Tazewell 
intimately can avouch that, even at that moment of his 85th year, 
if the State of Virginia had called upon him to defend her right 
or honor in any transaction which may have occurred from the 
settlement of Jamestown to the late Ohio boundary discussion, he 
would have had every mouldering record from the office of the 
General Court, and every book bearing upon the subject, clustering 
in heaps around him in less than sixty hours after he had under
taken his task. 

It was i;n 1802 that Mr. Tazewell, who had qualified as an 
attorney in the Hustings Court of the Borough on the 26th day 
of June of the previous year, took up his abode in Norfolk. Who-
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ever would form an opinion of the Norfolk of 1802 from the Nor
folk of 1860, would be apt to fall into many and capital mistakes. 
As you entered the harbor of that day, many sloops, schooners, 
brigs, barques, and ships obstructed your way; and you would see 
the wharves and the warehouses, such as they were, in full em
ployment. A.number of small houses, which were used as retail 
shops, sailor-boarding establishments, and for other purposes, lined 
Broadwater, which wa~ then not much more than half as long as 
it is now, and Little Water, nearly their western length. Market 
square, the houses of which were almost wholly wood, and mean 
and contemptible in appearance, was the home of the wholesale 
and more respectable retail dealers in dry goods and hard ware. 
The larger grocery dealers centred near the then head of Broad
water. The population ranged between 6,500 and 7,500, and con
sisted of a large infusion of French from the West India islands, 
Scotch and English in considerable proportions, Irish, and New 
English. There were some Dutch, Spanish, and Portuguese. Our 
Norfolk born people, and the people from the neighboring 
counties, formed the base-a pretty broad base, but only a base. 
Everybody was busy. Wirt, writing a year or two later to a 
friend, likened the borough to a hive in which their was no drone. 
The outward appearance of things was bad enough. The houses 
on the wharves and in the business streets were all of wood, and 
have since been swept away by successive fires. There was not a 
paved street within the bills of mortality. Immense pools of mud 
and water were seen everywhere; and it was a favorite amusement 
of the boys to watch the attempt of a loaded dray to pass through 
those beds of muck. There were three merchants at farthest, 
whose wealth, on a most liberal estimate, might possibly average 
$100,000, though they thought themselves worth a good deal more. 
There was but one brick church, and that was the present St. 
Paul's, not, as we now see it, with its tasteful interior, but a rude 
brick kiln with an enormous cocked hat stuck upon it. The people 
heard preaching in the upper rooms of warehouses, in. the court
house, or in some rickety concern knocked up for the nonce. The 
clergy fared badly. The rector of a large brick church, then 
rising, with a wealthy congregation, receh-ed for his services one 
hundred pounds, Virginia currency, which equal three hundred and 
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thirty-three dollars and thirty-three cents of our money, and both 
pastor and people seemed to be satisfied with the bargain. Small 
houses, some of which may still be seen, straggled out along 
Church street, to what is now called Fort Barbour, though not 
so called tiil twelve years later. There was hardly an elegant 
private residence in the city. The bricks, of which the best 
houses were built, were rough and roughly laid. The houses had 
110 conveniences, except here and there a closet. They were, how
ever, substantially built, and were neatly finished within. They 
invariably had one thing which is fast passing away. There was 
the smoke-house in which every housekeeper cured his meat; and 
there was the dairy; but how they could put the dairy to its 
proper use I could never find out. The people had cows, and the 
cows gave milk; but there was no running water, and there was 
no ice. Long years passed before ice was introduced. The gen
tlemen of the bar were awake, and made out very well--much 
better than the clergy. The very youngest of the profession fed 
freely and voluptuously on the black eyes and cracked crowns of 
Little Water street, with an occasional haul from Exchange alley 
and the river Styx. A set, rather older, ventured into the expanse 
of Broadwater, and talked of the relations of landlord and tenant, 
of master and apprentice, and sometimes, in that belligerent neigh
borhood, of husband and wife, and not unfrequently of the writ of 
breaking tIre close. But the main harvest of the bar was from 
the shipping and from commerce, the daughter of the sea, which 
was soon to be vexed by the imperial decrees and orders in 
council of foreign powers, and by some retaliatory legislation 01 
our own. The highest standard of remuneration for the services 
of lawyers was what we would now deem low. Wirt, writing 
from Norfolk in 1805, considered two thousand dollars to be laid 
up at the end of the year a fair reward for the highest talents. 
One of the ablest leaders of the bar declared, seven years later, 
that when he was worth fifty thousand dollars he would retire 
from practice; while Wirt declared that he would retire as soon 
as he had accumulated a capital which would yield the annual 
interest of four thousand dollars. It is certain that all the 
members of the bar of that day, as did all of the merchants, died 
poor with two prominent exceptions; and when we reflect that 
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those two men held the front rank at the bar, one of them at least 
twenty years, the other near thirty, and neither on his withdrawal 
could be deemed wealthy, the inference is irresistible that, though 
now and then in that interval a big fee came rolling in from some 
vessel caught in the act of violating the embargo, or, at a much 
later date, from some prize case in the war between Spain and her 
South .American colonies, the rewards of legal merit were low. 

There was a branch of the old Bank of the United States, whose 
entire capital, distributed over the Union, was only ten millions. 
There was as yet, and fourteen years later, no daily paper. The 
Herald, then in its ninth year, was published three times a week, 
and was the organ of the democratic party. It was not until two 
years later that the Ledger appeared in the field, under the lead 
of that able champion John Oowper, and gave the federal flag to 

. the breeze. More than fourteen year~ were to elapse before a 
daily paper was established~ The equinoctial storms sadly wor
ried our fathers. From the imperfect filling in of the streets and 
wharves, the tides rose high; and then, if we would keep out of 
sight St. Mark's, the Rialto, and the palaces of merchant princes, 
Norfolk was another edition of Venice. The canoe was our gon
dola, and "yo heave oh" were our echoes of Tasso. .A bold 
stream, that would float a vessel of one hundred tons, cut Granby 
and Bank streets in two, and just halted on the west side of 
Ohurch, where it was almost met by another furious stream from 
Newton's Oreek. .At Town Bridge a torreut raged that was not 
to be crossed until the tide fell. Freemason, between Brewer and 
Granby, presented a sea deep enough to float a vesr;;el of one hun
dred tons. Our Rialto on Granby was not erected till eighteen 
or twenty years later; and I remember our fathers were so proud 
of it, that they invited strangers to see it. It took, for a time, the 
shine from the Navy Yard. The health of the town ranked the 
lowest. The tombstones in old St. Paul's tell of the number of 
captains of vessels and trading merchants who died here. The 
letters of Wirt show the prevalent belief that an acclimating pro
cess was just as necessary here as at New Orleans and Havana, or 
on the coast of .Africa. It was the fear of yellow fever, perpetu
ally dinned in his ears by his country friends, who but echoed the 
popular belief, that drove Wirt away. Such was Norfolk, not en .. 
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veloped in the mists or'tradition, but such as she was, when Mr. 
Tazewell came to reside here in 1802. 

He lived to behold a very different state of things. He lived 
to see it one of the cleanest cities in the world, and to see more 
miles of paved streets in Norfolk than any other city south of the 
Potomac can boast of; and those streets lighted up every night 
with a brilliancy equal to that which a rejoicing people, thirteen 
years later than 1802, kindled in commemoration of the victory of 
New Orleans, and of the peace with Great Britain. He lived to 
see the Negro population as well clad, and the female part of it as 
fully crinolined, as the great body of the respectable white people 
of 1802, and worshipping every Sabbath in churches of their own, 
better and more costly than the best church of that day; while the 
white people have added; and are adding every day, church to 
church and chapel to chapel, some of which are even elegant in 
their architecture, and all comfortable in their arrangements be
yond the conceptions of that day. He lived to see, instead of three 
men worth one hundred thousand each, three men, one of whom he 
was, whose united wealth would reach a million, besides many 
others with one hundred thousand down to ten thousand. He 
lived to see the population increased irom seven thousand to seven
teen thousand; and, to say the least, fully as well clad, as well 
fed, as their fathers ever were, and living in better houses than 
their fathers ever lived in. He lived to liIee our banking capital, 
whether invested in public banks, in savings institutions, and in 
the hands of private bankers, swell above the fragmentary portion 
which the old Bank of the United States could afford to allot td 

us, to somewhat over two millions of dollars, almost wholly owned 
by our own people; and to read our monthly bills of mortality, 
which attest, beyond the reach of cavil, a condition of general 
health without a parallel in the annals of cities laved by the tides. 
He lived to see the farmers, who supplied the population of 1802 
with vegeiables aRd fish enough to serve, but none to spare, ship 
off nearly half a million's worth to the north every season; and to 
seela)1d in the neighborhood, which in 1802 was worth hardly any
thing more than what the doctor reaped from its crop of agues, be
come salubrious, and sell for fifty dollars an acre. He lived to 
see our city connected with the West, the South, and the North, by 
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steamships whose tonnage would in those days have been pro
nounced fabulous, by railways, and by the magnetic telegraph. 
He lived to see a larger tonnage arriving and departing annually 
from our port than ever was seen in our most prosperous days. 
The old figure of trade has, indeed, passed away; and some wharf 
owners, some warehouse men, and some others do not reap the 
profits of old times, though, by the way, we now have more and 
better wharves, more and better warehouses, than they had at that 
day; and the cause and the necessity of the change are obvious. 
The trade of our fathers in 1802 was an unnatural trade .. It was 
a fungus that sprung from the diseased condition of foreign powers. 
It was not the result of developed productive wealth, but the acci
dent of the war between the two greatest commercial nations of 
the globe, which gave us the carrying trade. It was born of other 
people's troubles, and destined to die when those troubles were 
appeased. It may be safely affirmed, that the business of Norfolk, 
the natural result of enterprise, progress, and development, and 
not the offspring of foreign action, at Mr. Tazewell's death, ex
ceeded, in a large degree, the business of Norfolk in Ui02, puffed 
up, as it was, by ephemeral causes, and that the present wealth of 
our people immeasurably surpasses the wealth of the past. 

Whatever may have been the rate of legal compensation in 1802, 
mome description of the leading members of the bar of that day is 
indispensable to the canvas, of which Mr. Tazewell is the principal 
figure. Besides Hyott, who lived in the retired mansion in which 
our venerable fellow-citizen, John Southgate, now resides,. and 
whose name has long been extinct, and Marsh, who studied in the 
famous law school of Judge Reeves, at Lichfield, where Calhoun 
was initiated in the mysteries of the law, who built that handsome 
wooden house in the fields, long since burned down, in which the 
youth of my day were flogged through the rudiments of Ruddi
man, and whORe sons are among the enterprising merchants and 
sea-captains of our modern city, was, first and foremost, General 
THOMAS MATHEWS. There he stands, with the figure of A.pollo 
and with the spirit of Mars, clad in the blue and buff of ~herevo
lution, wearing that sword which he had worn through the struggle 

. with the mother country, his;well-powdered head surmounted by 
the old cocked hat which he had worn when driven from Fort Nel-
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son by the myrmidons of his British naPlesake, and at the siege of 
York, and with that long queue, the dl:essing of which was the no 
mean labor of the toilet of that era. To his dying day, which 
happened on the eve of the late war with Great Britain, though a 
general of brigade, on all stated musters he appeared in the field 
in full uniform, and was greeted by old and young with applause. 
He was a native of St. Kitts, left the island before the revolution, 
performed his part gallantly tkrough the entire contest forinde
pendence, and had long been a member of the House of Delegates, 
of which he was again and again elected speaker, performing the 
duties of the chair with a dignity, firmness, and grace still freshly 
remembered, and bequeathing his name to a beautiful countyover
looking the waters of the Chesapeake, which it still bears. He 
served in the assembly at a memorable period. The questions of 
the age were to be settled. He recorded his name in favor of the 
bill establishing religious freedom, where it will shine for ever. 
He voted for the resolution convoking the meeting at Annapolis, 
which was the seminal germ of the present federal constitution. 
He voted to send delegates to the Federal Convention, which 
formed the present federal constitution; and in the convention 
which ratified that instrument in the name of Virginia, he voted 
for its adoption; and when Norfolk commemorated the installa
tion of the federal constitution by the firing of guns, by the dis
play of flags, by civic, mechanical, and military processions, con
spicuous on that great day was the general, who acted as the Chief 
Priest of the august ceremonies which honored the birth of a na
tion. He was always elected to any office to which the people. 
could call him. His address had the tinge of the soldier, but was 
most fascinating. No familiarity could impair its effect. The bar 
regarded him with affection and reverence. All the men about 
town loved him. The women almost adored him. A smile from 
the General on a gala-day, when mounted on his charger, which he 
managed well to the last, or the lifting of his three-cornered hat 
on the sidewalk, was a trophy which the prettiest woman, maid or 
matron, would treasure away among the spolia opima of her hoard. 
His social position was of the highest. He was known far and 
wide, and played most becomingly the part of host to distinguished 
persons from abroad. Some of our old citizens remember the 
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coaches and four which used to pass down King's lane to his mod
est residence at the foot of tide. One of the acts of his life was 
characteristic. He was on a visit to his brother at St. Kitts, when 
the French fleet lay-to off the island, and levied a sum of money 
upon the people, which they paid. The French then levied another 
sum, which the people of the island were wholly unable to pay. 
In this dilemma the people of St. Kitts had recourse to General 
Mathews, who, dressed in his uniform as an American general offi
cer, went on board the hostile fleet, and induced the admiral to 
accept an order from him on the American Consul in Paris, for 
the sum in question. The fleet then sailed away, and the island 
was safe. In due time the order came back protested. Suit was 
brought and judgment obtained against him, and the venerable 
patriot spent his last days in prison bounds for a debt which the 
British Government ought to have paid with gratitude as well as 
with money. In 1802 he w&.s approaching his sixtieth year, but 
was vigorous and attentive to business. He was a fine speaker. 
His voice was melodious, and its compass exceeded belief. It 
could be heard along the line of a whole brigade, and in the clat
ter of a skirmish. It is one of the 'traditions of the bar, that he 
could, by condensing ,his voice as he approached it, break a pane 
of glass in pieces. His learning was respectable; and with the 
jury he had great weight; and he was heard with respect by the 
court; and always having lived and practised in sea-ports, he had 
no inconsidcrable knowledge of the law of admiralty. In the 
Chesapeake war, old as he was, his spirit fired up. He took com
mand as brigadier, and longed for another crack at the British. 
His descE;lndants still survive, and one of them holds an important 
federal office in our modern city . With all the demonstrations of 
public grief, his remains were committed to the grave in the south
east angle of the yard of St. Paul's. 

Another leader of the bar was the venerable JAMES NIMMO. 

His tall form, neatly attired in black, and bent low as in grateful 
obeisance to the rapid years which were bringing him nearer to 
his heavenly home; that broad belt of baldness that stretched over 
from his forehead to his spine, those silver side-locks that ran wild 
about his collar, that honest, peculiar voice, which sounded as if 
virtue and piety, descending awhile from the upper sphere, were 
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helping the old man out in his speech; with the freshness of yes
terday I see and hear them all. Though seemingly attended by 
celestial visitants, and perhaps for that reason, he had not a parti
cle of Young America about him. He believed that rogues and 
scamps ought to be punished as promptly and as condignly now as 
in the day.s of A.braham, of Isaac, and of Jacob, and as in the days 
of his own early youth; and while he was the aid and comforter 
of the widow and the fatherless, and of the virtuous poor,-would 
weep and pray with them, and help them out of that slim purse, 
which never held an unworthy shilling, he was, as Commonwealth:s 
attorney, the terror of evil-doers. I remember on one occasion, 
when he was prosecuting a notorious offender whom he sent to the 
penitentiary, and who was defended by Gen. Taylor, as the old 
man was bald, and the air of the old court-house was damp, he 
threw Over his head a red bandanna handkerchief, and I hear the 
laugh which Gen. Taylor extorted from the bench, from the jury, 
and from the old man himself, by calling it a bloody flag. He was 
of that substantial class of lawyers, who, having received an elemen
tary grounding in Latin and mathematics in the schools of the 
time, entered the clerk's office, and served a term of duty within 
its precincts. He was thus well versed in the ordinary forms of the 
law, and with the decisions of the courts in leading cases; and took 
the hue rather of an attorney than of an advocate. With such men 
as a class, there was no great intimacy with the law as a science, 
and its higher philosophy was beyond their reach. Like ~Ia
,thews, however, he had always lived in sea-ports, and as he studied 
his cases well, he was always very impressive with the jury, and 
was heard with great respect by the court; and when he had reached 
the zenith, a slow shake of the head or even of his finger at an ar
gument that was too hard for him, went a great way even with the 
court, and almost all the way with the jury. . As long as the case 
lay in the old routine, this class of lawyers would get along very 
well; but novelties were unpleasant to them; they hated the sub
tleties of special pleading; and they turned pale at a demurrer. 
Possessed of' a high spirit, which sometimes, even beyond three
score, sent forth a flash as vivid as it was sudden, he was placable 
and ever prompt to make an atonement. He was now in his 
forty-eighth year, and in the full vigor of a temperate middle life; 
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but he lived to be the father of the bar for almost the third of 
a ceutury, and almost to be the father of the town, which in an 
honorable sense he was; dying in January, 1833, at the age of 
seventy-eight, and laid away by the hands of descendants among 
patrimonial graves at Shenstone Green. He was a true patriot. 
In the hour of her fiercest trial he stood by the side of Virginia. 
While so many men of wealth and influence in the neighboring 
counties of Princess Anne and Norfolk, impelled by their fears, pres
ent and prospective, of British power, and living within the range of 
British guns, faltered in their faith to the young republic, and took 
British protection, Nimmo clung to the standard of his country; and, 
having been taken prisoner, was confined on board the Liverpool 
frigate when she fired the shot which, striking the south-eastern angle 
of St. Paul's Church, has left its mark for posterity. One recollec' 
tion personal to myself shows this fine old man in an amiable view. 
I had received, at the age of one-and-twenty, an important trust 
from the people of Norfolk; and Mr. Nimmo, meeting me in the 
street the morning after the election, and taking in his own pure hands 
both of mine, said: "My young friend, remember that you owe a 
double service-service to your God as well as to your country; 
and that he who is faithless to the God of his fathers can never be 
faithful to his country." And now, when the day of ambition with 
me is long past and gone, and when that day of retribution, which, 
as it cometh to all, so it sllall come to us, is drawing nigh, I may 
say that it ever has been my fervent and steadfast prayer to be 
able to illustrate in my humble life the precept of my pious friend. 

There was another lawyer, the junior of Nimmo by five years, 
whose subsequent intimate connexion with Mr. 'l'azewell makes it 
proper to recall his position here. 'l'he name of Col. JOHN NIVI
SON was pronounced with pride by our fathers, and deserves to be 
held in grateful remembrance. None under seventy can recall him 
as he pleaded at the bar; and none under fifty, and very few of that 
age, can recall him as he sat in the chair of the Recorder. That office 
was justly held in high repute in olden time. Sir John Randolph 
held it ; and at a later day it was held hy the celebrated Edmund 
Randolph, the great grandson of the knight, and by the eloquent 
and accomplished Henry Tazewell. Then it was usually bestowed 
upon some prominent lawyer who had retired from the bar, and 
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within my recollection it has ever been held by upright, intelligent, 
and honorable men. I see this old man, too, with the freshness of the 
passing hour, as he was driving out in his capacious chariot to Law
son's, or as he strolled or rather rocked along the sidewalk. He 
was very large, weighing between two and three hundred, and was 
nearly six feet in height. He said he had no idea of his bulk un
til, passing a negro woman in the street with a basket on her head 
who took a side glance at him, he heard hef unconsciously exclaim: 
" Good gracious, what a big white man!" He was born in 1760, in 
Brunswick as Brunswick then was, was educated at William and 
Mary, while Wythe was professor oflaw, having as his college associ
ates John Marshall, Spencer Roane, the amiable and patriotic Sa
muel Hardy, who was destined to fall too soon, and at whose grave 
Virginia sat in mourning, Archibald Stuart, Bushrod Washington, 
William Short, our Minister to Spain, et ali£ Itaud ~'mpare8,' was 
one of the founders of the Phi Beta Kappa Society-an institution 
which will make his name immortal-and began the practice of the 
law in his native county. After the peace of 1783, he took up his 
abode in Portsmouth, where he reached the head of the bar; and 
in the great hegira from that town on the adoption of the federal 
constitution in 1788, he came over to Norfolk, where he had now 
long held the front rank in his profession. He too had passed a 
noviciate in the Clerk's office, had studied law under the guidance 
of Wythe, and had been very successful. Like Nimmo, he was call
ed the honest lawyer; and it was one of the sly jests of our fa
thers that there should be two lawyers at the saIDe bar and in tlJe 
same generation, whose claims to the title should be generally 
conceded by the people. In 1802 he had reached his forty-second 
year; and having acquired a competent fortune-for moderation 
was the order onhose times--he was soon to withdraw from the bar, 
and to fill the chair of the Recorder. He is said to have been very 
successful in making lawyers eloquent and entertaining while he 
was on the bench. Whether he was fond of the classics, I cannot 
affirm; but be certainly borrowed a trait from Homer, and nodded 
occasionally'; and when a tedious speaker began his harangue, 
having already taken a full view of the law and facts of the case, 
he usually fell asleep, waking up as the counsel finished his ha
rangue, much refreshed at least, if not instructed by it, and proceed· 
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ed to give judgment in the case. He was noted for his tender
ness to the poor, and it is said that he had on their account almost 
.:lS much business after he withdrew from the bar as before. He 
died in 1820, at the age of sixty, and was buried in St. Paul's, 
within a few feet of his compatriot Mathews. When 001. Nivison, 
in December, 1776, was returning to his lodgings after organizing 
the Phi Beta Kappa Society, he might have seen a pretty infant of 
two years in the nurse's arms, or toddling in the shade of Waller's 
grove; but he could not have foreseen that the same little fellow 
would in the course of time worry him with all the art of the spe
cial pleader, and finally receiYe from llim the hand of his eldest 
daughter; and that when he should withdraw from the bar, he was 
to leave all his business in the hands of that child. 

But there was a young man, a member of the bar in 1802, whose 
elegant person, whose winning addres8, whose uncommon abilities, 
whkh were assodated with industry and perseverance quite as un
common, and whose glowing patriotism, would have made an im
pression in any country and in any age, and gained distinction in 
any sphere. Under such a portrait the name of one man only can 
be written-that of ROBERT BARRAUD TAYLOR. Young 'raylor 
was eleven months older than Tazewell, was born in Smithfield, at. 
tended in Norfolk the school of that elegant scholar, the late Dr. 
Alexander Whitehead, became a student of William and Mary 
Oollege, where he remained till his duel with John Randolph, in 
which he received a ball that he carried to his grave; studied law 
with Judge Marshall, and in 1796, at the age of twenty-two, en
gaged in the practice of the law in this city. His fine talents at· 
tracted universal attention, and business crowded upon him. His 
voice, actiou, eloquence, were all in fine harmony. As the district 
court system was then in operation, he had an opportunity of wit
nessing the displays of the leading counsel of the state in the neigh
boring town of Suffolk; and it was the dictate alike of interest 
and ambition to prepare himself for the conflict with his ablest 
contemporaries. Politics were the order of the day; and they soon 
engaged the attention of young Taylor. I heard many years ago, 
that when he came to the bar, and some time afterwards, he sided 
with his college mates Tazewell, Randolph, Oabell, Thompson, and 
J ames Barbour, and hailed with rapture the progress of the French 

3 
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revolution; but, shocked by the barbal'itjes which disgraced the 
later stages of that moral and political maelstrom, and indignant at . 
the unprecedented conduct of the diplomatic agents of France in our 
own country, he determined to separate from his early friends, and 
to uphold with all his influence the administration of Washington 
and that of his successor. It is said that he read with unmixed 
feelings of admiration and delight the Reflections of Burke on the 
French Revolution, which had appeared about six years before; 
and, if that work 'Vanquished his early love of France, he may be 
said at least to have fallen by a noble hand. At such a crisis of 
foreign and domestic affairs, it was impossible that a young man 
with such powers of eloquence and such fearlessness of ~pirit should 
be allowed to remain at home, while all his old associates, and the 
oldest and ablest politicians of the state were about to assemble in 
Richmond, and to battle for the victory. He was accordingly re
turned, in 1799, by the Borough of Norfolk to the House of Dele
gates, on the floor of which the contest was to be decided. At the 
session of the previous year, the Assembly had passed the celebra
ted resolutions of John Taylor of Caroline, long since known to 
have been written by Mr. Madison, which had been sent to the sev-. 
eral states. The leading object of the pl'esent session Was to refer 
the answer8 of the states to a committee, and to report an argu
ment in defence of the resolutions of the previous year. The re
port, since so well known as the Report of '99, or the Virginia Re
port, drawn by Madison, was the consequence. When it was pre
sented to the House of Delegates, it was discussed by the promi
nent men of both parties with eminent ability. Young Taylor 
performed his part with his usual zeal and force, and, by the side 
of his illustrious namesake, George Keith Taylor, opposed the 
adoption of the Report, which prevailed, however, by a decided 
majority. He also sustained Mr. Adams for the presidency in pref
erence to Mr. Jefferson; and, when Mr. Jefferson was elected, he 
opposed his administration up to 1802, when Tazewell came to re
side in Norfolk. Though opposed then, and as long as he lived, to 
the party which, with few and short intel'tnissions, has controlled, 
from 1789 to the present day, the political action of the state, his 
devotion to our blessed mother was as pure and as ardent as was 
ever felt by any son who drew nurture from her bosom; and he 
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was as prompt to avenge her wrongs as to assert her rights-at 
once a D' Aguessau in the forum and a Bayard in the field. Nor 
was that affection unreturned. When the clouds of war were 
gathering round her, Virginia entrusted her safety and her honor 
to his sword; and when the returning light of peace shone upon 
her hills and valleys and oyer the green savannahs of the East, and 
he had withdrawn from the arena of his splendid fame, she invested 
him with her ermine, which he wore with becoming grace to his 
dying hour; and she stood in tears at his tomb. ' 

In this young man, Tazewell was to fi11d an intimate friend, a 
fit, an able, and a lifelong competitor. They were nearly of the 
same age: they had been classmates in Oollege, and had been in 
the Assembly tog'ether; and while Tazewell was studying law in 
Mr. Wickham's office in Richmond, Taylor was following suit a 
few doors off in the office of Gen. Marshall. Even on the score of 
physical beauty they were not unmatched. Though belonging to 
different models, each in his sphere was, in youth, in middle life, and 
in old age, among· the finest looking men of their generation. 
Sometimes the aspect of Taylor was magnificent. I saw him oue 
afternoon thirty years ago as he was returning from the court in 
Portsmouth. He was passing from Toy and King's corner to 
Hall's. The waves of recent debate were sweltering in his breast. 
His person was erect; his gait was rapid; with one hand he held 
his cloak in a graceful fold, and with the other he grasped his 
ivory curule staff. I thought of Oicerohastening up the Oapito
line hill to announce in the forum the death of Oati1ine on the 
Picenian plain and the slaughter of the traitor's band. 

There were,however, some differences between them, which, or 
some of which, observable at first, grew more distinct in the lapse 
of years, in their places of nativity, in their temperaments, in their 
intellectual traits, and in their politics. Both were partly of Gallic 
descent; but here they differed ad in other things. Tazewell was 
French on the father's side; rraylor on the mother's. Tazewell's 
ancestors were from that city on the banks of the Seine in which 
the piratical Northmen had dwelt, which they had made the capital 
of a warlike empire extorted from one of the drivelling descen
dants of Oharlemagne, and which they had called by the defiant 
title of Normandy. Taylor's ancestors belonged to that pious and 
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not less heroic race, which, under the name of Huguenots, battled, 
not for rapine and conquest, but for the rights of conscience and 
for a large public liberty, and which, though defeated and driven 
from their ancestral land, the beautiful land of the fig, the olive, 
and the vine, to the chalky shores of old England, were more than 
triumphant in the virtue of their cause. The music familiar to the 
ears of Tazewell's ancestors was the wind from the boisterous 
North Sea and the turbulent Bay of Biscay; while Taylor's fore
fathers were refreshed by the gentle gales of Araby blown across 
the blue Mediterranean to the banks of the Rhone. The blood of 
both had been strongly mixed with the blood of that Anglo-Saxon 
race, which, crushed at times, and even for centuries, was apt to 
ri.se agai.n, and build its fortresses to freedom out of the ruinR of 
the very temples of its oppressors. 

Tazewell was born on the north side of the James, Taylor on the 
south-a distinction of no little significance in Vil'ginia politics to 
this very hour. 'l'azewell, insensibly imitating those grave old 
rovers of the sea whom he counted among his kin, was, even under 
great provocation, cool and wary, and only the more dangerous; 
Taylor, whose southern blood coursed in torrents of fire through 
his veins, though at times in the highest degree self-poised and 
calm, had less command of his temper, and showed more plainly 
the smart of the hostile shaft; and, though prompt as lightning to 
return it, did not always send it back to the enemy as steadily as 
he might have done with more deliberation. Their modes of rea
soning differed as widely as their temperaments. Each was a su
prememaster of rea~oning in his respective department; and, if 
we look along their entire course at the bar, it is hard to say which 
of the two won the most verdicts. Perhaps, though both of these 
able men wielded at times an almost omnipotent sway over juries 
and over the bench; yet it may be said that the style of Tazewell 
waR more decisive with the court, and that of Taylor with the jury. 
Each seemed necessary to the greatness of the other; and it is 
probable that, if Tazewell had not been constantly pressed through,
-out his career by such a man as Taylor, he would never have made 

, those wonderful displays before a jury and in popular assemblies 
which form no small. part of his fame; and that Taylor, unless 
-checked by the severe logic of Tazewell, would, indeed, have been, 
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as he was, the great advocate of his time, but would have failed 
to acquire that reputation for profound ability and learning in the 
law, which no less a judge than Marshall acknowledged in terms 
of high commendation. In a strictly legal point of view, it would 
have been best that both these able men had been removed in early 
life from the deteriorating influence of inferior courts, and trans
ferred to a higher sphere. Had they gone together to New York, 
and had been compelled to follow their cases through the highest 
courts as well as the lowest, or had confined themselves to appel
late tribunals, they would in their daily efforts have reared a legal 
reputation coextensive with the Union, and, perhaps, more dura
ble. It is only necessary to state that Taylor remained at the bar 
ten years after the retirement of 'fazewell; that he was then called 
upon to preside in the courts in !vhich he had reaped his brilliant 
fame; that, when a long and honored judicial career seemed to 
stretch before him, he was snatched away at the comparatively 
early age Of sixty; and that Tazewell survived him more than a 
quarter of a century.* 

Before we leave the Court-room of 1802, glancing, as we pass, 
at the face of young Maxwell, then just returned from Yale, who 
foul' years later was to make a name for himself, and of Arthur 
and Richard Henry Lee, brothers, whose sparkling eloquence 
ruled the fierce democracy of the day, and bespoke its ancestral 
source, and of others who were about to step on the threshold of 
professional life, the young man, sitting at the clerk's table, and 
intent upon his work, raising now and then his dark chestnut eyes 
to the Counselor to the Court, his jet black hair curling about his 
tall forehead, his erect port telling of the military exercises in 
which he so much delighted and excelled, seems, in vision, to rise 
before me. Born in Henrico, within a stone's throw of the birth
place of Henry Clay, who was his intimate personal friend and 
colleague in the clerk's office under Peter Tinsley,-the county
man and colleague also of our late esteemed fellow-citizen, Thomas 
Williamson, another pupil of Tinsley,-he had performed such 
faithful service in the General Court, that at the age of twenty-

* For a sketch of Mr. Tazewell and Gen. 'l'aylor, as they appeared at this early pe
riod of their career, see the graphic picture drawn by the hand of Mr. Wirt, in the Old 
Bachelor, Appendix No.3. Tazewell is the Sidney, and Gen. Taylor the Herbert o~ 
the piece. 
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four, he was chosen, in May of the preceding year, the clerk of . 
the Norfolk Courts. His skill in his business, the industry and 
integrity that shone in all his paths, his cordial and polished 
manners, his martial spirit, which approached something too near 
" an appetite for danger," but which was finely tempered to the 
social sphere, conciliated the public esteem; and, while he acquired 
the reputation of the readiest and the ablest clerk of his day, he 
became, during the excited period from 1802 to 1815, when war 
with Spain, with France, with England, was the order and the 
trouble of the day, one of the most complete soldiers of our citizen 
corps. Leaning to the federal side in politics, he, like the gallant 
Taylor, knew no party when the sword was to be drawn. At the 
early age of twenty-five he was made Colonel of the Ninth Regi
ment, was in active service during the Douglas war, as the affair 
that grew out of the affair with the Chesapeake· was called, and, 
during the late war with Great Britain, commanded in the field 
the Second and Ninth Regiments, establishing an exactness of 
discipline and au esprit dt~ corps which was a favorite topic of 
remark in the army; He was the soul of honor. His name was 
an authority, his word was a witness, wherever the one was known 
or the other uttered; and there were those who predicted for him, 
whether he should engage in the field or at the bar, a brilliant 
fame. Between him and 'l'azewell, who were nearly of the same 
age, the most affectionate friendship existed-a friendship which, 
founded on mutual esteem, arid cemented by mutual kindness, has 
descended already to the third generation. In 1823, at the age of 
forty-seven, this excellent man passed away. I only knew him 
in his latter years and in my boyish days. I see him as, when our 
waters were filled with hostile fieets,he marched at the head of 
his regiment, on a horse richly caparisoned, shining with silver and 
steel. I see him as he walked along the street, a tall slim man, 
quick in his movements, and inspiring, by his air and gait and 
benignant eye, respect and even affection. He was eady bald on 
the upper part of his head; but, by way of atonement, wore to the 
last, sometime after it was dropped by others, a long queue, that 
attracted the passing glance of the boys. He was, I think, except 
Seth Foster and Moses Myers, the last of the queues. He came 
~f an old Anglo-Saxon stock. His name for centuries in Scotland 
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and in England had been borne by archbishops and illustrious 
laymen; and in our own tirrles, in the earlier part of this century, 
:it was the synonym of British philanthropy. But neither early 
nor late, in the Old ·World or in the New, was it ever borne by a, 
nobler or a purer man-a man over whose grave more gentle and 
more precious memories should hover-than WILLIAM SHARP. 

When, in 1802, Tazewell appeared at the Norfolk bar, party 
politics were in a state of active fermentation. The passions of 
men became involved in the contests of the day to an extent which 
has not been reached since, and entered into the private relations 
of life. Men of business who had important cases for trial, and 
who were, for the most part, attached to the federal party, called 
in the aid of the federal members of the bar; but it was soon seen 
that the young republican lawyer, who had voted for the resolu
tions of '98-'99, and for the report of '99-1800, and who had helped 
by his vote in the House of Representatives to elect Mr. Jefferson 
president, had introduced a new practice into the courts, and 
began to win verdicts in the greatest cases from all his federal 
opponents. 1'he result was, as it always will be, that ability and 
learning prevailed over prejudice, and Tazewell was soon employed 
on the one or the other side of every great question. A.s an illus
tration of the strength of the political prejudices which prevailed, 
and which entered into domestic affairs, when Tazewell became a 
member of the Norfolk bar, I may mention an incident I heard 
many years ago. When it was rumored that Tazewell was paying 
his addresses to the eldest daughter of 001. Nivison, who belonged 
to the federal party, an old and active federalist observed that the 
Oolonel would never allow a daughter of his to marry a democrat; 
and, as an illustration of the bigotry of the opposite party, I may 
m611tion that I have heard old republicans say that Tazewell's 
democracy was tainted by marrying into a federal family; and 
that his marriage was the true explanation of the change of his 
relations with the administration of Jefferson, of which I shaH 
treat in another place. And here it may be proper to state that, 
in 1802, Mr. Tazewell led to the altar Anne Stratton, the eldest 
daughter of Oolonel John Nivison; a lady with whom he lived 
most happily for fifty-four years, and whom, after an interval of 
eighteen months, he followed to the graye. 
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In the fall of 1803, William Wirt, whose brilliant genius has 
reflected so much credit on his adopted Oommonwealth, came to 
reside in Norfolk. Like all his legal compatriots, he had been an 
active politician, and had been clerk of th~ House of Delegates for 
three sessions, during the last of which, the session of 1799, the 
Virginia report was adopted, and was a warm personal and poli
tical friend of Mr. Jefferson. It is from his pen that the beautiful 
resolutions of the Virginia .c1..ssembly, approving the administration 
of Jefferson at its close, proceeded; but then he was not known 
even as the author of the Letters of the British Spy which, though 
they had been printed in the Richmond Argus in the early fall, 
had not been collected into a volume. He was welcomed most 
cordially by Mr. Tazewell, by whose persuasion he had come to 
Norfolk, and whose business was now so overflowing that he offered, 
as we are told by Wirt, to withdraw from several courts purely 
for his benefit. The success of Wirt was flattering, but, overcome 
by the fear of the yellow fever, and seduced by family attachments, 
in the early summer of 1806, he removed to Richmond. While he 
resided in Norfolk, he was engaged with Mr. Tazewell in the case 
of Shannon (1804), which was tried in Williamsburg, and which 
excited the most intense interest in Eastern Virginia. Of Mr. 
Tazewell's speech on the trial Mr. Wirt always spoke in terms of 
enthusiastic admiration, which was not the less glowing as until 
that time he had looked upon Mr. Tazewell only as a ~evere 
logician, and incapable of the loftier flights of eloquence. 'rhe 
buoyancy of Wirt's spirits is exhibited in his admirable letters 
published in the memoir of Mr. Kennedy; and his gentle courtesy 
and generous nature are yet freshly remembered in our city. As 
a proof of his playfulness, I have heard Mrs. Tazewell say that 
when Wirt would call at her house, on his way to court, he would 
beg her for a bundle of newspapers to stuff in his green bag, to 
make a show of business ag he passed into the court-house. When 
the Old Bachelor appeared, a series of essays in imitation of the 
Spectator, which Wirt published after leaving Norfolk, he deline
ated at full length the character of Tazewell, under the name of 
Sidney, and of General Taylor under that of Herbert; and I refer 
to the number as a gratifying evidence of the estimate which he 
placed upon the genius and acquirements of those eminent 
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men. And now that the grave has closed above Wirt and Taze
well, it is refreshing to contemplate the cordiality of their friend
ship, and the substantial welcome which Tazewell extended to 
Wirt; and it is proper to say that, but for the revelations of Mr. Wirt 
himself contained in his published letters, and in the statements of 
his nearest friends, the recollection of the generous kindness of 
Mr. Tazewell to Wirt, as may be said of many other cases, would 
have remained unknown to his surviving friends: 

In tracing the career of a great lawyer, we should follow him 
through the courts in which his life was spent; but here, unfortunate
ly, no records appear which can throw any light upon the subject. 
The grandest efforts of counsel are made in the presence of the 
court and of the jury, and of those spectators who may happen to be 
in the court-room at the time, and are soon forgotten. Many heroes, 
the poet tells us, lived before Agamemnon, but are forgotten, be
cause they had no poet to record their praise; and, before the 
days of the stenographer, the most brilliant harangues in our in
ferior courts perished with the breath of them who uttered, and 
of those who heard them. Such has been the fate of Mr. Taze
well. Of all the speeches which he addressed to the courts and 
juries of Norfolk, from 1802 to 1821, not a vestige remains; and 
all that we know is, that he was employed on one side or other of 
all the important cases of that interval; and that he exhibited abili
ties which easily placed him at the head of the bar of the Com
monwealth, and attracted the attention of all who, whether in foreign 
countries or our own, held any connexion with our city. I shall pass 
over his criminal cases altogether, though they abound in striking 
passages; and of his civil cases in the courts of the State during 
his practice, I shall select two only, and rather by way of allusion 
than in full detail, one of which was tried at the beginning of this 
period, and the other in 1821 near its closo. 

About the year 1798, an eccentric individual named John Tay
lor, but better known as Solomon John, to distinguish him from two 
other persons of the same name living in Norfolk at the same 
time, a man of wealth and position, but believed to be slightly de
ranged in some respects, was returning from a hunting excursion, 
and, stopping at Burk's Gardens, which have long since given way 
to the houses now composing Hartshorne's Court, deliberately dis-
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charged his piece, which was loaded with small shot, at a crpwd of 
people, and wounded a man named Rainbow in the leg, which was 
at length amputated. Rainbow instituted a suit, an action of' 
trespass on the case, in the Borough Court, and filed a declaration 
in that form. Tazewell, as Taylor's attorney, offered,to demur to 
the declaration, a mode of pleading which, though old as the 
English law itself, was a novelty in the borough; and the Oourt 
refused to receive it. Mr. Tazewell took a bill of exceptions to 
the District Oourt at Suffolk. The point of the demurrer was 
that the action should have been trespass vi et armi8 . . The District 
Oourt affirmed the decision of the Borough Court; and an appeal 
was taken to the Oourt of Appeals, which reversed the decision of 
the ililferior courts. Until this time the distinction, which is merely 
technical, had been hardly perceptible to the courts of England 
and of this country, and was by no means settled law; but there
after the points of difference were regarded as clearly defined; and 
both in England and in the courts of the UllitedStates, the case of Tay
lor vs. Rainbow has always been cited as conclusive of the question. 

The other case, which was one of the last in which he appeared 
at the Virginia bar, was Long vs. Oolston, and was argued in 1820, 
in the Oourt of Appeals. His associate in the case was Mr. Wick
ham, and the opposing counsel were Gen. Walter J'ones and Mr. 
Stanard; and it was decided by Judges Roane, Oabell, and Ooal
tel'. The arguments of Tazewell are not stated; but Mr. Gilmer, 
who reports the decision, laments that no official reporter was 
present "to give to the profession even a sketch of the profound 
and comprehensive views of the counsel." The question was on 
the doctrine of Oovenant ; and I am told by learned counsel who 
have examined Mr. Tazewell's notes in the case, that this was, in 
their opinion, the greatest forensic display ever made in this country. 

I recall an anecdote which was current at the time, and which 
shows the effect of Tazewell's argument on the court. Roane, one 
of the judges whose reputation has been held almost sacred in 
Virginia, was not prejudiced in favor of Tazewell, in consequence 
of old political feuds; but he was so transported by his argument 
that he could hardly think or speak of anything else during the 
day. It is said that, on the day of the argument,Roane had in
vited a party to dine with him, and after the adjournment of the 
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court went to his study at home, where he appeared moody and 
abstracted. Meantime his company had arrived, and, as the Judge 
still lingered in his office, his wife went to him and informed him 
that the company was waiting; but all she could get from him were 
such broken sentences as these: "Yes, the first man that ever 
argued a law case," " the greatest of all our lawyers," " beyond all 
comparison our first lawyer;" while she, abandoning him to his 
reveries, led the guests to the table. 

An incident which shows the character of Tazewell in an 
amiable point of view deserves a passing allusion. When he had 
retired for some time from general practice in our courts, he was 
induced to argue in the Superior Oourt in Portsmouth a memorable 
case of insurance in which he had been consulted; and, for the 
benefit of the junior members of the bar, he discussed all the diffi
cult and leading points of the case at full length, and with all his 
ability, and made an impressiofi upon the court, and upon the bar, 
which was gratefully and delightfully remembered. 

The Oochineal case, rather from the rumors growing out of it, 
than from the case itself, which, however, embodied some impor
tant doctrines of the law of prize, and a large sum of money, 
deserves a passing allusion. The name of the case is the Santissi
rna Trinidad, and the St. Andre, which was argued in the Supreme 
Oourt of the United States in 1822, on an appeal from the Oircuit 
Oourt of Virginia, and is reported in seventh Wheaton (283-355). 
This was a libel filed by the Oonsul of Spain in the District Oourt 
of Virginia, in April, 1817, against 89 bales of cochineal, two bales 
of jalap, and one box of Vanilla, originally constituting part of 
the cargoes of the Spanish ships Santissima Trinidad and St. An
dre, and alleged to be unlawfully and piratically taken out of those 
vessels on the high seas by a squadron consisting of two armed 
vessels, the Independencia del Sud, and the Altravida, under the 
command of Don Diego Ohator, who sailed under a commission 
from the Government of the United Provinces of the Rio de la 
Plata-that Government having been, or being a dependency of 
Spain, and its independence not haviNg been acknowledged by 
Spain or by the United States. Tazewell was employed by the Span
ish Oonsul, M. Ohacon, whose person is so familiar to our older 
citizens ; and he gained the case in the Federal District and Oir-
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cult Courts, following it, contrary to his usual custom, to the 
Supreme Court. The case was argued in 1822, Winder and 
Ogden for the appellants, and Tazewell and Webster for the ap
pellees. The questions involved were points of the law of prize, 
and are too technical for this presence; but the speech of Tazewell, 
condensed and mutilated as it is in the report, is an admirable 
specimen of argument on purely legal topics which were to be 
worked out in the new political relations of the world, and to be 
settled by the law of nations. He gained the case in all the courts. 
John Randolph attended the trial in Washington, and was evidently 
alarmed at the trepidation which was 'always visible in Tazewell's 
manner on arising to address a court in a great case, and especially 
in a new scene, and felt some misgivings about the result. The 
trepidation, however, soon passed away; and when Tazewell pro
ceeded to establish point after point, and was in the full headway 
of his argument-a large audience, consisting of the ablest lawyers 
and statesmen of the Union, watching every syllable that fell from 
his lips, and following him through the mazes of his mighty plea
Randolph could restrain himself no longer, but said in a tone 
audible to those about him: "I told YOtt 80-I told you so,. Old 
Virg£nny never tires." 

It is known that Mr. Pinkney was engaged for the appellants; 
and much interest was excited at the approaching contest between 
two men whose peculiar province was the law of admiralty; but 
before the appointed time, Pinkney was summoned to another and 
higher tribunal; and among those who deplored the loss which our 
whole country suffered in his death, none was more sincere than 
Mr. Tazewell. A friend, who had heard the current rumors con
cerning the death of Pinkney in connexion with the case, ventured 
to ask Mr. Tazewell about the truth of the matter. He instantly 
said that it was all a fiction,-that Pinkney, who was of a full 
temperament, died of an infiamma tory disease (as we all know from 
his life by Wheaton); that there were no extremely difficult points 
in the case, and that, if there had been, Pinkney feared the face of 
no man living. Of Mr. Tazewell, intellectually and physically as 
he appeared at this time, an eloquent likeness is presented in the 
sketch of Francis Walker Gilmer.* 

* See Appendix No, 3. 
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Tazewell had argued the Cochineal case in Norfolk and in Rich
mond before it reached the Supreme Conrt, and had exhibited such 
an abounding wealth of argument, it was believed that his last 
speech would be a mere reflection of its predecessors in the cause; 
but he was as wary as he was able; and, knowing from the magni
tude of the case it would be carried up, and would be maintained 
by the greatest legal talents of the age, he wisely res{,l'Yed some of 
his strongest points for the court of the last resort. ,Vhen Ge
neral Taylor, who went up to he[tr the final argument, returned to 
Norfolk, he told the bar, that to his surpriee Tazewell had taken 
six new poin ts in the case. 

When M. Chacon, the Spanish Consul, called on ~rr. Tazewell 
to engage him in behalf of the Spanish claimants, he was informed 
that he would undertake it in all the other points, if those connected 
with the then recent treaty with Spain, under which he had been ap
pointed a commissioner by Monroe, were assigncd to other counsel; 
and he suggested the name of Webster. He ever held the abilities 
of Mr. Webster in the highest respect; and when asked, on reach
ing Norfolk after the argument, what he thought of vVebster, who 
was then, comparatively, a young man, he said he was excessively 
clever, bnt a lazy dog. 

We now· approach an epoch in the history of parties which mate
rially involves the consistency of Mr. Tazewell as a politician. 
Although he had not been in pnblic life since his withdrawal from 
Congress, he -held no unimportant place in popular estimation. 
His course in the House of Delegates during four troublous years, 
and in the House of Representatives where he had taken an ac
tive and fearless part in the fierce strife for the election of a 
President, had commended him to the affections of that majority 
which has ruled the politics of Virginia since the adoption of the 
present federal constitution. He was the son of a beloved states
man who had fallen while in the innermost councils of that great 
party, and whose name was held in honor. His talents had now 
gained him a position among the ablest members of the bar; and 
his old political associates looked to him for aid in the crisis which 
was drawing near; and they looked in vain. This aspect of his 
political life it is my office to present before you. 

Up to 1805 the administration of Jefferson was floating, to use 
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one of his own figures, on the full tide of successful experiment. 
The obnoxious measures cfthe federal party, where. repeal was 
possible, lJad been repealed. The alien act, which Tazewell con
demned not only as unconstitutional but to the last degree unwise, as 
tending to repress the emigration of those who would not only 
settle our waste lands, but to serve to defend the country during the 
crisis which he saw was rapidly approaching, and the sedition .act, 
had expired by their own limitation. The judiciary act, which 
had been passed and carried into effect in the descending twilight 
of the late administration, had been repealed. Economy had 
been introduced into the public expenditures; and a considerable 
portion of the public debt had been extingl1ished. . The foreign 
policy of the administration had been as successful as the domestic. 
Partly by chance, partly by that wise foresight which anticipates 
the possibilities of the future and provides for them, the admin
istration had acquired from France the vast domain of Louisi
ana; and thenceforth the exclusive navigation of that mighty riv
er, on which hitherto we dared not lift a sailor dip an oar with
out the consent of a foreign power, and on the banks of which, 
since its transfer from Spain to France, we had been vainly beg
ging a place of deposit, became the birthright of everY' A.merican 
citizen. 

But this flattering prospect was soon to be overcast. England 
and France had long been at war; and, at the period of which we 
are treating, France had become the ruthless bandit of the land, 
and England the wanton pirate of the sea. Each desired the co
operation of the United States in the war-and each determined, 
in the event of our refusal to take part in the controversy in its 
favor, to cripple our commerce by all means within its reach. That 
commerce, fostered by our accidental position as neutrals when the 
two great commercial nations of the world were at war, had 
reached a marvellous height. Its keels vexed every sea. Its flag 
was now seen in the frozen circles; and now it reflected from its 
waving folds the feryOTs of the southern cross. Our merchants, 
springing, as it were, in a single night from the station of ordi
nary dealers and dependents on foreign countries to that of arbi
ters and rulers of the commerce of the globe, were equal to their 
new.position ; and onr sailors, responsive to their will, gathered 
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with their Briarean arms the wealth of every realm. Foreign 
statesmen in the recesses of the cabinet, and economists in the 
closet, beheld with amazement the rapid growth of our marine. 
They saw a nation, which had not then at.tained its seventeenth year, 
enjoying a commerce which nearly equalled in tonnage that which 
England had been gradually forming from the date of the Norman 
Oonquest to tl1at hour-a period of near eight hundred years. At 
such an epoch a strict neutrality in respect of the contending powers 
was the dictate alike of duty and interest. But such a policy was 
distaRteful to England and France; and the result was the issuing of 
his successive decrem! by Napoleon from Berlin and Milan, and 
the promulgation of the successive British orders in council. These 
iniquitous measures, the last mentioned of which, the British or
ders in council, have been since pronounced illegal by the courts 
of England herself, declared our ships with their cargoes forfeit
able to England if they touched a French port, and to France if 
they touched a port in England or her dependencies. 

In such a conjuncture opinions might well differ in respect of 
the proper means of redress. The administration of Jefferson 
sought it by long, able, and most urgent appeals to the sense of 
justice of the contending parties, but sought in vain. When mere 
diplomacy, though managed by the consummate ability and adroit
ness of William Pinkney at the court of St. James, and by our 
ablest men a t the court of Napoleon, proved fruitless, the admi
nistration, at the earnest solicitation of its representatives at the 
hostile courts, determined to sustain our diplomatic action by such 
legislative measures as were likely to reach the interests. of the 
contending powers. Non-intercourse and the embargo, which 
kept our ships in port, followed; and the administration, still 
pressing upon the belligerents the injustice andimpolicy of their 
conduct, awaited the effect of their restrictive policy. Meantime 
its opponentR were neither idle nor silent; and one long, universal 
cry 1'ose from all the commercial cities. 'l'heir ships, the mer
chants said, were rotting at the wharf; if kept at home, they would 
soon hecome worthless; if sent to sea, they could but be taken. 
It was urged by the merchants that, even if England and France 
sequester0d a number of their ships, still the profits earned by such 
as might escape confiscation would cover their losses on their in-
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vestments. An able minority in Congress sustained the. views held 
by the mercantile interest; but a large majority of both Houses 
of CongresR, and of the people, approved the policy of the admin
istration. 

A.t this eventful moment a new political party, consisting almost 
wholly of Southern men, sprung into being" What added to its 
importance was, that, though ridiculously small in respect of the 
numbers who composed it, the members possessed great parliamen
tary eloquence and tact, and had previously been regarded as 
among the firmest friends of the administration. Its numbers 
were indeed so small both in Congress and out of it, as to exer
cise no weight in the call of the ayes and noes, or at the polls; but 
its members mingled in every debate, wrote plausible essays in the 
papers, and used all justifiable means as well as some that were 
questionable, in attaining their ends. Of this party, Mr. Tazewell, 
though never a member, and only a casual coadjutor, was consi
dered to belong; but there was no evidence to show that he ap
proved the vile scheme of its leaders of embroiling the country in a 
war with Spain. On the contrary, he held that the true remedy 
of existing grievances in the first instance was an immediate de
claration of war against both belligerents, which, now that the 
curtain is lifted, we see waH the true remedy of the hour; but 
that, if from prudence a declaration of war was withheld, it was 
unwise, by a total cessation of our most gainful commerce, to in
flict upon our own people all the injuries which war would produce 
without any of the advantages that might accrue from a success
ful prosecution of hostilities; that the commercial regulations of 
England and France, though bearing disastrously on us, were chief
ly designed to injure. each other during actual war; and that, 
being war measures, they would determine on a· restoration of 
peace, when we could obtain from the respective powers full re
dress for all our grievances. 

He accordingly opposed the election of Mr. Madison to the presi
dency, whom he regarded as the impersonation of the restrictive 
policy which he had defended in his diplomatic writings, and from 
the press; and which was deemed the pledge of its continuance; 
and, in the spring of 1809, voted for the federal candidate for Con
gress, in opposition to N&wton, who, though coming from a sea-
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port, had gallantly upheld the commercial policy of Jefferson, and 
who was returned by a decisive majority. 

That epoch was the most mortifying in the annals of our coun
try; and posterity must decide whether any action of ours could 
have averted the difficulty, and on whose shoulders the responsi
bility shall rest. When I reflect upon the incidents of that day; 
when I recount the millions of American capital sacrificed by the 
remorseless rapacity of England and Prance; when I call up 
from their graves the hundreds and thousands of American sailors, 
the sons of the men who had fought at Bunker Hill, who had led 
the forlorn hope at Stony Point, who had bled on the sweltering 
field of Eutaw, and who had stormed the outworks at York; when 
I reflect that such men were forcibly taken from their ships, and 
were compelled to fight the battles of England, to be doomed to 
the prison-ship, 01' to be scourged by the lash, and that not one 
dollar of those pilfered millions has yet been paid by one of the 
belligerents; and that all those injuries are yet unaveng~d ;
passions, which I fondly hoped had long been quenched in my 
bosom, flame once more; and I am led to cherish with still deeper 
affection thatFederal Union which will enable us henceforth to 
right such wrongs even though attempted hy the comhined navies 
of the world. 

The same reasons which induced Mr. Tazewell to oppose the 
restrictive policy of the administrations of Jefferson and Madison, 
led him necessarily to oppose the war of 1812 with Great Britain. 
He believed that, if a declaration of war had been e:l(pedient at 
any period of the commercial difficulties with England and Prance, 
the proper time for declaring it was when the offence was given, 
and when our commerce was at the height, and our- ability to sus
tain hostilities was proportionally greater; that the administra
tion, having waived the opportunity of making a declaration in 
the first instance, and deliberately adopted the policy of diplo
macy and of commercial regulation as the proper means of relief, 
our resources meantime having become orippled and our revenlile 
almost annihilated, it was bound. to adhere to it during the exist
ing crisis; that the long and expensive war had. impaired. the 
resources of England and Prance, who would soon be com
pelled from mere exhaustion to make peace, and with the restora-
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tion of peace our difficulties would neceRsarily terminate, and we 
might demand redress for the grievances which we lmd sustained 
at their hands; that a declaration of war with England would be 
substantially, as it turned out to be, a receipt in full for our enor
mous commercial losses caused by her orders in council, which 
losses must then be assumed by our own government, or fall on 
the merchants, who would be crushed by their weight; that peace 
among the belligerents might happen at any moment, while a war 
with one of them would certainly involve a large expenditure of 
blood and money, and might continue at the pleasure of the bel· 
ligerent long after a general pacification in Europe; and that, if 
war was to be waged as Ii. measure of redress for our violated 
rights, as both belligerents were equally guilty, it should be de
clared against both. 

In weighing the reasons on which any measure of public policy 
is founded, we must always refer to the time when the deed was 
done and to the position of the actors. At the present day, look
ing at the resuits which are believed to have flowed from the war 
of 1812, and especially our victories on the sea, we are inclined 
to blame those who opposed its declaration, and extol the wisdom 
and gallantry of those who approved it. This test, however, is 
neither philosophical nor just; and, as a proof of the soundness of 

. Mr. Tazewell's opinions, or that at least they were not taken up, 
as has been alleged, from hostility to a democratic administration, 
we may state the fact that Madison himself, of whose administra
tion thewar shines as the crowning honor, was, like his predecessor 
in the presidency, opposed originally to its declaration; but was 
overruled or over-persuaded by the able and gallant young men 
whose eloquence carried that measure through Congress; and it 
should eYer be remembered that, if the declaration had been post
poned a few weeks, the repeal of the British orders in council 
would have rendered it unnecessary; and the thousands of pre
cious lives and the millions of treasure which it cost would have 
been saved to the country. 

If war, with all its possible compensations, be at all times a dan
gerous and uncertain measure-if all the treasures and glories 
which human halids can hold, and the imaginations of men may 

·.computE\ in the estimation of the true patriot as well as the true 
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Christian, sink into dust, when compared with the unnecessary 
and wanton sacrifice of the life of the humblest citizen of the Re
public-if the war with England cost millions of wealth, and the 
shedding of the blood of tens of thousands of our fellow-men,
then it is something to say that, if the policy of Tazewell had 
been pursued for a few weeks-a policy which, so far as war was 
concerned, had been, up to its declaration, the deliberate policy of 
Jefferson and Madison-that war which had Been postponed to 
the dawn of the pacification in Europe, would not have occurred. 

The question for posterity to decide is, not whether, if we judge 
by results, Tazewell was right or wrong-a mode of judging too 
fallacious and too dangerous in human affairs; and subjecting the 
responsibility of human actors to too fearftll a test,-but which, 
even if applied to the course of MI'. Tazewell, would confirm, be
yond question, the ",isdom of the policy whfch he advised at the· 
time; but the question is, whether his policy was not such as a 
great statesman, intent solely upon the welfare of his country, 
might not 11Uve pursued, not only without impairing the public 
confidence in his patriotism, integrity, and attachment to the car
dinal priuciples of his political faith, but such as, even with the 
facts then before him, reflected high credit upon his sagacity and 
courage. 

But whatever were his views about the policy of declaring war at 
any particular time, no sooner was war declared than he gave it 
a cordial support. In concert with the administration, and in 
connection with his friend and associate, Gen. Taylor, to whom 
was assigned the command of the- forces at Norfolk, he exerted all 
his powers to put our port in a posture of defence. He hailed, 
especially, our victories on the sea with enthusiastic applause, and 
ever rejoiced that the treaty of Ghent was preceded, at least in 
this country, by the glorious Eighth of January. 

To confirm the remark that Mr. Tazewell, though opposed to 
the restrictive policy of Jefferson, was still fi;iendly to that states
man, and was unwilling to be considered hostile to him, I may re
call to the recollection of my elder hearers an incident which 
created much amusement when it occurred. It appears that, in 
the winter of 1807, when Tazewell had been sent to the Assembly 
to attend to some local interests of Norfolk, a caucus of the repub· 
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lican members had been called in Richmond with a view of de
nouncing those who opposed the restrictive policy as deserters 
from the party. When the night of the caucus arrived, Tazewell, 
who was confined to his bed by sickness, heard of the gathering 
for the first time. III as he was, he hastened to the place of meet
ing, and, with his head bound with napkins, and in haggard attire, 
made his appearance in the middle of the caucus. The clever 
young men who then managed the machinery of the party were 
struck dumb by his presence as by that of an apparition. Then 
Tazewell spoke. He reasoned upon the impolicy of forcing a 
third party into existence, when, while he was speaking, the winds 
might bear over the watel'S the revocation of the British orders and 
the French decrees, and all would be well. He showed that, 
while he disapproved a single measure of the administration, he 
heartily approved its general policy, and the constitutional doc
trines which composed its faith. There was no reply. The meet
ing dispersed, and my democratic friends have ever since been cau
tious how they undertook to read clever fellows out of the party. 

In 1807 occurred one of those painful incidents which roused 
the people of that day to madness-which fills the heart, even 
at this late day, with pain and sadness, but which has such a con
nection with Mr. 'l'azewell, that I, a Norfolk man, addressing 
Norfolk men, cannot pass it by in silence. On the early morn of 
the :2Zd of June, a fi'igate, built by your own mechanics, in sight 
of YOl}r city, baptized in the waters of your own Elizabeth, bear
ing the name of your own noble bay, and under the command of as 
gallant a Virginian as ever trod a deck, lifting her anchor in the 
Roads, pllt out to sea on the errand of her country. On the fol
lowing day, unsuspecting of danger, she was attacked by the Brit
ish frigate Leopard, and became her prize. The commander of 
the Leopard, when he had taken from the Chesapeake certain 
men whom he alleged were deserters from the British flag, de
clined to take further possession of the captured frigate, which 
returned to the Roads. Three of our men were killed, and six
teen wounded, during the attack. These wounded men were 
brought to the marine hospital, and received every possible atten
tion. One of them died, and: was buried with all the solemnities 
of public sorrow. 
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When the fatal tidings were known, there arose a piercing 
shriek of agony and grief, followed presently by the low, touching 
wail from the stricken heart of the nation. And then, the louder 
and the longer for the delay, came the cry for vengeance, which 
burst from the lips of a 'whole people. The promptness and 

,"dispatch with which the British frigate acted indicated deli
berate design; and the suspicion instantly flashed across the 
public mind that the consular authorities of England in our port 
were privy to its execution. The outbreak in N odolle was terrible. 
Had Col. Hamilton, the consul, not been long and intimately 
known and loved by the people, he would have been taken from 
his house and gibbeted OIl the square, as an expiation of the blood 
of our countrymen, wantonly shed, in a time of peace, by a British 
captain. h.n unfortunate British officer, who came up from one of 
the foul' frigates in the bay, had well-nigh been torn in pieces by 
the infuriated people. In such a conjuncture the ordinary forms 
of government were overlooked, and the citizens in full assembly, 
the venerable Mathews in the chair, appointed, as in the days of 
the Revolution, a Committee of Safety. A preamble, Betting forth 
in becoming terms the outrage on the Chesapeake, was adopted, 
and it was resolved that there should be no intercourse with the 
British frigates in our waters, or with their agents, until the deci
sion of the federal government was known, under the penalty of 
being deemed infamous; and the Committee of Safety, consisting 
of fourteen of our most worthy citizens, some of whose descendants 
.are now within the sound of my voice, were authorized to take 
such measures as the emergency demanded.* 

As soon as Commodore Douglas read the resolves of the Nor
folk meeting, he addressed an insolent note to the mayor of the 
borough, in which he declared that if the resolutions were not 
instantly annulled, he would prohibit every vessel bound in or out 
of Norfolk from proceeding to her place of destination. This letter 
was written on board the Bellona frigate, on the third of July. 
"You are aware," said this haughty Briton, " that the British flag 

* The committee were Thomas Mathews, Thomas Newton, Jr., Luke 'Wheeler, 
Theodoric Armistead, Richard E. Lee, Moses :Myers, William Pennock, William New
sum, Thomas Blanchard, Daniel Bedinger, Seth Foster, J. W. Murdaugh, Richard 
Blow, and Francis S. Taylor. 
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never has, nor ever will be insulted with impunity." After some 
further remarks, he adds: "It therefore rests with the inhabitants 
of Norfolk either to engage in a war, or remain on terms of peace.' 
And he closed his letter by saying that he had proceeded with 
his squadron, which consisted of four fifty-gun frigates, to Hamp
ton Roads, to await the answer of the mayor of Norfolk, which he 
hoped would be forwarded without delay. 

It is in this stage of the proceedings, which he probably regu
lated from the first, that I shall introduce Mr. Tazewell to your 
notice. No community was ever placed in a more delicate dilem
ma. The stoppage of our commerce would produce great incon
venience, and there was Do force which the federal government 
could command at all competflnt to raise the embargo; and at 
any moment blood might be shed. '1'he people, meantime, were 
in a tempest of rage. I have heard, from men who saw those 
times, that, jf the British commodore had put his threat in execu· 
tion-if, in so doing, as would have been inevitable, he had taken 
another human life, or shed another drop of American blood, not 
only would war have followed, but something worse than war, 
which, even at this distance of time, we tremble to contemplate. 
The blood of innocent Englishmen would have been shed every
where as a propitiation to the manes of our murdered country
men. Under these circumstances Tazewell dictated the celebrated 
letter of the mayor of Norfolk, which was admired over the whole 
country, not only for its spirit, but for the admirable tact with 
which it put the British commodore in the wrong. That letter, 
which was written on the Fourth of July, begins with this para
graph: 

" Sir, I have received your menacing letter of yesterday. The 
day on which this answer is written ought of itself to prove to the 
subjects of your sovereign that the American people are not to be 
intimidated by menace; or induced to adopt any measures except 
by a sense of their perfect propriety. Seduced by the false show 
of security, they may be sometimes surprised and slaughtered, 
while unprepared to resist a supposed friend. rl'hat delusive secu
rity is now passed forever. The late occurrence has taught u~ to 
confide our safety no longer to anything than to our own force. 
We do not seek hostility, nor shall we avoid it. We are prepared 
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for the worst you may attempt, and will do whatever shall be . 
judged proper to repel force, whensoever your efforts shall render 
any act of ours necessary. Thus much for the threats in your 
letter." • . 

Of this letter'l'azewell was appointed to be the bearer, and, at
tended by a friend whose son is now a leading member of our 
bar,* delivered it to Commodore Douglas on board the Bellona 
frigate in the presence of the captains of the fleet. An account of 
the scene is fortunately preserved by his own pen in a letter to the 
Mayor; and it is plain to see that the British captains, among 
whom was Sir Thomas Hardy, to whom Lord Nelson addressed in 
his dying moments that affectionate request, surprised and over
whelmed by the address and ability of'l'azewell, recanted all their 
threats; and in their letter of the 5th breathed nothing but amity 
and peace. Whoever will read the letter of Commodore Doug
las of the 3d of July, and his letter of the 5th, will see the most 
amusing instance of backing out in the annals of diplomacy. The 
federal government now took the case hi hand, and the committee 
of safety in an eloquent address resigned the authority with 
which they had been invested by the people. 

One of the obvious results of the peace of 1815 with Great 
Britain was the active employment of our commercial marine. 
During the war the seeds of new enterprises had been sown, and 
much of that capital which had previously been employed in navi
gation had heen diverted, and fresh capital was required in its 
place. There was a general desire for the creation of new banks; 
and as the principles of banking, which have become more familiar 
since, were in 1816 comparatively unknown to those who com
posed a majority of the assembly, it was important that Norfolk 
should be ably represented in the assembly. .At this time the 
existing banks, which had suspended during the war, had not 
resumed the payment of specie. On the subject of banks, Tazewell, 
though brought up by men who had been almost ruined by a paper 
currency and hated the name, his own father having been one of 
the most active statesmen in forcing a resumption of specie pay
ments after the peace of 1783, was not unwilling that commercial 

* Tazewell Taylor, Esq. 
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men should employ the agency of banks under proper restrictions; 
and having been elected by the people of N orfolle to the House of 
Delegates without his knowledge and during his absence from 
home, he took his seat in that hody in 1816. Let it be remembered, 
that when he took this' trust from the people of N orfollr, he was 
constantly engaged in the highest duties of his profession; that he 
was not only employed in courts, but was consulted by foreign 
clients-by the merchants of London and by the Court of Rome; 
and that his absence from town in the performance of his duties 
in the assembly would result in the loss of thousands (l,t a time 
when he was far from being a wealthy man; and we will have 
ilome idea of the principles which guided his conduct in respect of 
the public service. . He sought nothing-IJe asked nothing from 
public bodies or from the people, but he recognized the obligation 
resting on every citizen to serve his country; and when an emergent 
case occurred, and he was called out by the people, he never de
clined office, but entered into it at every personal sacrifice, 
performing its duties with such success and such ability as to 
leave an impression upon the times in which he lived. * He practi
cally defeated the wild banking schemes of the session by the 
insertion of a specie clause which was readily adopted by the 
friends of those measures, but which, as was designed, made their 
schemes impracticable. 

But his great effort in the assembly of 1816 was his speech on 
the Convention bill of. that year. He spoke in reply to the late 
Gen. Smythe of Wythe; and in an argument of uncommon power, 
which formed one of the eloquent traditions of the House when I 
took my seat in it twelve years later, he answered the objections 
urged against the existing constitution, and sustained that in
strument in all its length and breadth. His speech produced a 
wonderful effect upon all who heard it. The late Philip Doddridge, 
one of the ablest and most decided of all Mr. Tazewell's opponents 
in state and federal politics, but ever abounding in that magna
nimity which flourishes most in the finest minds, always sPQke of 
the argument of Mr. Tazewell in reply to Gen. Smythe as extra
ordinary-as surpassing any that he ever heard in a deliberative 

* For his views of public duty see Appendix No.4. 
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assembly. He told me so in conversation, and he afterwards 
spoke of it in the same exalted strain in the House of Delegates 
and in the Oonv~ntion of 1829. 'fhe result of the Oonvention 
discussion was, that, though a bill calling a Oonvention passed 
the House by a small majority, it was lost in the Senate; and a 
compromise was effected between the East and the West by 
reorganizing the basis of representation in the Senate on white 
population according to the census of 1810. In this as on most 
other occasions the testimony magnifying the speeches of Tazewell 
come from a hOi:itile quarter. 

His election to the Senate of the United States in 1824 was one 
of the severest trials of his life. Having withdrawn alike from the 
inferior and appellate courts, he anxiously desired to spend the 
remainder of his days in the bosom of his family, and to mingle 
no more in public affairs. To undertake any special service in 
behalf of his country was always a grateful employment; but to 
leave hit:! home for months, and to be engaged in the monotonous 
routine of deliberative bodies, was most distasteful to him; but, true 
to the great maxim of his life--neyer to seek or to decline a pub
lic trust-he accepted the appointment; and took his seat in the 
early part of January, 1825. A. casual view of his career in that 
body, which extended from 1825 to 1833-a period of nearly eight 
years-during which he held, at least in the estimation of Vir
ginia, if not of the whole Union, the foremost place, would alone 
occupy the brief hour allotted me on the present occasion. The 
exciting questions of that exciting period would pass in review; 
and the ashes are too thinly spread over the smouldered fires of 
those days yet to be trodden with safety, and certainly not with 
pleasure by some of those who hear me, and who heartily joined in 
decreeing a tribute to the memory of Mr. Tazewell. I will merely 
allude to two or three speeches and writings, which the student of 
history may consult as specimens of parliamentary ability; and as 
eminently displaying the caste of Mr. Tazewell's intellectual char
acter as well as his views on political subjects. 

His debut in the Senate was made on the bankrupt bill of that 
session-not a regular speech, but a searching examination of the 
details of the bill, which he exposed with such effect that its 
friends substantially gave it up in despair. His first serious 
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speech was delivered on the 21st day of the same month in which 
he had taken his seat, on his own motion to strike out the third 
segtion of the bill for the suppression of piracy in the West India 
seas, which had been reported from the Committee of Foreign 
Affairs, and had been introduced by a forcible speech from its 
chairman, who was also his colleague-a name to be pronounced 
with respect by every Virginian-the venerable James Barbour 
then the acknowledged head of the Senate. The section pro
posed to be stricken out authorized the President of the United 
States in a time of profound peace to declare, on the representa· 
tions of a naval officer, any of the ports of Spain in the West 
Indies in a state of blockade. The bill was likely to pass with
out serious opposition, when it arrested the attention of Mr. Taze
well, who, then fresh from his great discussions of the law of 
prize, exposed the danger of its provisions in an argument which 
at once placed him at the head of the Senate, and was read, 
though in a mutilated report, by the whole country, with admira
tion and applause. . The effect of the speech may be seen in the 
fact that the obnoxious section, though upheld by the eloquent and 
patriotic patron of the bill, by the gallant Hayne and by others, 
was stricken out by the decisive vote of 37 to 10. Had it re
mained in the bill, in less than ninety days it might have produced 
a war with Spain.* 

* This speech Mr. Tazewell was surprised to learn from the public prints, was 
regarded as a great effort. In a letter dated the 3d of February, 1825, a few days 
after the delivery of the speech, he writes to a friend in Virginia as follows: "The 
newspapers and my Virginian friends have done me irreparable mischief in the too 
lavish encomia they have bestowed upon my speech, as you call it. Believe me, I 
was very much in the situation of him who had been talking prose all his life without 
knowing it. I had no conception that I had made a speech, and really thought I had 
merely given a clear and distinct exposition of a matter of public law as familiar to 
me as the doctrine of dower, and concerning which I had no more doubt. And it 
was with infinite astonishment I first saw the strong panegyric heaped upon myargu
ment here. So true is this, that on the evening after I had concluded it, I wrote to 
my friend Wickham, telling him if his eye should see anything of it through the news
papers, he would wonder how so much ABC knowledge could be tolerated here, 
but that I saw it was necessary to state it, and therefore he must not think me so 
much of a pedant as he might otherwise be disposed to do. Had the thing been 
suffered to pass unnoticed, I might have hoped at some time or other to gain some 
credit for a speech when I saw an occasion offered to make ol1e; and I have vanity 
enough to believe that I could make a much better almost any day of the week." 
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On the election of Mr. John Quincy Adams to the Presidency, 
and especially after the delivery of his first message to Congress, 
he became hostile to his adminietration, and opposed its prominent 
measures. His most remarkable performance was his speech on 
the exclusive constitutional competency of the executive to origi
nate foreign missions without the advice and consent of the Senate. 
As a constitutional thesis, without respect to the time of delivery, 
-for, although Mr. Adams asserted the power, he at the same 
moment waived its exercise,-as a specimen of his manner of 
treating a great constitutional question when numerous authorities 
and precedents are to be examined and set. aside, this speech 
deserves to be studied. With the exception of Gen. Marshall's 
speech in the case of Jonathan Robbins, it stands preeminent in 
our political literature as a model of profound research, of tho
rough argumentation, and of overwhelming strength. The reader 
at this day feels that he is borne along by a force which is not 
only equal to the occasion, but above it, and which it is vain 
to resist. The speech is no mean system of logic and of the rules 
of evidence in itself. And in connection with this speech I may 
mention the speech on the same subject, which he delivered some 
years later, in reply to Mr. Livingston, and in which the topic is 
discussed with new illustrations. These two speeches alone sur
vive in any full1ess of all his forensic exertions. The speech 
which 1\lk Tazewell himself thought the best he ever delivered in 
the Senate, was on some one of the bankrupt bills of his term of 
service; but of this speech not a passage can now be found. 

Nor would it be practicable to present here even a condensed 
view of the reports which he drew either as the head or as a 
member of the Committee of Foreign Affairs. Almost anyone of 
those reports would have built up a respectable reputation for its 
author. I shall only specify his report on the Panama mission, 
which mainly settled the public mind in relation to tha,t measure; 

He complains of the bad Latin the papers put in his mouth, and of such expressions 
as "three twins," &0., &c. I grieve to think that so few specimens of Mr. Tazewell's 
arguments are to be found in print. I have heard from him year after year, in con
versation, arguments on current or general topics, which, if emblazoned through the 
press, would make a fair reputation for a speaker, and he allnnconscious at the time 
that he was making any considerable effort. 
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and his report on the Colonization Society, in which, incidentally
and by the way, he demonstrated conclusively the constitutional 
right of the United States to acquire territory. When it is remem
bered that Mr. Jefferson took a different view of this question at 
the time of the acquisition of I,ouisiana, and believed an amend
ment to the constitution necessary to the validity of the purchase; 
the originality as well as the ability of Mr. Tazewell appear in 
a favorable light. 

Meantime his reputation had been extending far and wide. In 
Virginia some of our older politicians had not become, nor were 
they ever, fully reconciled to him in consequence of his course 
during the administrations of Jefferson and Madison; but these 
were gradually disappearing from the stage, and he now seemed 
to be regarded by the great hody of the people as the most popular 
man of his time; and he was reelected unanimously to the Senate, 
or, to speak with strictness, with only four scattering votes. One 
instance may show the height on which he stood at this time. His 
second election to the Senate was made the order of the ,day for 
the 1st of January, 1829: the day had come; the order was about 
to be read from the chair; and I was about to rise in my place in 
the House of Delegates to nominate him for reelection, when a 
gentleman, ad \'anced in life, who had rendered valuable service to 
his country, hailing, too, from a central part of the State, came to my 
seat and implored me to allow him, as the crowning honor of his 
life, to nominate Mr. Tazewell for reelection. I think I may 
safely affirm, from close observation at the time both at home 
and abroad, that the abilities and character of Mr. Tazewell were 
held in higher estimation, and eve,n veneration, in Virginia and 
out of it, at this period, than those of any of her statesmen since 
the retirement of Jefferson and Madison from the public service. 
It was a commingled feeling of admiration, awe, and pride. 

It is a coincidence in the lives of Mr. Tazewell and his father, 
that the father was elected to the Senate of the United States to 
fill a vacancy caused by the resignation of John Taylor of Caro
line; and that the son, after an interval of thirty years from the 
election of the father, was cho~en to fill the vacancy in the Senate 
made by the resignation of the same individual; and that father 
and son were twice elected president of the Senate. 
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The views of Mr. Tazewell on the important topics whi!)h arose 
out of the efforts of South Carolina in relation to the tariff policy 
of the federal government, can only be alluded to in the briefest 
manner. He was opposed to the doctrine of nullification af'! ex
pounded by the South Carolina school of politicians, and did not 
regard it as a peaceful and constitutional mode of redress; while he 
condemned the doctrines of the Proclamation of Gen. Jackson as 
destructive of the rights of the States, and as opposed to the true 
theory of our federal system. In a series of numbel'swhich ap
peared in the Norfolk Herald and were republished in the Rich
mond Enquirer, he traced in the most elaborate of his compositions 
extant the history of the formation of the present federal consti
tution, and expounded its theory ina strain of argument as 
nearly approaching a demonstration as topics of that nature 
allow. These articles were published in pamphlet form at the 
time; and, with the exception of the numbers of Senex which 
appeared in the Herald and Enquirer, and were republished in 
pamphlet in England, and reviewed in the London Quarterly, on 
the policy of Mr. A.dams' administration' respecting the West 
India trade, are the only serial contributions, as far as I know, 
he ever made to the periodical press. 

The only one of the vexed questions which harassed the admin
istra.tion of Gen. Jackson that Mr. 'I'azewell, after his retirement 
from the Senate, discussed in public, was the removal of the 
deposits from the Bank of the United States by the Treasury or
der of October, 1833. The reasons of the Secretary of the 'rrea
sury for issuing~"that order were communicated in detail to 
Congress on the 3d of December following; and his report was 
discussed in both Houses for several months with an ability and 
warmth never before displayed in a congressional discussion. The 
people caught the excitement; and public meetings were held in 
all the commercial cities; and memorials were forwarded to Con
gress urging the immediate restoration of the deposits to the 
vaults of the bank. Each memorial, as it was received by a 
Senator or Representative, was honored with a speech from some 
master spirit. ~t\.nd now the most menacing monetary crisis oc
curred which the country had ever seen. In a little less or more 
than six months the Bank of the United States had shortened its 
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line of. discounts ten millions of dollars; and all the State banks 
in self-defence were compelled to follow the example of that 
great institution. Confidence ceased to exist. No man in busi
ness could look ahead a single day without fear and trembling. 
Men spoke in whispers, and walked doubtfully as if the earth 
might quake beneath their feet. The result was a change in the 
party relations of those who lived in towns without a parallel in 
our history. And it was soon seen that a new party was forming 
in comparison of which the tertium quid party of Jefferson's ad
ministration was a mere bubble floating on the surface of the stream. 
In that tempest was rocked the crad~e of that large and intellec
tual party, which assumed the appellation of Whig, which won some 
splendid victories, which encountered some decisive defeats" which 
then slept awhile, and which has recently burniEhed its armor anew 
for a fresh campaign. 

Richmond set the example among us of holding meetings of the 
people, with a view of urging the restoration of the deposits to 
the Bank. Watkins Leigh and Chapman Johnson made on that 
occasion an appeal to the people of Virginia in favor of a restora
tion, which was heard from so respectable a source with the 
attention it deserved. The Assembly then in session, which, 
when elected, had been favorable to the administration of Jackson, 
faltered in their faith, instructed t1; e senators in Congress to vote 

, for a restoration of the deposits, and on the resignation of Mr. 
Rives, who upheld the policy of the administration, elected Mr. 
Leigh in his stead. Even the R1:clwwnd Enq1tt"re1', its polar star 
momentarily obscured, was tossing helplessly on that tempestuous 
sea. 

In this state of things, some of the citizens of Norfolk, of both 
parties, as those parties had previously stood, highly distinguished 
by social position, by talents, by wealth, and by their intimate 
connection with our banking institutions, called on Mr. Tazewell, 
and requested him to take the chair at a public meeting to be 
held on the 8th of January, 1834. He consented to do so, and on 
taking the chair delivered one of the most graceful, most nervous, 
and most eloquent speeches that ever fell from his lips. In language 
not to be misunderstood, he denounced the act of removing the 
deposits from the Bank of the United States, advised their im-
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mediate restoration, and condemned the whole series of the 
measures of the President of the United States in relation thereto . 
.A gentleman happening to be present who had heard Canning, 
Brougham, and Sir Robert Peel from the hustings anli in the 
House of Commons, declared that the speech of Mr. Tazewell fully 
equalled their grandest efforts on such occasions; and all who 
heard it pronounced it a wonderful work of argument, eloquence, 
and declamation combined. .A few days after 'the meeting', Mr. 
Tazewell was elected Governor of the Commonwealth. 

The conduct of Mr. Tazewell on this occasion I leave to history. 
It was my misfortune to differ from him, and to sti'ive against 
him in public meetings, by resolutions, by speeches, and by essays 
in the public pi'ints, and to have been on the side of the victorious 
party; and lowe it to candor to say that, after a deliberate 
investigation of the arguments and the circumstances of that time 
with snch faculties as God has bestowed upon me, my views 
through the twenty-seven years that have since passed remain 
unaltered; but now that my illustrious friend is gone, and as I 
measure that chasm which his death lIas made in the Common
wealth, leaving none equal to him or like him behind, and 
especially in my own bosom-a chasm which, at my time of life, 
can never, never be closed-l have looked with fear and trembling 
over all I said and wrote on that occasion, and I am gratified 
to find that, although I spoke wi.th as great freedom of men and 
things as the occasion, in my opinion, demanded, I spoke person
ally of Mr. Tazewell as a son should speak of a" father, and with 
that exalted respect with which I eyer regarded his colossal 
character. 

Still, if Mr. Tazewell had been a man of narrow mind, our 
friendship would have ended, and the instruction and delight 
which I have derived from his conversation for the last twenty
seven years-a period in which I haye doubled my own age
would have been lost. But, independent himself, and the proudest 
manl ever knew when the faintest shadow of vassalage was 
sought to be cast upon him, he valued independence in others, and 
bis wide experience taught him that the friend who would not 
hesitate to stand up firmly" against him when Jw thought him 
wrong, would be the last to skulk from his side in the hour of 
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danger, and from the defence of his memory when his head was 
low. 

While I leave the wisdom of his course in relation to the deposit 
question and in the executive chair of the commonwealth to the 
award of history, I recall one lesson which may be read from his 
acts, which is, that he never was, strictly speaking, a . party man; 
that while he held to his dying day the theory of our federal system 
which he had adopted in his youth, and in defence of which he 
prepared, as has just been said, in his old age, with his vast stores 
of learning and experience unrolled before him, the most elaborate 
and conclusive exposition which that system ever received; his 
conrse on the restrictive policy and on the removal of the deposits, 
irrespective as it was whether he carried along with him one or a 
thousand of his associates, shows that on great questions involving 
mere expediency he would burst the trammels of party, and act 
with his old and inveterate opponents against the darling measures 
of his political friends. I have said that he was not, and could 
not well be, in a series of years, the unvarying adjunct of any 
party. He looked upon a subject through so many lights,-the 
lights of the past, the lights of the present, the lights of the future; 
he saw such a tissue of good and evil so inextricably intermingled 
in human projects; he saw so much that was questionable in the 
best party measures; so much that was not bad in wllat seemed 
the worst; and so much that could be accomplished by doing noth
ing, that, though he was prompt above most men in decision, and 
to the last degree practical, his enthusiasm was cooled by philoso
phy, and he was never very much exalted or depressed by the suc
cess or failure of political schemes. 

While Mr. Tazewell was engaged in his senatorial career, he 
was elected by the Norfolk district a member of the Oonvention 
which assembled in Richmond on the fifth day of October, 1829, 
to revise the first Oonstitution of Virginia. The character of 
that body is familiar to all ; some of the most illustrious names 
recorded in our annals were inscribed upon its rolls,-Madison, 
Marshall, Monroe, Watkins Leigh, Oharles Fenton Mercer,Ohap
man Johnson, Philip Doddridge, Robert Stanard, Philip P. Bar
bour, Morris, Fitzhugh, Baldwin, Scott, Oooke-that wonderful 
man whose train was always tracked by fire, John Randolph, and 
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a host of younger statesmen who have since risen to eminence, and 
who, like their elder colleagues, have, l am grieved to think, 
nearly all passed away, were among the members, and were en
gaged day after day, for three months and a half, in performing 
the office which their country had committed to their hands. 
The most distinguished men of the Union,-statesmen whose OWn 

names were historical, men of letters, merchants who remembered 
that the wealth of the counting-room and the wealth of statesman
ship were indissolubly bound together, old planters, cleyer young 
men from Virginia and from nearly all the southern States, came 
to behold its meeting, t.o see its members, and to hear the debates; 
and, as if to invest the s~ene with a yet lovelier hue, beauty, 
brightened by intelligence and glowing with patriotism, shed its 
softened light over that imposing spectacle. In that body, in which 
an ex-president of the United States presided, in which another 
ex-president was at the head of a committee, in which the chief 
justice of. the United States was at the head of another committee, 
in which there was no place of honor for judges, governors, minis
ters to foreign courts, speakers of the House of Representatives, 
and senators of the United States, above their fellow-members, 
the eye of the visitor soon singled out Mr. Tazewell. He was the 
grandest figure of a man among them all. His fame was then at 
the height, and his large stature, his full stern features, lighted by 
a wide graye blue eye, his solemn gait, all inspiring awe as he 
leaned in his seat or passed through the han-were in fair keep
ing with that intellectual image of him which had previously ex
isted in the mind of the beholder. 

To trace with any minuteness the course of Mr. Tazewell 
through more than three of the most anxious months of his life 
would far exceed my present limits, and as I have already treated 
this topic in a separate work, and have been required to treat it 
again, I shall simply say here, that Mr. Tazewell made the open
ing speech in support of a resolution which he offered, and which 
marked out the course of the campaign which he believed to be 
best adapted to attain the general end in view. Had that resolu
tion been adopted, I now believe, as I believed then, that a con
stitution would have been formed which would have lasted for 
half a century, and that Ta.zewell, as a skilful and fearless medi-

5 
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ator between the East and vYest, would have performed the office 
with glorious success. But the passions of men raged high; ex· 
tremes were the order of the day, and each party stood pledged 
to its favorite scheme. His first regular effort on the floor of the 
Convention was in reply to Mr. Monroe, and gave him the oppor
tunity of expounding his theory of interests as the basis of a 
political system-a system as beautiful as true. His speech pre
sented a fair specimen of what the discussions on the basis 
question ought to have been-not of the elaborate dissertation 
which lasted two days, but of the vigorous living speech, which, 
while it revie\ved critically intermediate points in passing, kept 
the main subject steadily in view, and of which the House of Com
mons has afforded us so many illustrations. When the house rose, 
a gentleman, who was perhaps the most accomplished scholar in 
the State, said to me that the speech of 'l'azewell was the first 
truly parliamentary speech delivered during the session, and drew 
the distinction between a legi tim ate debate and a disoussion by 
dissertations. I recall a happy effol't of Mr. 'l'azewell on the sub
ject of the election of governor by the people, which was possessed 
.of singular beauty and order. rrhe effect of that speech was the 
settlement of the question. 

But the occasion which impressed his hearers most deeply with 
a sense of his abilities, was a discussion on the tenure of the 

judicial office, in which Chief Justice Marshall, Philip P. Barbour, 
Stanard, Scott, Giles, and others took part. Each speaker was 
,conscious of the powers of his opponent; posterity, in the presence 
·of the skilful reporter, as well as the existing generation repre
'$ente<1 by some of the ablest men, were the spectators of the com
bat; and a visible air of solemnity pervaded the manner of each. 
The question was precisely that which sprung from the repeal of 
the judiciary act of 1800 by the Congress of 1802, and is the 
nicest of all onr party questions. It was a magnificent display of' 
parliamentary tact and intellectual vigor; and I do not think 
.that an hour of my life ever glided so insensibly away as while I 
.listened to that debate. Blows fell fast and heavy. I saw Judge 
Barbour, who, though president of the COIlvention, as the house 
was in committee, engaged in the debate, fairly reel in his seat 
.from one of Judge Marshall's massy blows, which he returned 
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presently wiih right good will; but Tazewell, if I may use a 
figure which presented the pith of the argument of one side, and 
which was frequently used by both,-Tazewell fairly" sunk the 
boat" under the Chief Justice. The views of Tazewell prevailed; 
and in such a contest, in which all were kingly, and in which the 
combatants were magis pares quam similes-rather equals than 
alike-if the victor's wreath could with propriety be awarded to 
a single individual, I do not think I err in saying that it would 
have been assigned by a majority of the hearers to Tazewell. As 
an illustration of the effect of his manner and argument on the 
minds of able men who were opposed to him in State politics, 
which then raged fiercely, a gentleman from the West, who held 
for several years a seat in the House of Delegates and in the 
Council, speaking of the debate to me on the day it occurred, said: 
" Why, Tazewell trod down thoRe great men as if they had been 
children~" 

When the Convention adjourned sine die, every heart melted, 
and all animosity soothed by the last words of the president, I 
saw Tazewell approach Madison and Marshall. and exchange part
ing salutations. He could go no further; the members pressed 
round him: but, old as he then was, for he had reached his 56th 
year, he little dreamed that he was destined to outlive almost all 
of those young and gallant spirits that then loved and greeted 
him. He was the last survivor of those who sate in the House of 
Delegates during the eighteenth century; and of the Convention 
of 1829, out of 96 members who composed it, he attained to a 
greater age than has yet been attained by any member of the 
body, not excepting Madison, whom he exceeded by one month 
and five days, and surviving all but twenty; and three of that 
twenty have come here this day to honor his memory.* 

Perhaps the best description of his manner at the bar would be 
to say that he had no manner at all. In addressing juries, he 
talked to them, I am told, ordinarily as he would converse with 
the same number of' men in society on the merits of the case; and 
his gestures were those which might be used without serious 
remark in animated conversation. His postures were sometimes 

"Ex-President Tyler, who was the third, was unexpectedly prevented from being 
present: the. Hon. George Loyall and the speaker were the other two. 
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negligent enough; he had a contempt for rant, and hated show 
and pomp. His voice was pleasant, and of ample compass for an 
ordinary court-room, and he never dealt in vociferations; indeed, 
his style of argument to the jury, as well as to the bench, would 
have been impossible to a boisterous talker. ,V'hile his manner 
was natural, his matter seemed equally void of art. When by the 
examination and cross-examination of witnesses, he had obtained 
his facts, he formed his theory of the case, and unfolded it to the 
jury in the simplest possible way. It was plain to see, however, 
that the argument was a continuous chain of demonstration, every 
link of which seemed to be of equal strength. Some of his 
speeches to the jury, could they have been preserved as they were 
delivered, would have been invaluable specimens of dialectics for 
the use of students. I heard the late William Maxwell say, that 
it was vain and even fatal to attempt before a jury to find the 
defective links in the chain of Mr. Tazewell's arguments, for the 
process would become too refined for their comprehension; and 
that his own mode of argument in such cases was to let the reason
ing of Tazewell pass, and press with all his force some plain views 
of the case. Some lawyers are successful in the elenchical mode 
of argument-to use a logical term--that is, in demolishing the 
structure of their opponents, while they fail in the deictic, that is, 
iu raising on its ruins an impregnable fabric of their own; but it 
was difficult to decide which process was the most thorough in the 
reasoning of Tazewell. In putting his argumentg before a jul'y 
he showed great adroitness. He either knew himself or learned 
from others the calling of every juryman; and as he proceeded 
with his case, if he saw a dangerous man among them, he drew 
his figures from his particular calling, and not unfrequently 
made the man believe that his standing in his own business de
pended upon his bringing in a verdict in his favor. When the 
passions were to be assailed, he indulged in a style of fervid 
appeal which was the, more effective as it was rare; and his 
speech in Shannon's case was often referred to by Wirt as a fine 
piece of eloquence in the popular acceptation of the word. 

His mode of addressing the bench differed, of course, from his 
jury speeches. He was less familiar in his manner and in his 
talk, and his argumentation was more severe; and he was evident-
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ly more at home, or rather more congenially employed; and he 
brought as much learning to bear upon the case as was politic for 
the time.· Here, too, he showed no great deference to manner as 
a means of victory. When Gen. Taylor was addressing the late 
judge St. George 'rucker, who was deaf, the judge requested him 
to come nearer and speak louder; hut the General, observing 
that a certain space between the judg'e and himself was indispen
sable for the propel' exercise of his faculties, declined the request; 
Tazewell, however, who replied to Taylor, had no scruples in the 
case, but, approaching the judge's ear, poured the stream of his 
argument into its inner portal. It sometimes appeared that in 
addressing inferior courts he went too much into detail, instead of 
resting his case on its great points; but it is pro babIe that Mr. 
Tazewell had taken the true gauge of the judge's mind, and was 
right after all; and it is certain that in important cases, in which 
appeals would probably be taken, he reserved his strong points 
for the higher tribunal. 

Those who heard even his latest speeches at the bar have almost 
all passed away. It was thirty-four years ago that I heard him 
for the first time in public. At a meeting of the citizens of Nor
folk, held in the Town Hall, to give expression to their feelings 
on the occasion of the death of Jefferson, which occurred on the 
Fourth of July, 1826, he was called to the chair, and, before tak· 
ing it, addressed the large assembly for twenty-five or thirty 
minutes, on the character of the great man whose death they had 
met to commemorate. He was at that time a senator of the 
United States, and in the height of his fame; and to hear him 
speak was then a great novelty, which attracted hundreds to the 
hall. Though then a youth of nineteen, I can recall his manner 
and the outline of his speech. He seemed to speak as a man of 
fine personal appearance accustomed to public speaking and of a 
good address, who was deeply impressed by the solemnity of his 
theme, might be expected to speak. His voice was a volume of 
sweet, full, natural sound, unmarked by any artistic training or 
modulation, and such as would flow from a well-bred man in ani
mated recitation; and his gestures were those which rose spon
taneously and unconsciously with the thought, and were wholly 
unstudied; thus presenting an obvious contrast to the manner and 
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action of his friend Randolph, whose every attitude, the slightest 
motion of whose finger, the faintest intonation of whose voice, 
whose every smile and frown, natural as they seemed, were the 
deliberate reflection of the closet. 

Three years later, in the Virginia Convention of 1829, I heard 
all that he uttered in committee and in the body; and his manner 
was such as I have just described it to be. Although he had full 
command of the whole armory of parliamentary warfare, he had 
none of that violent gesticulation or loud intonation which fashion 
or taste has lately introduced among us, but which would not be 
tolerated a moment in the British House of Commons. His first 
speech, which was in support of his own resolution proposing a 
method of procedure in the discussion of the Oonstitution, though 
fine and effective, was delivered under somewhat unfavorable cir
cumstances. He stood some distance from the Chair and on a 
line with it, so that he was compelled to face the audience instead 
of the Speaker, and to pitch his voice to a key that could be 
heard throughout the length of the hall and the crowded galleries, 
and an occasional hoarseness, the result of overstraining, was 
apparent during his speech. He mentioned this circumstance to 
me as we left the hall, as the first intimation he had of having lost 
that control of his YO ice which had hitherto been equal to every 
occasion. But when he followed Mr. Monroe, he happened to be 
in a better position on the floor; and his voice retained its usual 
fulness, and was pleasing to the ear. And afterwards in the 
Baptist church, to which the Convention adjourned, in his speech 
on the election of Governor, his voice was fresh and musical; and 
in the grand debate on the judiciary tenure, when the debaters 
were near each other and the Chair, he spoke with full command 
of his voice, and with great animation. In fine, his manner, 
including the management of his voice and gesture, approached 
nearer the English model of debating than that which has been 
gradually gaining ground in this country, and was most appro
priate to his style of thought and discussion. 

Tazewell, with all his intercourse with the world, with all his 
habits of speaking, and with all his marvellous endowments, was 
a remarkably modest man. His modesty may unfold a clew to the 
explanation of his whole career. He said himself that heneyer 
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rose to make a speech without serious trepidation. In the cochi
neal case, it was obv:ious to the court and to the spectators. I 
seen him have, when he had been speaking ten minutes, not fully 
assured. It was only when personal danger, as in a memorable 
criminal case, in which even brave men were for a time appalled, 
was present, that his trepidation disappeared, and he became fear
less and defiant. 

N or was the modesty of Tazewell confined to the bar. It per
vaded his whole life; and when his fame was coextensive with 
the Union, anu when his presence inspired awe in companies of 
able men, a close observer could detect in his tones or in his 
manner that he was not wholly at ease. It was only when the 
ice of a gathering party was fairly broken, that he was thoroughly 
self-possessed. Like Judge Marshall, he had a profound sense of 
respect for the female sex; and his attentions to women were 
rendered with a delicacy and agaUantl'Y that were enhanced by 
the reflection that such a man was not wholly at ease in approach
ing them. And nobly did woman repay his courtesy and his 
affection. As I dwell upon this aspect of his life, the image of 
her who was the bride of his youth, the partaker of his splendid 
fame, and the delight of his declining years, rises before me. I 
behold her as she moved in that happy household, bestowing not 
a thought upon herself, but intent on making others happy. I see 
her as she enters the room in which hAl' husband is diecoursing on 
learned topics to those who are grouped around him, and I see 
him pause as that" ocean-eye" rests benignantly and affectionately 
upon her. I shall never forget the moment when thirty-five years 
ago I saw her in her own house for the first time; how cordially 
she pressed my hand ~ how kindly she talked to an orphan boy of 
a father he had neyer known; and how soon she put an awkward 
youth of seventeen at his ease. The characteristic grace of that 
admirable woman was her love of domestic life. With her the 
throne of human felicity was the family altar. Life with her, as 
it ever was with those elder Virginia matrons whom she resem
bled, was too serious a business for pomp and show. Had she 
been inspired with a passion for display, had she coveted the fleet
ing honors of a residence at a foreign court, or in the metropolis 
of our own country, a single word from her lips would have 
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obtained all she wished. But her heart, like a true Virginia 
mother as she was, was in the midst of her family; and though 
she properly appreciated the talents of her husband, and was will
ing that they should be exerted in the public service, she knew 
him well, and believed that he would be happier in his own home 
than when he was beset with public cares, or galled by those tor
tures with which ambition wringR its victims. A.nd when her last 
day had come, and the union of more than half a century had 
been dissolved, and her husband had seen her beloved remains put 
away in that solitary tomb by the sea, the charm of life was lost 
to him; and he calmly awaited the hour when he should be laid 
by her side. Nor did the generous care of woman cease with her 
death. When his hour was come, and he was placed beside her, 
his daughters, who had tended him for years with unceasingdevo
tion, were borne in almost a dying state from his tomb. 

He was keenly alive to the pleasures of friendship; and he 
maintained his affection for his early schoolmates unbroken to the 
last. His reverence for :Mr. Wythe passed all words. Randolph 
loved him through life; and Tazewell reciprocated his affection 
with equal warmth. 'r'he tide of his affection for John Wickham 
from his childhood flowed full and strong. The relations which 
existed between them could be seen in the letter I read some time 
ago, and were earnest, tender, and affectionate. The affection 
which 'l'azewell cherished for Wickham, kindled, as we have seen, 
over the spelling-book and the Latin grammar, and showing itself 
in tcars in his' sixty-fifth year, grew with his growth, and was 
enhanced by that elevated sense of appreciation with which each 
regarded the other. It was pleasing to see them together when 
the descending shadows of age were upon them, and when each 
had performed those deeds which are now deemed the greatest of 
their lives. It would be hard to say whether they stood to each 
other in the relation of father and son, of brothers, or of equals. 
Wickham was eleven years older than Tazewell, and had taught 
him to read. It was evident :Mr. Tazewell regarded Mr. Wick
ham with the greatest deference. It was, however, something 
more than the deference with which one eminent man advanced in 
life would show to another eminent man still more advanced; it 
was the deference of the warmest friendship to an individual who 
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not only reciprocated the feelings of affection, but who possessed 
all the moral and intellectual qualities that can adorn human 
nature. He considered Mr. Wickham not only the most accom
plished lawyer this country ever produced, but the wisest man he 
ever knew. I have heard him say that the speech of Mr. Wick
ham on the doctrine of treason in Burr's trial would have been 
pronounced new and able in Westminster Hall; and that it was 
the greatest forensic effort of the American bar. Tazewell's 
abiding affection for Wickham was such, that he drew upon 
it in favor even of his young friends. When, at one:and-twenty, 
I took my seat in the House of Delegates, and, not dreaming of 
mixing in society, was preparing for a course of study during the 
long winter nights, one of the first calls I received was from Mr. 
Wickham. With me his name had passed into history. His great 
speech, which I had read and studied as I had read and studied the 
speeches of Ohatham and of Burke, was made in the year I was 
born. But I soon found that he was a living and breathing man. 
His gentle kindness, his incomparable address, his charmirlg talk, 
and his cordial hospitality pressed upon me, assured me that his 
heart still glowed with its ancient kindness: and when I recall. 
the hours which I spent at his elegant home i when I recollect the 
names of Marshall, Leigh, Johnson, Stanard, Harvie, and others 
whom I have seen at his hospitable board; when I recall that 
living galaxy of beauty which flashed in his thronged halls, and 
of which the sweetest and the brightest were his own household 
stars,-now, alas! extinct and gone; and his own ~oble presence 
and demeanor, which drew from the spoiled and fastidious poet 
Moore the expression of. his admiration and applause, it is with 
feelings of deep and tender regard, and of grateful venerati'bn, 
that I offer this tribute to his memory. 

The question has often been asked whether Mr. Tazewell was fond 
of literature and had the elements of a literary man. His early 
opportunities were not favorable for acquiring a profound know
ledge of classical learning. In his day Latin and Greek, the 
foundation of all true taste in letters, were not taught in William 
and Mary at all, except in the grammar school. That Tazewell 
knew enough of Latin to translate easily a Latin author, and even 
to write the language grammatically, is certain; but that he never 
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rose to that excellence in those tongues to which his old tutor Mr. 
Wythe attained is equally certain. But of English literature he 
had drunk deeply. He had Bacon, Locke, Burke, Pope, Shak
speare, Swift, Hume, Gibbon, Johnson, Gillies, Addison, and Ros
coe, within three feet of his elbow for the last forty years of his 
life. In English political history, such as might be gathered from 
the ordinary historians, and from such books as Baker's' Chronicle 
and Rushworth, he was profoundly skilled. The history of the 
law from the days of Magna Charta to the passage of the reform 
bill of Earl Grey's administration, was the study of his whole 
professional and public life. He not only knew every leading 
event, every great statute, but he had the minutest details at com
mand, and was always pleased to descant upon a British statute, 
or on an epoch of British legislation. The excellent volumes of 
Lord Chancellor Campbell have made a knowledge of the history 
of the law an easy accomplishment; but Tazewell never read 
them, and drew his information from the original sources. In the 
history of Virginia he was, without exception, the greatest pro
ficient of his time. Whatever was told by Smith, Beverly, Keith, 
Stith, and Burk with his continuators, or by Hening in the statutes 
at large, or in the journals of the House of Burgesses and of the 
House of Delegates, or could be gathered from the living voice for 
eighty years, he knew intimately and could recall at a moment's 
notice. In respect of' the political history of the United States 
from the adoytion of the federal constitution to the day of his 
death, his knowledge was accurate, I'eady, and profound. Indeed, 
if we except the first five years of the federal constitution, it may 
be said that his actions were a part of that history. He had dis
cussed, in the House of Delegates, the leading measures of the 
Washington and Adams administrations, and sixty years ago he 
sate atastormy period in the House of Representatives of the 
United States. 

But the excellence of Mr. Tazewell consisted not so much in 
knowing the acts and thoughts of other men, as in the philosophy 
which he drew from the great facts in all history. He was not 
in the German, or even in the English sense, a reader of many 
books; but there was hardly a topic of' literature or history which 
he had not studied, and respecting which he had not elaborated a 
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theory of his own. Even in law he was more apt to work out a 
question which required a solution than to turn to the books of 
reports. Neither at the bar nor in the senate was he fond of quo
ting authorities; but such as he did quote were of the highest mer
it, and he made them do him yeoman service. Burton's A.natomy 

. of Melancholy and W urburton's Divine Legation of Moses were 
favorite books with him. He thought the report of John Quincy 
A.dams on weights and measures one of the ablest works in poli
tical literature. 

The tendency of his mind and character was wholly practical. 
Common sense was his polar star. He must be judged not as a 
scholar or a lawyer or a statesman merely, but as a man of bus i
ness who was required to accomplish a given purpose. If that 
purpose was to be accomplished by writing, he took up his pen; 
if by speech, he rose at the bar and pleaded the case, or in the 
senate and made a speech. But when the end was attained he 
thought no more about the means which he hudused in attaining 
it, whether by writing or speaking, than the carpenter who has 
finished a house thinks of the scaffolding by which he was en
abled to complete it. Hence Mr. Tazewell never corrected a 
speech for the press, if we except two instances; and his greatest 
speeches are either wholly lost, or exist in the merest outline. But, 
looking to the result, he was almost invariably successful, at least 
in the sphere in which he acted; and on the attainrrientof his 
purpose forgot the means by which he reached it. If his speeches 
such as they are, his reports on public questions, his legal opinions, 
his essays and tracts on political and historical topics, and his pri
vate letters, were collected together, the variety of his powers and 
his singular abilities would strike every reader; and that his 
works ought to be preserved in volumes is a matter of ·public in
terest and is due to his memory. 

I have said that Mr. Tazewell should not be consideredasa 
mere scholar, a mere lawyer, or a mere statesman, but in that most 
august of all characters, the citizen of a commonwealth. But to 
show what manner of man he was to my younger friends, let us 
regard him in the aspect of a lawyer, and as he stood in the three 
great departments of his profession. In criminal law he was easily 
the first. It wall the opinion of a gentleman, his early contempo-
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rary at the bar, who has united in his own person in a more emi
nent degree than was ever before known in Virginia the rare qua
lities of a writer on metaphysics, history, and literature,-an opin
ion expressed to me since the death of 'l'azewelI,-that he was the 
ablest criminal lawyer of his age, and that he would sooner con
fide an import.ant criminal case to him than to any other living 
man. This is but an echo of his general reputation in this depart
ment of the law. Analyze the qualities necessary to form a great 
criminal lawyer-his various power of speech, his skill in the 
evisceration of facts, his tact and ability in arranging the best line 
of defence possible in the case, the skill in addressing the jury, and 
the skill, of a different sort, in addressing the court, his superior 
generalship in the conflicting and unexpected developments during 
a trial which threaten instant defeat, his fearlessness, and that per
fect self-possession which not only conceals his own fears and 
weaknesses, but avails itself of the fears and weaknesses of others, 
and of that deep insight into human passions, penetrating far beyond 
the eye, or the ear, or the ordinary reason: count the attainments 
which such a man must possess to win supremacy in such a sphere, 
and we must assent to the general opinion which places supremacy 
in such a sphere one of the highest achievements of human intellect 
and character. Then contemplate that excellence which is shown 
in the conduct of civil cases as contradistinguished from criminal 
-that various power here, too, of speech, in itself the lesson of a 
life to learn-the skill, too, in addressing juries and the court with 
equal effect; that knowledge of the law in its innumerable doc
trines, principles, and decisions, which made the study even in 
Lord Coke's day the work of twen ty years; the prompt application 
of this learning to the rapid matter in hand; the magical use of 
the faculties of the mind and the wondrous discipline which they 
must have undergone, every hour, every minute demanding a stretch 
of thought and an adroitness of discrimination which have justly 
classed the dialectics of the bar above all the dialectics of the 
schools; and the moral as well as intellectual qualities necessary 
in an adept in the varying practice of municipal law; and here, 
too, we will yield to the general opinion which places excellence 
in this single department one of the highest achievements of mind; 
and then recall what such a judge as Spencer Roane, the ablest 
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and sternest judge of the age, and politically hostile to Tazewell, 
said when Tazewell pleaded the case of Long VS. Colston before 
the Court of Appeals. Then let us follow the profession beyond 
and above the region of municipal law into the higher walk of the 
Laws of Nations, and of that great practical part of those laws, 
the law of admiralty. Consider what eminence is, and wha,t it in
volves, in this department which the master spirits of ancient as 
well as of modern time selected as their peculiar sphere; what 
the talents are that may contend with the greatest intellects of the 
age in that greatest of all our gladiatorial arenas, the Supreme 
Court of the United States, and what various and rare excellen
cies must unite in forming a man who may stand forth and share 
in such generous battle, and, still more, shall come off victorious 
from such a field. And when, by blending all these characters, 
each great in itself, and worthy of the ambition of the highest tal
ents and of the longest life, into a single character, we have made 
a fame which the grandest intellects of modern times might glory 
in attaining, we have but one of the elements, developed during a 
comparatively short period only of his career, that make up the 
reputation of him whose memory we have met this day to honor. 

Then, if you please, regard him as a senator, representing the 
sovereignty of Virginia in our more than Amphictyonic Council. 
Take any speech which he delivered during his term of service
the speech on the Bankrupt law; the speech on the Piracy bill, 
whicll, as it was delivered by him, and not as it appears debased 
and dwarfed in the report, was one of the grandest displays of 
pure intellect ever made in the Senate, and which saved the coun
try from giving cause of' war to Spain and, perhaps and probably, 
from actual war; the speech '-on the Census, which his colleague 
who 8at by his side during its delivery told me gave both Cal
hounand Webster quite as much to do as was grateful to both of 
them; the speech on the Admirals; the reports from the Commit
tee on Foreign Affairs for seven or eight years which controlled 
the public opinion of the time; that consummate ability which in 
its grandest displays inspired the Ihearer with the belief that the 
speaker, great as he was, was capable of yet greater things-par 
negot£is et 81.pro-his speeches so settling matters that it seemed 
almost vain to say anything after him for or against, and calling 
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the remark from Webster, when Tazewell was making one of his 
last speeches in the senate, " Why, Tazewell grows greater every 
day." Form your notion of what must enter into the formation of 
such a character, and then you have another of those elements that 
make up the character of Tazewell. 

Then take your model of a man who draws, his sustenance from 
the plough, a private citizen, who lives privately, not because he 
cannot obtain office, but becamle, having won the highest honors. 
he withdraws from the scene and leaves the glittering rewards of 
public service to be divided among those who seek them. Look 
for his name in the newspapers, and you will not find it from 
year's end to year's end; look for deep intrigues in local politics, 
and you will find no finger of his in the dirty work. Look at the 
ill success of those who have engaged in public affairs, their 
pecuniary entanglemellts, their deferred hopes, their sleepless 
nights, those poisoned fountains of feeling bitter as aloes even to 
the eye that looks on them as they bubble; these and such things 
you may find, and find easily, but not at the door of Tazewell. He 
is strictly a private citizen, engaged in his private affairs, raising 
and selling at fair prices in company with his neighbors his oats 
and corn and potatoes, and showing to all that the highest facul
ties are as practical as the lowest, and that diligence and attention 
always have their reward. Without patrimony, with a moderation in 
taking fees without an example in our land, living as became a gen
tleman of his position in life and affairs, he yet accumulated a larger 
fortune than was probably ever before accumulated by a Virginia 
farmer or a lawyer beginning life without patrimony; and when 
wealth was obtained, living with that modesty and simplicity so 
becoming to great genius and great wealth, ever looking with 
just contempt on that most piteous of all spectacles, the spectacle 
of lofty genius debruised and debased by the accursed thirst for 
gold; and presenting in all the private relations of life an example 
which may be held up for the imitation of the old and the young. 
When you have combined these various characters into one whole, 
you may form some generalnotiol1 of what Mr. Tazewell was. 

His head was of the clearest. Horace says of Apollo that he 
did not always keep his bow bent; but Tazewell's mind was al
ways on the stretch, or, in a stricter sense, was never on the 
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stretch at all. The most intrico,tecombination of figures he saw 
through at a glance; and in the arts the most complex machinery 
was easily understood by him, and readily made plain to others 
by his familiar explanations. Processes of reasoning the most 
elaborate seemed rather the play of his mind than a serious ex
ercise of its powers; and in his most refined speculations he never 
for a moment lost himself, or allowed the hearer to lose him. 
When in a playful mood he chose to use the weapons of the sophist, 
the ablest men feared the ticklish game and fought shy; and where 
the line lay between truth and error it was impossible to find out; 
and he was equally skilful in unravelling the sophistry of others, 
dissecting it asunder with the keenest relish and with exquisite 
skill. When he seriously undertook to assert and defend the 
truth, he was irresistible, and it was vain to oppose him. Exces
sive ingenuity has been laid at his door; but, while conceding that 
his long dallying with inferior courts was likely to lead to faults 
in that· direction, yet, if we look to the occasions when he was 
charged with using it, and its effect at the time, we may he inclined 
to believe that his judgment of the line of argument to be pursued 
was as likely to be appropriate as that of the critic who formed 
his opinion according to some abstract standard of propriety. 

He was never out of tune. Call on him when you would, and 
you found him self-poised and fresh. Argument or narrative fol
lowed at. your command. This part of his character was very 
apparent to me during the last seven years of his life. In that 
interval I called to see him frequently; and, as my own studies 
lay in the walks of our earlier history, the talk usually ran, for a 
time at least, on the men and things of an epoch in which the Re
volution held the middle place. He seemed to have perfect com
mand of his stores, not by the mere effort of recollection, but of 
memory and reflection combined, eliminating a truth from the facts 
which concealed it. A specimen of the talk which actually oc
curred between us may illustrate my remark. ,I would approach 
him and say deliberately in his ear--:-for within a few years past 
he had become slightly deaf-" Mr. Tazewell, Col. Richard Bland 
(who, by the way, died in October,1776) wrote tracts in the 
Parson's cause, a tract against the Quakers, and his inquiry into 
the rights of the colonies; did he write any other pamphlet '?" 
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Quick as thought he replied : "Yes, he wrote a tract on the tenure 
of lands in Virginia, showing that they were allodial and not held 
in fee. I read the tract when I was a boy; and it helped me in 
in my examination for a license to practise law." He had probably 
not recalled this fact before for half a century: no copy of the tract 
is preserved; and there was not another human being then living, 
I may venture to say, who knew of the existence of such a tract; 
and so at times with other facts which he recalled after the lapse 
of seventy years, and which he had learned from his father or from 
Mr. Wythe. On the other hand, when his earlier recollections 
were clearly proved to be inaccurate as to matter of fact, as in the 
case of what he thought had happened at the session of the House 
of Burgesses of 1765, when Henry's resolutions against the stamp 
act were passed, and I placed under his eye the discrepancy be
tween his statement of the case and the entry on the journals of 
the House, he would fight manfully in defence of his own views, 
but generally ended in cases where the proof was conclusive: 
"Well, sir; Mr. Wythe told me so." Dates not common or 
easily reached were fixed in his memory by a kind of connexion 
with his own life; as for instance, I w:ould ask him whether he 
remembered the features of Peyton Randolph ? And he would 
answer: "No, sir; I was born in December, 1774, and he died in 
October, 1775, in Philadelphia. when I was not a year old." And 
it was by questions such as these, which I could answer with ex
act precision myself, that I ascertained not only the integrity and 
worth of his memory, which we all know in aged persons retains 
with freshness the incidents of youth, but his capacity of combina
tion which, in the degree in which he possessed it, was extremely 
rare in young or old; and from the nature of my pursuits for the 
time in question I may be said not only to have tested his powers 
of recollection, but to have probed the depth of his knowledge in 
relation to the history of Virginia and its cognate topics more 
effectually than it was the privilege of anyone else to do; and my 
admiration of his talents and .of his resources increased to the last. 
Let it be remembered that there was no more reason to look for 
profound learning 011 these subjects froni Mr. Tazewell, whose 
life was crowded with business, than from any of his eminent 
contemporaries, some of whom I knew well, but none of whom ap-
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proached him in these respects; and I have pointed out, merely for 
the sake of example, a single department of knowledge only in 
which I happened to take a passing interest, leaving all those un
touched on which I have heard him discourse for thirty years at 
least, and you will be able to form an opinion of the nature, 
variety, and extent of his acquisitions, and feel with me what a 
gap the death of such a man has made in the commonwealth. 

From the complexion of his mind he was cautious in bestowing 
commendation on men and things. Great speeches in public 
bodies rarely came up to his severe and simple standard of taste; 
and I do not think that he was sensible in a very high degree of 
the minor elegancies of rhythm and the harmony of words. His 
own style might be defined plain words in their right places; and 
he had studied Anglo-Saxon, and drew largely on the Anglo-Saxon 
element of our tongue, and especially on its monosyllables. His 
logic was generally so severe that not a clause and hardly a word 
could be changed or misplaced without danger, and the merit of 
his work was rather in the strength and beauty of the demonstra
tion as a whole, than in the rhetorical grace or effect of its several 
parts. I speak of his great arguments. In his letters he some
times showed a skill in harmony rarely surpassed. His letter to 
the executor of Mr. Wickham is delicately drawn; his letter to 
Mr. Foote on the compromise resolutions is a chaste and elegant 
composition; and his address from the chair at a meeting of the 
citizens of Norfolk on the occasion of the death of Jefferson, which 
I have already alluded to, when he proposed a statue to the author 
of the Declaration of Independence, was of that rare beauty of 
thoughts and words in happy union bound, that, though delivered 
thirty-four years ago, it is with me to this hour one of the most 
refreshing of my memories of the past. But these were excep
tions, and his severe standard was the general rule. Hence, while 
he valued the vast and conclusive learning of Gibbon, he was not 
taken with his diction; and though he despised the toryism of 
Hume, he regarded his style as approaching perfection. He liked 
the fervid genius of the elder Pitt, and his brilliant speeches, be
cause they were effective weapons in their day; but he would look 
with contempt at any effort of imitation. While he relished the 
arguments of Judge Marshall at the bar, in public bodies, and on 

6 
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the bench, I do not think that he placed as high a value as they 
deserved upon the ability and literary taste which characterize the 
opinions of Judge Story, and which have earned for their author 
the highest legal fame at home and abroad. From the eloquent 
parts of such speeches as Webster's in reply to Hayne he would 
turn with dislike. Yet when a speech was effective in the delivery, 
and, though not remarkable in itself, had accomplished something, 
he was liberal in bestowing fak praise upon it. He heard Mr. 
Clay deliver his celebrated reply to Josiah Quincy-a venerable 
statesman who still survives i-and he ever spoke of it as admi
rable in its way. In the same spirit he spoke of Col. Benton's ex
temporaneous reply to Mr. Webster in the debate on the bank veto, 
delivered late at night in the Senate, as surpassing any thing of 
the kind that he had ever heard, or that the speaker ever reached 
before or after. He said he thought a speech of Webster's de
livered during the war or soon after it, probably the speech on the 
currency, superior to his speech in reply to Hayne, and altogether 
free from the tinsel of his later speeches. The speech of Pinkney 
on the Missouri question, which he heard, he thought the ablest 
ever delivered in the senate. For the intellect of Calhoun he had 
the highest respect and admiration, and, while differing most essen- . 
tially from that statesman throughout nearly his whole career, he 
always regarded his speeches and state papers as those of a master
workman. Strange as it may appear, though exacting so much 
from his eminent contemporaries, yet, partly from old affection, 
partly from a love of their literature and from a conviction of 
their political effect, and partly from the unworthiness of poor 
human nature, he listened to the speeches of John Randolph with 
the relish of a school-boy, rubbing his hands and laughing heartily 
as the orator went along. Aside from the ardent and unquench
able love that existed between them, the explanation may be found 
to a certain extent in Tazewell's love of humor. When Watkins 
Leigh's amusing letter of Christopher Quandary appeared in the 
Eilquirer,-a paper, by the way, which, after the feud in the Jef
ferson administration, he never took in, thus showing that, if the 
democrats remembered his shortcomings. he did not forget what 
he deemed theirs-I took the number around to him, and he 
laughed heartily at its hits. The last extended work which I 
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know that he read was Randall's Life of Jefferson, which evi
dently made an impression upon him. He spoke of the author as 
a clever fellow; and he expatiated on the character of Jefferson, 
which, as he declined in life, I think he valued more than ever, 
pronouncing him the greatest Secretary of State any country ever 
had. I may say here, that Mr. Tazewell had no respect for law 
schools as an instrumentality of rearing great lawyers. He said 
if the student would have lectures, let him read Blackstone; and 
he ever maintained the opinion that the popularity of those 
charming commentaries had tended to depreciate the standard of 
legal intellect since their appearance-an opinio,n which he shared 
with Mr. Jefferson. That he had read them attentively and ad
mired their beauty, though much in the spirit in which he would 
admire a poem or a play, I know from this fact, that once, when 
he was in a playful mood, he said he believed he could repeat the 
heads of all the chapters of the four yolumes which he straight
way did. He occasionally read novels, But was quite indifferent 
whether he began with the second or the first volume; and I 
heard him commeE.d highly the preface of the late novel attributed 
to Sir Walter Scott, called Moredun, as a fine piece of special 
pleading, declaring that its author would make a good special 
pleader. I have spoken already of the hearty praise which he be
stowed upon Mr. Adams' report on weights and measures. 

In respect both of argumentation and style it hasoften occurred 
to me that Mr. Tazewell occupied an intermediate position be
tween Judge Marshall and Mr. Wickham. He has the strength of 
Marshall with something more of refinement in style and imagery" 
and more vivacity in the play of his reasoning; while he has a 
stricter line of demonstration than Wickham without his very 
decided elegance. In some physical lj,S well as intellectual aspects, 
he resembled Chief Justice Parsons of Massachusetts. Not, in., 
deed, in dress; for Parsons was a sloven, and Tazewell was neat 
in his dress, which was in winter, during the last twenty years, III 

full suit of black cloth, and in summer he was usually attired in 
white drilling with a light linen coat and fancy vest. He always 
wore a white cravat, and his linen was spotless. But both Par
sons and Tazewell were men of large stature, at least to the eye, in 
a sitting posture; both delighted to drink at the deep fountains of 
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the law, and were skilled in the lore of their profession in which 
they held an easy supremacy; both liked novels as a relief from 
grave cares, and were indifferent as to the volume of the novel 
that first carne to hand; both were so strongly enamored of the 
exact sciences that it is probable they would have cultivated them 
with extraordinary success. But Tazewell, though a fair scholar 
in the old way, never attained to that excellence in classical lite
rature which made the name of Parsons an authority for a disputed 
reading in the colleges of Germany. I have always regretted 
that Tazewell did not bring his mind to bear upon the science of 
language, and especially of comparative philology. Rad he been 
able to read Bonn, or had mastered the New Cratylus or the Var
ronianus of Donaldson, his versatile and sharp intellect might 
have sent forth a work of " winged words" of equal interest and 
,infinitely more profound than the Diversions of Purley. 

Tazewell had evidently modelled his mind before the death of 
,president Pendleton in 1802; and nearly up to that period 
Marshall and Wickham were the leaders of the Virginia bar. 
Ris reverence for Pendleton was something more than a shadow. 
It was, as also in the case of Wythe, a deep-seated, ever-living 
and glowing principle. He loved those two illustrious judges 
'with a warmth of veneration blended with affection which he 
'never felt for any human being after they were laid in their 
;graves; and he delighted to speak of them. He held Pendleton's 
judicial talents in the highest respect; and I have heard him say 
that no man living but Pendleton could have reconciled the clash
jng laws passed during the first twelve years of the common
wealth, and made such just and satisfactory decisions. Speaking 

,of the peculiarities of Pendleton and Wythe, he said that Pendle
ton always professed the most profound respect for British deci
sions, but rarely followed them; while Wythe, who spoke disre
spectfully of them, almost invariably followed them. But, on the 
ground of pure love and affection, Wythe was nearer to Tazewell 
than was Pendleton. Wythe was the guide and instructor of his 
youth, the old neighbor of his father in Williamsburg; and he 
always spoke of him as Mr. Wythe, following his father who knew 
Wythe long before he was a judge. His reminiscences of Wythe 
'were deeply interesting, sometimes humorous, sometimes serious, 
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and, in reference to the :.ast illness of the old patriot, sad in the 
extreme; and they were alwa:ts uttered in that subdued and ten
der tone which, it grieves me to think, will fall no more on mortal 
ears. 

The great age attained by Mr. Tazewell makes us curious to 
know his modes of life and his habits of study. In youth and 
early manhood he was fond of athletic sports and of horsemanship; 
and he must have possessed great muscular power. As late as 
1802 he accomplished on horseback a trip of a hundred and odd 
miles in as short a time as that distance was ever travelled in 
Virginia: His form was most symmetrical; and he had the broad 
chest and the well-proportioned neck that are so -often seen in 
those who enjoy a healthful and protracted old age; and that 
small wrist and hand that told of his Norman blood. From the 
time when he became engrossed in business, it is probable that he 
rarely took any other exercise than was inevitable in passing to 
hi!'! various courts; and since his retirement from the bar, except 
during his trips to the Eastern Shore and to Washington and 
Richmond, he seldom walked more than a few hundred yards in 
twenty-four hours. Yet, throughout his career, he enjoyed fair 
health, and during the last forty years, when, as man and boy, 
I have observed him, he has not had more than one really serious 
spell of illness-a pleuritic attack, which he encountered in Wash
ington. In that interval he has contracted several bilious dis
eases; but they soon passed off, and were not thought dangerous. 
The secret of his exemption from disease, apart from the healthful 
structure of his frame, was the extreme temperance and the regu
larity of his habits. At first sight he would seem the most ir
regular of mEm, sitting up till two or three in the morning and 
rising late; but, in fact, this habit, persisted in for so many years, 
became fixed; and, as nature requires regular periods of rest 
rather than any special time for taking it, he suffered no material 
inconvenience in that respect. But his main source of exemption 
from sickness was his temperance in eating. I had an opportunity 
of seeing him daily at every meal for many weeks, and he ate
more Rparingly than anyone of those who sate at the table with 
him. He generally took a glass of toddy or a glass of wine at 
dinner; and the only form iI.1 which he used tobacco was in chew--
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ing. If he ever went into excess in any.thing it was in the use of 
tobacco; but he never appeared to me to err above ordinary chew
ers even in that way, though I have heard one of his clerks say 
that he could always tell the dignity of a case by the size of the 
chew which Tazewell put into his mouth when he took it up for 
the first time. His usual remedy for indisposition was strict ab
stinence from food, which he could endure as heroically as a Bra;h
min, or a disciple of Mahomet. 

Many to whom the name of Mr. Tazewell is dear would be in
clined to know his opinion respecting the religion of Christ. Far 
be it from me to intimate in the remotest degree that the testimony 
of any man, however distinguished, can add the weight of a single 
feather to the abounding evidences of the Christian faith, or grave 
it a line deeper on the heart of a true believer; but it may close 
the lips of the ribald, it may repress the vanity of her who, forget
ting what Ohristianity has done for woman, aims her feeble shafts 
against its humblest professor, to know that such a man as Taze
well, whose whole life was spent in the science of proofs and pro
babilities, must henceforth be ranked with Milton and Newton
the prince of song and the prince of philosophy? and with our own 
Pendleton and Wythe-those serene and undying lights of the 
law-among the stedfast believers in the truth of the Scriptures 
of the Old and New Testaments.* 

It has been said that Tazewell had no ambition. In one sense 
he was the most ambitious man of our times; but his ambition was 
out of the ordinary range. To retain a seat in a deliberative as
sembly, and endure the routine of daily sessions for months at a 
time j to take upon himself a regular foreign mission, or even to 
accept the presidency itself, would, I firmly believe, have been most 
grating to his feelings. Of an but the last we may speak with 
certainty. But if some difficult proposition was forced upon the 
public mind; if some extraordinary emergency had presented it
:self; if he had been called upon to encounter a national question 
of the first magnitude, from which others would have shrunk, and 
which was susceptible of a definitive adjustment in a given time, 
I believe he would have accepted the mission at once. Had Mr. 

II In a note to a friend, written Ohristmas day, 1850, he speaks of the Bible as "the 
:good book," and says, "it has ever been regarded as most precious." 
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Madison, on his election to the presidency, called him to the State 
Department with a carte blanche as to the terms and mode. of set
tling the vexed questions which grew out of the Berlin and Milan 
decrees and the British orders in council, I do not say that he 
would have accepted a seat in the cabinet of a statesman whose 
election to the presidency he had opposed,-for I believe he would 
not; but, if he had accepted it, it is probable those questions 
which were afterwards discussed by Mr. Webster and Lord Ash
burton, and which were settled by the treaty of Washington, would 
then have received a satisfactory solution. It was this aspect of 
Tazewell's character which called from Randolph the saying in 
his letter to Gen. Mercer, that, if such a conjuncture in our affairs 
were to arise as would call into full play the faculties of Tazewell, 
he would be the first man of the nineteenth century. 

It has been said by some from whom better things might have 
been expected, that Tazewell did not spend his latter years in a man
ner altogether worthy of his great talents. To me it appears that 
such a sentiment has been expressed without due reflection on 
all the facts of the case, and that the retirement of such a man, 
under all the circumstances, presents to the contemplative observer 
one of the grandest moral spectacles of the age. We have seen 
that he retired from the active employment of the bar in his 45th 
or 46th year, merely following up afterwards to the appellate 
courts some important cases which he had discussed in the lower. 
At that time he stood almost without a rival in his profession in 
Virginia, and, after the death of Pinkney, in the Supreme Court 
of the United States; and he might have received as large an 
annual income as was ever derived from the practice of the law 
in this country; and if he had devoted his time and talents to his 
profession for twenty years thereafter-which he might have done, 
and yet been younger on leaving off than Webster was when that 
eminent lawyer pleaded the great India-rubber case at'l'renton, 
and would still have had sixteen or eighteen years to spare for 
repose in old age,--he would have accumulated the most colossal 
fortune which has ever been made by forensic exertions at the Amer
ican or the English har .. Now this very aspect of the life of Mr. 
Tazewell strikes me, and I feel assured will appear to posterity, all 
the most imposing, the most eloquent, and the most sublime picture 
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in his various career. When he retired he was not wealthy, ac
cording to our present standard of wealth, and he had several 
children born to him after his retirement; yet, wiih enormous 
wealth within his grasp, and a moderate competency only in hand, 
lIe withdrew from the field of his fame to the bosom of his family, 
thenceforth to draw his living from the moderate profits of agri
culture. I have said that Mr. Tazewell's character was formed in 
the mould of our early statesmen; and of all those statesmen there 
was not one who did not delight in agriculture as the crowning 
pleasure and pursuit of life, and mbre especially as its shadows were 
falling low. It was this spirit which impelled Washington, amid 
all the magnificence of office when office was held by such a man, 
to sigh for the shades of Mount Vernon,and to prefer the simple 
employments of the farm, where he might behold, in the words of 
the "judicious Hooker," "God's blessing spdng out of our 
mother earth," above the glory of arms, and the fleeting shadows 
and shabby splendors of public office. 

But the lesson which the example of Tazewell presents to the 
American mind is of yet greater significancy. If there be one un
pleasant trait more revolting than another in our national charac
ter, it is the inordinate pursuit of wealth: rem, quocunque modo 
rem. To get money is the first lesson of childhood, the engl:ossing 
purpose of middle age, and the harassing employment of declining 
years. Such is the rabid thirst for money, its effects are seen 
over the whole moral and intellectual character of the people. It 
constitutes wealth as the standard of worth, and all the noblest 
qualities of the head and the heart are despised in the comparison. 
As wealth is the point of honor, it must be sought at every hazard, 
and the mortifying occurrences of the last twenty years, the dis
honest bankruptcies, the numerous forgeries, perpetrated by the 
first people in social position, on a scale never known before, the 
innumerable defalcations which have crowded the papers, until 
they have become a matter of course; the insatiable craving for 
the money and lands of others, which seems to have passed 
from the workshop and the counting-room to the halls of legisla
tion; the unbounded extravagance of expenditure which might 
serve to indicate the possession of the darling prize, and, above 
all, that worst sign of all, the almost perfect indifference with 
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which the most enormous frauds are received by the public; these 
and similar things show the bitter consequences of this vulgar 
passion. I rejoice that our venerable friend, when in the prime 
of his extraordinary powers, and at a period of life when the flame 
of ambition glows wildest, turned his back upon the gilded phan
toms which have lured so many to destruction, and sought repose 
in the bosom of domestic life. 

The conduct of Mr. Tazewell in respect of public office has also 
been misunderstood. He would hold no office in perpetuity, and 
I have already shown that, whenever called upon to render public 
service, he obeyed the call without a thought of the pecuniary 
sacrifices which he inevitably must incur ;* and it would be easy, 
if it were proper, to show that Mr. Tazewell, though in retirement, 
afforded most valuable assistance to those who held office, and 
indeed to all who chose to consult him. He held it as a settled 
maxim, that it was the first duty of every citizen to serve his 
country; and I have no doubt that, if the office of Chief Justice of 
the United States had become vacant during the first fifteen or 
twenty years after his retirement from the bar, and he had been 
called to fill it, as perhaps he would have been, he would have 
accepted the appointment; and I further believe that if the 
presidency of the Court of Appeals had been tendered him, or 
even the judgeship of the Superior Court on the Eastern Shore, 
provided in this last case he did not interfere with the expec
tations of his brethren of that bar, he would have accepted either, 
and held it for a certain time, and for a certain time only; for 
he had no respect for perpetuities in great public trusts. 

They also misjudge him who say that he ought to have composed 
a great historical work for posterity-a task which Jefferson, 
Madison, and John Quincy Adams, with every possible motive 
urging them to its performance, declined to undertake. In this 
respect, Mr. Tazewell acted with his usual good sense ; not that 
he did not write on particular topics of our history, as, for instance, 

() From letters in my possession, I could quote a dozen instances in which he ex
presses his readiness to accept any office which the State might confer upon him; but 
he did not desire any appointment State or Federal; that he would seek none, but that 
he could not refuse his services to Virginia when she required them. See extracts in 
Appendix, No.4. 
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the difference between the original and recent surveys, a subject 
which he has illustrated with a skill in mathematics, with a beauty 
of argumentation, and with a minuteness of historical research 
wholly unexpected, and altogether admirable; and so with some 
other topics. But he acted well in not undertaking the history 
of Virginia. To write that history worthily would ·require a resi
derice of some years abroad. Of the materials necessary for such a 
work not a twentieth part exists in Virginia, or in the United 
States. Such a work, and Mr. Tazewell well knew its scope, 
could not be performed by him in that retirement to enjoy which 
he had relinquished wealth and fame. There is another view of a 
more personal kind. Whether history is of higher dignity than 
speech, whether a Thucydides or a Demosthenes be the greater 
intellect, the critics may decide i but one thing is certain, that the 
faculties and accomplishments required for writing history and for 
oral disputations are not only not the same, but have rarely been 
united in a supreme degree in any human being, and certainly not 
in the literature of the Anglo-Saxon race. To pass over other 
languages and nations, let us look at our own. One of the greatest 
minds of this age, and, so far as logical capacity is concerned, per
haps of any age, was that of Chief Justice Marshall; and yet, from 
the date of the publication of his Life. of Washington, which is a 
history of the colonies and of the United States, until it was re
written and revised by him late in life, it hung like a millstone 
from his neck; and it has required all his subsequent legal fame, 
his exalted patriotism, and his domestic purity, to keep him above 
water in this country. As for England, the work sunk instantly 
and irrecoverably. 

The writing of history, difficult at all times, is more difficult 
now. Recent history trenches alike upon the epic and the drama
tic,and the narrator must be half a poet and half a player. It 
is, therefore, a subject of gratulation that Mr. Tazewell did not 
undertake a work which, if done at home, would have been badly 
done, arid which, if done at all, must have called into exercise a 
peculiar class of talents which neither the bar nor the senate tends 
to develop, but which in their highest efforts alone can ensure 
success. I rejoice that the fame of Tazewell is free from such 
questionable topics. There he stands, great as a citizen of a. free 
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commonwealth, great at the bar, great in the senate, and great in 
his rich, various, and overflowing talk. 

Tazewell spent his old age as Washington, Jefferson, Jay, Ma
dison, and John Adams spent theirs, but with far greater success 
than them all, in attending mainly to his private affairs, and in 
those offices which a splendid reputation draws in its train. He 
was exact in aU things. If you inquired what. anyone of his es
tates cost him, he would take down a bound foolscap volume, turn 
at once to the farm in question, read off the price, the amount of 
its outfit, the number of hands engaged in working it, and, if you 
pleased to listen, the cost of every improvement he put upon it, 
the division of its fields, and their products for every year since he 
owned it, and the money value of those products in market. He 
knew what fields on his various estates were in cultivation; and 
in the spring-for all his crops were annual-he made an estimate 
of tl1e probable product of each field, and entered it in the book; 
and in the fall, the actual result, which sometimes fell a little short, 
sometimes slightly exceeded, and sometimes was identical with the 
estimate of the spring. This process was something more than a 
pastime; it kept him intimately acquainted with his different es
tates, and was a severe check on the management of the overseers. 
He loved the game of chess, was always ready to engage in it, and 
often played alone. He read chess periodicals, kept an account of 
his own moves, and, deducting the employment which it gave him 
when his eyes were dimmed with reading, devoted to that fascina
ting but frivolous game more time and attention than it deserved. 

To form a just opinion of Mr. Tazewell in private life, he must 
have been seen again and again. In matters of business he was 
scrupulously exact himself, and would be satisfied with nothing less 
from others. In this way he may have given offence, and subjected 
himself to the charge of closeness; but it was partly the result of 
his legal habits, and partly of the rigid system which pervaded his 
financial schemes. That the love of accumulation was no. element 
in the case was shown, apart from the great lesson which his life 
will read to all, by his large deposits in the vaults of the banks, 
by which, in the course of thirty years, he must have lost thou
sands; and by the proverbial moderation of his fees.* Such was 

.. One case ooours to me. The captain of a French ship with a valuable cargo, hay" 
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his care and judgment that I do not think he ever made a bad in
vestment, or lost a sum of money. 

Withal I am inclined to wish that he had devoted the first ten 
years of his retirement to a work on the Laws of Nations, and es
pecially of the Law of Admiralty, which was the favorite science 
of his venerable grandfather, and oJ which, during the preceding 
twenty years, he had obtained so perfect a mastery. He loved the 
Oommon Law, revelled in its subtleties, expounded with a richness 
and a grace ever to be remembered the leading statutes by which 
the wisdom of a thousand years had controlled or modified it,and 
gloried in it as the living remembrancer of the liberties of his an
cestralland. But he regarded the law of admiralty with peculiar 
and almost hereditary affection. It suited the caste of his intel
lect. No ordinary horizon bounded its sphere. It overlooked the 
limits of any single realm, however proud that realm might seem. 
It was the queen of the sea, whose influence, cast far and wide over 
the raging billows, breathed peace and safety to the humblest sailor 
who trod a deck, and upheld with all the strength of civilized man 
the flag of the feeblest power. Amid the changing revolutions of 
the human will, amid the fall of empires and the ruin of dynasties, 
it alone was immutable. It was the tie of nations, which bound 
men in one universal brotherhood, and gathered peoples about a 
common altar. No private rule, no immemorial custom, no formal 
statute, controlled its operations; but right reason in all its su
premacy enacted its provisions, and justice, with an even hand, in 
every dominion and on every sea under heaven, was its pure and 
equal administrator. Tazewell was fond of repeating that eloquent 
and exact definition of the general law, which Lord Mansfield, 
plucking it from the fragments of Oicero's work on the Republic, 
has made the household thought of our common nature: Non erit 
alia lex Romee, alia Athenis, alia nunc, alia postkac, sed et apud om-

ing been deceived by some intelligence about the raising of the embargo, sailed into 
the port of Norfolk, and subjected his ship and cargo to forfeiture. Tazewell got 
the ship clear; and when he :was informed by the consignee of the ship that the cap
tain had left him a fee of a thousand dollars, and required his receipt lor that sum, 
Tazewell would only accept of three hundred dollars. I may also state that when he 
retired from the bar, he had several thousand dollars on his books whieh could have 
been collected on application to the parties, but, whether from inadvertence or pro
cralltination, or mere indisposition, he let them pass. 
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nes gentes et omnia tempora, una eademque lex obtinebit.* Such a sci
ence suited the complexion of Tazewell's genius; and in his prac
tice he had framed a large and liberal system of his own. The 
task would have been a work of love, and would have required 
little more than the embodiment of his thoughts on paper. But 
the engagements and associations of Southern life are hostile to 
authorship, and the fortunate time glided by forever. 

A hundred years hence, when Norfolk mayor may not have be
come the commercial seat of a vast Southern empire; when the 
face of external nature in this low region, unmarked by mountain 
ranges, will be wholly changed in all but in the course of our great 
river and of our two glorious seas; and when the rising genius of 
Virginia, turning from the sages and statesmen of Greece and 
Rome, from Socrates and Demosthenes, and from Cato and Cincin
natus, shall seek to know the details of the lives of the greater men 
who have adorned our own annals; it may be plea~ing to know the 
spot in which Tazewell spent his latter years, and the manner of 
his private life. Simplicity marked his dress, his dwelling and its 
furniture, and all his accompaniments. His house and grounds 
were such as appeared, if you looked into the assessors' books, of 
considerable value; but if you looked at the objects themselves, 
t.hey were such as any respectable citizen might possess without the 
reputation of great wealth. The lot, bounded on the east by Gran
by street, included several acres in the heart of the city; and the 
house, which, though capacious, had no idle room, was a plain 
structure of wood built originally by a private citizen of moderate 
means as his abode. Its position in front of a large lawn over
looking the Elizabeth could not be surpassed. The water came 
rippling up to the southern enclosure twice a day from the sea, and 
presented a broad silvery expanse on which every arriving and de
parting vessel of the port was borne in broad view from the por
tico. But, aside from the assessed value of the lot, which was ac
cidental and produced nothing, there was no exhibition of wealth 
within. All was plain as became the residence of a man who had 
. those claims to public respect which no mere wealth could give, 
and which the absence of wealth could not impair. As you lifted 

C~ Luke et al. VB. Lyde, 2 Burrow, 887. 
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the knocker of his aoor-for he never adopted the comparative 
novelty of bells in our region-a black servant, who, with his an
cestors of several generations, had been born in the family, soon 
appeared, and you entered a broad central passage which extended 
through the house, which was the old sitting place of Virginia 
fa,milies for nine months of the year, and which is hardly known 
in the crowded cities of the North. The floor of the passage was 
covered with a strip of carpeting in winter, and in summer pre
sented a smooth polished surface devoid of matting. If you opened 
the first door on the left, you entered the office of Mr. Tazewell, a 
well lighted southern room, fourteen by twenty, in the middle of 
which was a table furnished with writing apparatus and covered 
with books and manuscripts. By that table, in an arm-chair, he 
commonly sate in cold weather; and the chances were, at least dur
ing the morning, you would find him pen in hand, and sheets of 
paper freshly written and full of figures strewn about him. It 
was rare that you saw any thing like continuous writing except in 
the case of a letter. He delighted in calculations, which kept his 
mind sweet and clear. At his left hand, and a little behind him, 
was a small bookcase containing about two hundred volumes, neatly 
bound, of the English classics, all printed forty years ago and 
more, the very pith and quintessence of the philosophy, the polio 
tics, the literature of all ages strained through the alembic of the 
Anglo-Saxon mind. The office opened by a large folding-door in
to the capacious dining-room where the family usually sate, and 
where he lingered after each meal, talking, or reading the day's 
paper, which he took in to the last, as if loth to retire to his own 
particular den. In summer he sate in the passage, or on the broad 
tessellated pavement of the portico. On the right hand on enter
ing the front door you saw a small room in which an aged or in
valid guest might repose without ascending the stairway, and in 
which Gen. Jackson and Mr. Randolph lodged at various times. 
And adjoining this room was the parlor, a single room of twenty 
by twenty, containing probably the same furniture he purchased 
when he first went to housekeeping, all plain now, though elegant 
in its day, and thoroughly kept; and suspended from the walls of 
the room were the portraits of his father, Judge Tazewell, a hand
some youth of one-and-twenty though a married man at that age, 
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and his bride, a sweet face almost perfectly reflected in the features 
of one of his own daughters, both well executed by the elder Peale, 
and in good preservation. There, too, were the portraits of Col. 
Nivison and his wife, the parents of Mrs. Tazewell; of Mr. Taze
,.well himself by Thompson, the most intellectual and lifelike of all 
his portraits, taken at the age of forty-two; of his wife's two sis
ters, who were the beauties and the belles of forty-five years ago, 
and who have long passed away, and of their brother, the amiable 
and beloved William Nivison, whose early death was long deplored 
by our people. The general library of Mr. Tazewell was kept in 
a separate building, and consisted of his numerous law books, of 
the British statutes at large in many thick quartos, and most of 
the writers of Queen Anne's time and of the Georges, many in the 
original quarto, and few or none later than the beginning of the 
century. Some of the books had a history of their own. There 
was a copy of the Lectures on History, which Dr. Priestley had 
presented to Judge Tazewell, the father of our subject, in memory 
of the kindness of the judge to the author when he was flying 
from the flames of Birmingham. The beautiful copy of Wilson's 
Ornithology with Bonaparte's continuation, which at the date of 
its publication was one of the most elegant issues of the American 
press, had a singular value in the eyes of Mr. Tazewell as the be
quest of his friend John Wickham, an extract from the will hav
ing been pasted on the fly-leaf of the first volume. 

As soon as the visitor fixed his eyes on Mr. Tazewell all else 
was forgotten. He was without exception in middle life the most 
imposing, and in old age the most venerable person I ever beheld. 
His height exceeded six feet; and until recently, whether sitting 
or. standing, he was commonly erect, and always when in full flow. 
His head and chest were on a large scale, and his vast blue eye, 
which always seemed to gaze afar, was aptly termed by Wirt 
an " eye of ocean." In early youth he was uncommonly hand
some. In middle life he was very thin though lithe and strong, 
with a face the outline of which is very like that of IJord Mans
field. But for the last thirty-five years, the period during which I 
have been familiar with his person, all those traces of early beauty 
which had marked his youthful face, and which in middle life may 
be seen in the portrait of Thompson, had disappeared, and he was 
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altogether on a more developed scale. His stature had become 
large, his features were massive, his silver hair fell in ringlets 
. about his neck, and his bearing was grave, and with strangers, 
until the ice was broken, almost stern; and he appeared with a 
majesty which filled the most careless spectator with veneration 
and awe. A.nd wben we add to these the overshadowing reputa. 
tion universally accorded him, we can readily imagine the solici
tude with which the most eminent of his contemporaries approached 
him for the first time. But beneath the cold surface flowed a warm 
and cordial current· of generous feeling, or, as John Randolph 
said to Mercer, " his ice rested on a volcano ;" and the firm grasp 
of the hand, the ready talk on any topic of the time, the quick 
illustration which was so frequently borrowed from some charac. 
teristic or incident in the life of the person, or the person's ances
tor, with whom he was conversing, the eloquent disquisition play
ful or profound, put the visitor at nis ease, and hours :flew like 
minutes in refreshing talk. It was a mistake to suppose that Mr. 
Tazewell arrogated all the talk to himself, and purposely kept 
others silent in his company. On the contrary, he delighted in 
colloquial discourse, and listened with rapt attention to all that 
was said; and was then more brilliant and entertaining than ever 
in argument, or narrative, or repartee; and on such occasions he 
was a most instructive and entertaining companion. I remember 
his encountering at dinner-table several gallant captains of the 
navy on the subject of the movements of a ship under certain re
lations of wind and tide; and although the naval gentlemen com
bated his position with much boldness and skill, he worked his 
ship, at least in the opinion of the landsmen who were present, 
safely into her destined harbor. It was from the fear which even 
able men felt in his presence, and which made them averse to ven
ture their remarks, that from pure good nature Mr. Tazewell 
sought to entertain and instruct them in detail on any topic of the 
time; though it was plain that he courted inquiry and remark, 
which to a certain extent was necessary to the full and pleasant 
exercise of his faculties. But it was infinitely amusing to hear 
him banter an obstinate old lawyer on a point of law, catching at 
his arguments before he had half uttered them, and dissecting them 
with such wonderful dexterity that the listeners, shaking with 
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laughter, saw, probably for the first time, that the severest logic 
and the deepest learning became in his hands the source of the 
keenest wit and of the broadest humor. What was conspicuous 
to all who had frequent opportunities of seeing Mr. Tazewell in 
his own house or in the house of a friend was, that he had no set 
topics. His range of reading and observation had been so wide, 
his knowledge of men and things was so vast, his faculties of com
bination were so active, it was impossible to state a question to be 
decided by precedent or reasoning, which he could not instantly 
handle with a force of logic which most men could only have 
reached by deliberate preparation. But all that humor and wit 

. and genius are gone: that stream of talk has ceased toflow ; and 
on leaving the study, where for so many years he delighted his 
hearers by acts of personal kindness and instructed them by his 
wisdom, we pass into another room-the saddest of all-the cham
ber of Death. 

There, in that room above the parlor, on the bright Sabbath 
morning of May the sixth, at twenty-five minutes past ten, he 
breathed his last. He was slightly· indisposed the Monday pre
vi0us; but until the evening of that day he did not appear to be 
seriously ill. He complained of no particular pain, but of a gen
eral restlessness and malai8e. On Friday, two days before his 
death, seated in his chair as the easiest position he could obtain, 
he engaged in a game of chess with a friend; but his tremulous 
hand refused to make the moves, which were made by another at 
his suggestion, and were recorded by one of his daughters. He 
was too weak, however, to finish the game, which was postponed 
with his consent to another time.. It was now plain that his dis
ease, which was pneumonia, could not be conquered, and that his 
end was nigh. On Saturday morning his faculties became clouded. 
He was heard to call a long lost son by the name known only to 
the family; then the name of his dear departed wife was uttered; 
and presently the name of the master of the steamer that plies 
between Norfolk and the Eastern Shore where that son and that 
wife were buried; showing that his own burial by their side was 
passing in dim review befoi'e his failing faculties. In the course 
of Saturday his mind was wholly gone. On Sunday morning, a 
quarter after ten, he drew' a long breath, and it was thought that 

7 
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all was over; but he rallied, and another long inspiration 
followed. .And then all was still. His spirit had passed away . 
.An hour later I entered the chamber, and took a seat by the side 
of the corpse. His hands were folded on his chest, which loomed 
larger than in life; and his extended form looked like one of 
those marble effigies which adorn the tombs of his Norman sires. 
His features appeared full and natural as if a deep sleep had come 
upon him. rrhe ,massy forehead, the firm aquiline nose, the wide 
reliant upper lip which looked as I have so often seen it when 
about to put forth a serious utterance, and the broad chin-all 
wer'e there as in life; and even his silver hair, curled f1;eshly by a 
daughter's fingers, clustered about his neck and brow. The 
., ocean eye" alone was closed. Death had put his seal upon it . 
.As I gazed upon that majestic form reft of Hsmighty spirit and 
soon to be laid away forever, and as I pressed the parting saluta
tion upon those lips not yet cold in death, on which admiring Sen
ates have so often hung, and from which I had so often heard the 
words of wisdo~ and aifection, I thought of those who were bath-

. ing his dust with their tears-of the kindest and tenderest of fa
thers, and of the bravest and best of friends; and I wept as I felt 
that a large and various chapter of my own humble life, written 
all over with the memories of this illustrious man,-a chapter run
ning from early youth to grey hairs-would thenceforth be closed 
evermore. It was only when the flood was past, that I thought of 
,our common country. 

His time had come. He had disappeared from our sight to 
take his place in history. He had attained an age almost double 
that which his father had reached when that honored statesman 
fell in a distant city in the service of his country; and he had been 

. blessed with a larger share of health than usually attends extreme 
old age_ His faculties, which had kindled/the admiration of our 
fathers, shone bright to the last. His chfldren had reached ma
turity, and watched and cheered with tender care his failing hours; 
and with each revolving morn his numerous grandchildren came 
with their infantile ways to win the blessing of their ancestor. 
Had he lived, he could not have performed any public service. 
The voice whose tones had so often echoed in the forum was gone, 

.. and his feeble limbs could no longer bear his weight. His duty 
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was done. His orations for the crown had all been delivered; and 
that crown had been won and worn for half a century with the 
modesty which became a wise and virtuous statesman of a re
public; and when it was about to be taken from his brow to be 
garnered for the coming ages, its flowers were fresh, and, like 
those which the muse of Milton strewed about the walks of Eden, 
were without a t.horn. He had run. a long and glorious course . 
. His duty was all done. He had taken his place in t.he history of 
'his country. 

In the contemplation of such a character, when the keen pang 
of parting is past, joy should take the place of mourning. Let us 
rejoice at the prospect which greeted his closing eyes. In his 
last days he was cheered by the greatness of his country. When 
he first saw the light, his beloved Virginia was indeed bounded 
by the Ohio, and had a nominal line on the Missisisppi, the 
extreme verge of the British claim; but she was the humble vas
sal of imperial power. He saw that Virginia, wheu, retiring from 
the Danube of the West, she gave independence and position to 
that lovely region, which, under the name of Kentucky, became her 
equal in the federal union. He saw that Virginia, beneath the 
banner of the gallant Clark, dipping her feet in the waters of the 
Northern lakes; and he Raw her cede to the confederation that 
vast North-western domain with the single provision that states 
as free and as sovereign as herself should be carved from its 
territory; and he saw those states, one by one, take their sta
tion in the American Union. When he was born, the flag of 
Britain streamed from the old Oapitol in his native city, and 
flapped above his head; and in the South the St. Mary's was the 
extreme limit of British territory. He lived to see that flag the 
trophy of his country, and to see the stars and stripes wave above 
the waters of the Mexican gulf, and over those of the Atlanticand 
Pacific seas. He lived to see our numbers swell from three mill
ions to 1110re than thirty-one millions; and our commerce which 
at his birth was confined to a few ports of Britain float on every 
sea, and freighted with the wealth of eve!,), clime. He saw our 
extended country flourishing, beyond the example of so young a 
nation in ancient or in modern times, in the arts and sciences, in 
knowledge and in power and in true religion. And, with such a 
scene before him, he closed his eyes in peace. 
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Let us remember ourselves, and inculcate upon our children the 
lessons of so august a life. Let us point them to his pure and 
studious youth, and his love of those who taught him, weeping at 
the age of eight in parting from his young tutor, whom he was to 
meet again; and later as his rival and equal at the bar; and later 
still when both, having attained the highest honors of the profes
sion, had retired from its walks; and later still, when half a century 
had elapsed, he closed a tender and life-long friendship at his 
grave. Let us point to him, unguarded by a parent's C!ire from his 
third year, that parent one of the master-spirits of a great Revo
lution and ever absent in his fearful work, remarkable for his cor-

. rect deportment and that perseverance in well-doing so strikingly 
shown by the fact that he, alone among his young contemporaries, 
finished his studies at college with the approbation of the faculty, 
and received the only degree conferred upon his class. Let us 
point our youth to the zeal with which he sought instruction in 
useful knowledge; how, a mere boy, almost imperceptibly, it may 
be in the office of his grandfather, or of Mr. Wythe, or of Mr. 
Wickham, or of the General Court, but some how, somewhere, 

. perhaps drawn on the instant from the philosophy of the law, he 
acquired a thorough knowledge of all the mysteries and learning 
of a clerk of a court-a mastery :;;0 thorough, that in after years 
he was consulted by the most eminent clerks in difficult cases in 
their calling; and how he not only mastered that department of 
knowledge, but studied its mere mechanical details, and learned 
that beautiful hand which was conspicuous in all his writings. 
Let us recall to them the industry with which he, the heir-apparent 
of a fortune, which, however, he never received, pursued the study 
of the law; how, by his moral purity, his intelligence, and his be
coming deportment, he won, a mere youth, the confidence and the 
intimacy of some of the most distinguished men of that age; and 
how he heeded the lessons which he heard from their lips, and 
imitated the singular virtues which shone in their lives. Let us 
recall the fact, so patent in his life, and so cheering to the young 
and· virtuous of every land, that moral worth and abilities will 
ever be promptly recognized by those true patrons of the age-the 
People--who took the young Tazewell in charge, who, at the age 
of one-and-twenty, sent him to the Assembly, and who, as soon as 
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he was eligible to a seat in the House of Representatives, con
ferred upon him that most distinguished honor in their gift and 
placed him in the chair of John Marshall. Let us call the atten
tion of our young men to the next great step in his life, when, 
having obtained the highest political honors which could be con
ferred on so young a man, realizing that a competent fortune was 
the solid basis of independence moral and political, and that the 
family hearth was the true home of human happiness, he let the 
cup of ambition pass from him, and devoted himself to the prac
tical business of life. .And then let us unfold before our youth 
his spleudid career at the bar-a career radiant with genius, 
marked by untiring industry and fidelity to the interests confided 
to his ca~'e, brilliant with extraordinary displays of intellect, up
held by dauntless courage, memorable as well by his triumphant 
successes as by the moderation of his fees and by the moral light 
which he diffused around him, regarding, as he ever did, rapaci.ty, 
extortion, and complicity in evil-doing as the worst of crimes, and 
more memorable, as blending in a single character, and at an early 
age, those uncommon qualities which separately make the reputation 
of a great advocate, of a great civilian, and of a great master of 
the Laws of Nations; and, more memorable still, when, his high 
position attained, and able to add thousands upon thousands to his 
wealth, he, with' noble self-denial, put another enticing cup away 
from his lips, and withdrew with a moderate competence only to 
the bosom of his family and to the peaceful pursuits of agriculture, 
leaving, as an example worthy of all imitation, a broad margin which 
PlutuB might have condemned, but which Socrates, Oato, and Oice
rowould have extolled, between the bar of man and that supreme 
tribunal before which we must all appear; how, when in the re
tirement which he so much loved, his country called for his services, 
he promptly and generously rendered them, serving a long term 
of years, speaking, accustomed as he was to speak, rarely, but. 
effectively and conclusively, so that nothing was to be said after 
him, and winning laurels for himself in the high places of the 
land, and from the foremost spirits of the age-laurels whose only 
worth in his eyes was that he might lay them at the feet of that 
blessed moiher of us all, our beloved Virginia; how, when he had 
performed long and distinguished service abroad, which Virginia 
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and the whole country were anxi.ous to reward, he again sought 
retirement, relinquishing without a sigh to others those personal 
honors which so fascinate the votaries of ambition, but which had 
no. charm for him; how, when he had formed with the utmost 
deliberation hi.s political creed, he adhered most closely and con
scientiousl)" and in the face of great temptations, to its cardinal 
doctrines tllrougllOut his entire course; yet, throning country 
above party in the empire of' his affections, he did not hesitate to 
oppose as readily and as fearlessly his political friends when he 
deemed them wrong as he sustained them when he believed them 
to be right; how, though a stern upholder of the public honor, he 
ever sought to avoid war, when it was consistent with the public 
interests to defer it, and, in 1807, when a false step on his part 
would have brought on an instant rupture with Great Britain, he, 
with consummate tact and courage, poured oil upon the troubled 
waters, and averted a war which, under the circumstances, would 
have been worse than It civil war-bellum plus quam civile-a war 
to the knife; how, at a later day, when, on the eve of the conclu
sion of the war in Europe, it was resolved to commence hostilities 
with England, he sought to postpone the struggle for a season, 
convinced that a short delay would render it unnecessary, and how 
signally his foresight was jmltitied by the result; thus recommend
ing, in opposition to the pervading sentiment of the State, a policy 
which would have saved thousands of valuable lives, and a hun
dred millions of money, expended in our contest with England; 
llOW, at a still later day, when the Senate of the United. States, 
unconsciously and needlessly, were about to involve us in a war 
with Spain, hia eloquence rescued the country from the impending 
danger; yet, when war was declared against his will, ever rendy 
to unite with his countrymen in prosecuting hostilities with the 
greatest vigor; how, alone among all the departed statesmen of 
Virginia, he managed, with the industry and attention of an ordi
nary citizen, his private affairs, into which he introduced a system 
which the planter and the merchant might wisely imitate, and 
which enabled him to compete with his most skilful contempo
raries in the success which followed all his exertions; how, un
seduced by a love of gold in an age of speculation, he never com
mitted a dollar to the caprices of fortune, or lost an investment; 
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how, though affluent with wealth, won maillly by downright indus
try and waxing greater every hour by the force of that wondrous 
element in the accumulation of money, a lengthened lapse of years, 
he constantly and steadily turned his back upon the extravagance 
and social follies of the day, and exhibited in his household and in 
his life those stern and sterling virtues of prudence, economy, and 
thrift, which were the characteristics of the early fathers of the 
republic; displaying before the eyes of the people a model wherein 
the loftiest genius, the most varied and profound learning; the 
most fervid patriotism ever sinking self in country, the severe 
simplicity and frugality which should ever shine along t~e track 
of a true republican statesman, and an escutcheon undebased by a 
solitary vice, were united in all their fair and grand proportions; 
how, in his happy home, he dispensed, freely and without price, 
the marvellous stores of learning and experience which he had 
amassed during his long and eventful career, turning his modest 
study into a chamber of philosophy, and the well-spring of oracles 
more practical, more prudent, more profound, and penetrating 
further into the abyss of the dark and illimitable future than were 
ever uttered at the Pythian fane; and last, though not least, how, 
in the lingering twilight of his years as in their earliest dawn, he 
loved Virginia, not with that cold feeling which looks to latitude 
and longitude, to East or to West, as the limits of affection, but, 
first, in that tender and household light, as the home of his an· 
cestry, the sepulchre of his sires, his own birth and burial-place, 
and the birth and burial-place of those who were dear to him, and 
then in that more majestic aspect as the bride of liberty, the first
born of the colonies of Britain, and the first born of the States of 
the new world, as the mother of heroes, statesmen, and philosophers, 
" above all Greek, above all Roman fame," as the sole mistress of his 
heart, valuing her humblest commission, whether stamped by the 
greater or the lesser seal, above the highest honors which a federal 
executive could bestow, or the most gorgeous transcript of imperial 
praise, as a free, puissant, and perfect commonwealth, as an integral, 
independent, and sovereign State, as independent, as sovereign, as 
when she struck the lion with his senseless motto from her flag, and 
placed in their stead her own Virtue, erect, with a helmet on her 
head, a spear in her hand, and a fallen crown at her feet, and that 
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ever dear and ever living sentiment, "SIC SEMPER TYRANNIS," and 
especially and touchingly, with unutterable and inextinguishable 
affection, as the beneficent parent who had rocked his cradle, who 
had held out to him in youth the helping hand, who had honored 
his meridian and his setting years with her greenest bays, and who, 
as he humbly and fondly hoped, would drop a tear upon his tomb, 
and hold his name not unworthy 'of her remembrance. Let us, 
gentlemen, recall these and similar traits of this illustrious man, 
and holding up before posterity his pure and bright example, let us 
not only honor ·it with our tongues, but imprint it on our hearts, 
and imitate it in our lives. 

And now, Patron of my youth, Guide and Counsellor of my 
maturer years, and ever, ever, ever the Friend of my bosom, HAIL 
and FAREWELl. ! 
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APPENDIX. 

No. 1. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BAR OF NORFOLK, VIRGINIA, ON THE DEATH OF MR. TAZEWELL. 

MEETING OF THE NORFOLK BAR. 

AT a meeting of the members of the Norfolk Bar, held in the Court-room, 
May 7, 1860, on the motion of Tazewell Taylor, James R. Hubard was called 
to the Chair, and Chas. Sharp and John T. Francis appointed SecretariM. 

William W. Sharp offered the following preamble and resolutions, which 
were unanimously adopted: 

The members of the Bar of Norfolk, having learned that LITTLETON WALLER 
TAZEWELL, Esq., died at his residence, in this city, yesterday morning, in the 
86th year of his age, have assembled to express their feelings on the occasion of 
the demise of such an illustrious member of their body. More than the third 
of a century has elapsed since, crowned with its highest honors, he retired from 
the profession; and the reflection is as apposite as it is solemn, that not a mem
ber of the present bar was his contemporary; bnt, thongh he was nominally 
withdrawn from active life, his presence in onr city, his great accessibility to all 
who chose to consult him, the exuberance of his vast stores of knowledge, which 
came forth freely at the call of his friends, his splendid parliamentary career, his 
overshadowing reputation which, as it was felt and universally acknowledged 
by his associates at the Bar of Virginia, loomed yet la~ger through the haze of 
years-these and his fine social qualities ever kept him fresh in the eyes and in 
the hearts of his professional successors. 'Phus it was, that though so long 
withdrawn from the field of his meridian fame, he seemed to be connected with 
us by a sensible and living tie; and thus it is that we feel more acutely the loss 
which our body, which our city, and which our common country, have experi
enced in his death. 

It was a severe but touching sentiment of an ancient poet, that no man 
ought to be deemed happy before his death; and such is the instability of 
human affairs, so sudden and unexpected are human events and opinions, there 
is too much room for belief in the mournful reflection; but, if the case of any 
indi vidual may be singled out as an exception, it was that of Mr. Tazewell. 
He had reached the highest fame that has been attained at the Bar of Virginia 
and of the Union; and with the laurels gathered in forensic contests, he had 
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interwoven those which he won on the floor of the Senate of the United States. 
His wise economy, his financial skill, and his sound practical judgment, had 
amassed a fortune which increased with every year: and, as if nothing should 
be wanting to his felicity, he was blessed with a large and lovely family, the 
bride of his youth, until within a year past, still diffusing around her the light of 
her early love, and children and grandchildren awaiting his blessing. The very 
seclusion in which he lived was an element of peace and serenity in his latter 
days. He interfered with no man's schemes; he thwarted the ambition of no 
aspirant; in the vigor of manhood, and in the prime of his extraordinary 
powers, he had put the cup of rivalry and ambition by; and no persuasion or 
inducement would have led him to press its lips as his sands were running low. 
Hence, unbiassecl by the prejudices of the hour, unswayed by the flattering 
schemes of personal interests, he brought his great powers to bear upon current 
questions with a force that it was hard to resist or elude, and with a sagacity 
almost prophetic. But that force will be' felt now no more: that sagacity will 
cease to sway the judgments of 'men; and Death has placed its seal upon his 
destiny; and it has become our sad office to lament his loss :-Therefore, be it 

Resolved, That, while we feel painfully the death of so illustrious a member 
of our profession, we are grateful to the Disposer of Events that, with all his 
noble faculties unimpaired, and in the midst of untold temporal blessings, our 
deceased brother attained to such an advanced age, and reflected for so many 
years upon the Bar, upon his native and beloved Commonwealth, and upon the 
Union at large, the lustre of his splendid talents, the pure and unsullied glory 
of his name and fame, and his eminent moral and social virtues. 

Resolved, That the members of the Bar will this day attend his funeral in a 
body; and wear crape on the left arm for thirty days. 

Resolved, That Hugh Blair Grigsby be requested to prepare a discourse on 
the life and character of Mr. Tazewell, to be delivered before the Bar at such 
time as may suit his convenience. 

Resolved, That we extend to the family of our deceased brother our warmest 
and most heartfelt condolence on the death of its illustrious head. 

Resolved, That a copy' of these proceedings be presented to the family of Mr. 
Tazewell. 

Resolved, That these resolutions be published in the newspapers of Norfolk 
and Richmond. 

After the reading of the above resolutions, Messrs. Tazewell Taylor, Hugh 
Blair Grigsby, William W. Sharp, and L. H. Chandler, delivered touching and 
appropriate addresses. 

On motion of William W. Sharp, the blank in the third resolution was filled 
with the name of Hugh Blair Grigsby, who, being present, accepted the appoint
ment. 

The meeting then adjourned to enable the members of the Bar to attend the 
funeral. 

CHARLES SHARP, .} St· 
JOHN T. FRANOIS, ecre arUlS. 

JAMES R. HUBARD, Chairman. 
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No. II. 

CORRESPONDENCE CONCERNING THE PUBLICATION OF MR. GRIGSBY'S ;DISCOURSE. 

NORFOLK, JUNE 29, 1860. 
HUGH B. GRIGSBY, ESQ.: 

SIR :-On behalf of the Norfolk bar, the undersigned committee desire to ex
press to you their thanks for the able and interesting discourse on the life and 
character of the late Littleton Waller Tazewell, Esq., delivered before the bar 
this morning, and request a copy thereof for publication. 

Expressing the hope that you will find it convenient and agreeable to comply 
with the request, 

Weare, sir, with great respect, your ob't serv'ts, 

W. W. SHARP, } 
JNO. S. MILLSON, 
TAZEWELL TAYLOR, Committee. 
HN. ROBERTSON, 
JNO. T. FRANCIS, 

NORFOLK, JUNE 29, 1860. 

GENTLEMEN :-In complying with your request for a copy of my discourse, 
. delivered this morning, it is proper that I should state the circumstances under 
which it was prepared. When I accepted from the bar the office of delivering 
a discourse on the life and character of Mr. Tazewell, I said to the meeting that, 
from the state of my eyes, I could not probably prepare it before the fall; but, 
having been unexpectedly detained in Norfolk beyond my usual time ofleaving 
it for the country, and fearing from the state of my own health and from the 
uncertaiuty of human affairs, that, if I postponed the discourse till the fall, I 
might be prevented from preparing it then, I determined to do the work, as 
well as I could, at once, and the result is the discourse of which I read a portion 
to you this morning. . 

It is hastily written, and written almost wholly from my own mind, and, I 
may add, for the meridian of Virginia; but I have ventured to send it to you, 
such as it is, and I indulge the hope that, humble as it is, it may serve to recall, 
in some slight measure at least, and until some better memorial be prepared, the 
recollections of a statesman who was long the pride of his native commonwealth, 
and who stood to most of you in the intimate and endearing relation of a per
sonal friend. 

I am, gentlemen, with the highest respect, very truly yours, 
, HUGH BLAIR GRIGSBY. 

JOHN S. MILLSON, Esquires, 
To W. W. SHARP, } 

TAZEWELL TAYLOR, Committee of the 
HARRISON ROBERTSON, Norfolk Bar. 
JOHN T. FRANCIS, 
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No. III. 

CHARACTERS OF MR. TAZEWELL, BY THE HON. GEORGE LOYALL; BY WILLIAM W. 
SHARP, ESQ., A PUPIL OF MR. TAZEWELL; BY THE LATE WILLIAM WIRT, ATTOR
NEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED" STATES; AND BY THE LATE FRANCIS WALKER 
GILMER, ESQ., PROFESSOR OF LAW IN THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. 

The sketch of Mr. Tazewell by Mr. Loyall appeared under the editoriallread 
of the Norfolk Argus, on the 8th of May. It was written in haste, but it shows 
the impression which Mr. Tazewell made on that able and accomplished.gentle
man. None had a longer or a fairer view of Mr. Tazewell for forty-five years 
past .than Mr. Loyall, and it was mainly owing to him that Mr. Tazew~ll was 
brought forward as a candidate for a seat in the Senate of the United States. 

[From the Norfolk .A,'gus of May 8, 1860. By the Bon. George Loyall.] 

DEATH OF EX-GOV. TAZEWELL. 

On Sunday, 11 o'clock A. M., LITTLETON WALLER TAZEWELL breathed his last. 
It was in the Providence of God to prolong the life of this venerable and dis
tinguished man beyond the term of four-score years, during which the beams of 
his genius irradiated the land of his birth. Among the last, if not the very last, 
of a noble and vigorous stock, to whom Virginia owes so much of her well
deserved fame, the main features of his character, as was said of an illustrious 
statesman of the last century, had the hardihood of antiquity. 

It was impossible to behold Mr. Tazewell-his majestic form and massive 
brow-without a vivid impression of the superiority of his intellectual powers; 
and this impression was invariably deepened whenever a suitable occasion called 
for their exercise. It may be truly said that he was coeval with the outburst of 
our Revolutionary struggle, the period of his birth having preceded but a year 
or two thYl Declaration of Independence. After a thorough preparatory disci
pline, we find his name inscribed on tlle catalogue of William and Mary College, 
contemporary with those of John Thompson (Curtius) of Petersburg, John 
Randolph of Roanoke, Robert B. Taylor of this place, and other kindred spirits. 
He entered upon his professional career at a period when the bar of our State 
was thronged with men of extensive learning and the highest order of abilities. 
His success was not long a matter of doubt or speculation. Unambitious of dis
tinction, in the commonly received sense, and unwilling to leave, even for a 
time; the comparatively humble field of his habitual labors, yet when summoned 
away to some new or larger theatre, (in the meridian of his fame it not un
frequently happened,) his efforts were marked by extraordinary brilliancy and 
power. It was universally conceded that, when roused upon such occasions 
to put forth his whole strength, the more strenuous and stern the combat, the 
more signal his triumph. 

As was remarked of Lord Mansfield, so with Mr. Tazewell, .the shackles of a 
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law education and profession, perhaps, formalized, and, in some degree, repressed 
the splendor of his genius; still, whether in the senate chamber, the hall of 
legislation, or the court-room, his "speaking was the full expression of the 
mighty thought, the strong triumphant argument, the rush of native eloquence." 
His calm dignity and colossal strength, his luminous masculine and searching 
logic, the vast extent and variety of hi's research, the large stores of his affluent 
knowledge, marshalled and arranged with consummate skill and judgment, 
together with the fascination of his purely unaffected, earnest manner, the 
magic power of his unstudied action, and the thrilling intonations of his 
deep rich VOice, rendered him, in his. best days, "before pUblic assemblies, 
almost irresistible." He managed his strength,to such advantage, that few men 
dared to grapple with him" in a pitched field of long and serious debate." His 
general tone and style in debate were marked by an intense earnestness, whilst 
his narrative, possessing, from its striking naturalness and simplicity,· a high 
degree of dramatic interest, was occasionally relieved with splendid passages of 
impassioned-and stirring eloquence. Intrepid self-reliance, unwearied activity, 
far-reaching sagacity, clearness, and fulness, were the prominent characteristics 
of Mr. Tazewell's mind. Comprehending with intuitive glance the whole field 
of argument, he "launched into his subject like an eagle dallying with the 
wind." One of our leading statesmen declared, upon a memorable occasion, 
that" Tazewell was second to no man that breathed." Certainly, it.is no ex
aggeration to say that, for robust discipline, vigorous reasoning, grasp and 
amplitude of thought, he was almost without a rival. 

Virginia had conferred upon him her highest official trusts. Her generous 
confidence he requited with a deep and fervent devotion, laying upon the altar 
of her stern and simple political faith the offerings of matured wisdom, and up
holding, in all seasons, with a lofty patriotism and the utmost energies of his 
powerful intellect, her right and honor; Standing upon the great principles 
that lie at the foundation of our institutions, the powers of the Federal Gov
ernment, as limited and defined by the Compact, and the rights of the States 
in all their integrity, he regarded as vital to the preservation of the Confederacy 
and the stability of our republican system. Whether in repelling open assaults 
upon the Constitution, or meeting at the threshold covert abuses of delegated 
power, n:J man within our border saw more clearly, or more directly and firmly 
trod the path of duty before him. Personal asperities engendered by political 
strife, and which too often follow in the train of collisions of opinion and parti
san warfare, were" alien to his nature." In his retirement from the public 
arena, during the last twenty years or more, he sympathized but little with the 
busy world. 

Of most happy temperament, and without a particle of ostentation or parade, 
"his spirit was finely touched with the gentler virtues," and those who enjoyed 
the privilege of his social intimacy will remember with delight the unaffected 
frankness and simplicity of his manners, the varied range, the breadth and 
depth and vivacity of his "marvellously rich and beautiful conversation," 
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whilst they must deeply deplore the loss of one as remarkable for mildness and 
the kindliest affections in his domestic relations, and all the intercourse of pri
vate life, as for profound thought and rare attainments. 

It is not the purpose, nor is it within the scope of this brief memorial, to 
delineate the character of this eminent citizen. (Jlarwm et venerabile nomen
" a fairer tribute shall one day grace his honorable tomb." He belongs now to 
history. 

SKETCH OF MR. TAZEWELL BY MR. SHARP. 

This sketch appeared in one of the morning papers of Norfolk on the 8th of 
May; and though hastily written, deserves to be republished here. Mr. Sharp 
is the only member of the bar now living who was a student in the office of 
Mr. Tazewell, and who saw him closely 'while engaged in the two or three 
last years of his practice at the bar. 

The mortal career of our celebrated townsman, LITTLETON WALLER TAZEWELL, 
closed on Sunday morning, at 11 o'clock. He was emphatically one of the 
great men of his age, and a just memorial of his life will, no doubt, be specially 
prepared in due season. Meantime, we will note, that he was born in 
the city of Williamsburg, where his father, Judge Tazewell, of the Court of 
Appeals, subsequently resided, on the 17th of December, 17'14. After finishing 
his education at William and Mary College, he commenced his study of the law, 
partly under the care of his grandfather, Mr. Waller, and the late Mr. Wickham, 
of Richmond. He was distinguished at once at the bar as scientifically 
acquainted with his profession, the principles of which .he drew, not from the 
labor-saving indexes of the present day, but from the pure and almost sacred 
writings of Coke and Mansfield. Such wells of truth were not sounded except 
by great intellectual efforts, and it is chiefly owing to the necessity which then 
existed (\f making such efforts, that we boast of the great lawyers of past 
times. 

In a short time after his appearance in the courts he was elected to the 
Legislature, and was one of its members in the great session of '98, when the 
resolutions prepared by Mr. Madison were introduced. The next year he rep
resented the Williamsburg District in Congress, being successor to Judge Mar
shall in that body, and was present during the stormy period of Mr. Jefferson's 
election to the Presidency over Burr. Few statesmen have more truly ap
preciated the grandeur of Mr. Jefferson's teachings than did tlle subject of this 
notice. 

He declined a reelection to Congress, and came to Norfolk in 1802, then a 
place of extensive foreign commerce, and soon entered upon a large and impor
tant practice. During. the same year he married a daughter of the late Col. 
Nivison, and from that time to the present continued to reside among us. With 
the exception of the interrupting years of the war of 1813-14, and of a short 
period, during which he represented this city in the J"egislature on a special 
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occasion, he practised his profession with the honor and success that were to 
have been expected from one who was, while yet a young man, pronounced by 
Judge Marshall and Judge Roane to be unsurpassed, if equalled, by any com
petitor of his day. It was indeed hard to speak in measured terms of a lawyer 
who, though a resident of a provincial town, was consulted, at the same time, 
(1819,) by London merchants on the" custom of London," and by the priests 
of Rome on the canon law. 

At the earnest solicitation of Mr. Monroe, he reluctantly accepted the appoint
ment of one of the commissioners under the Florida treaty,--being unitea in 
that duty with Mr. King and the late Hugh Lawson White; and after that 
work was done, he withdrew from the practice of law to the privacy which he 
so much, perhaps too much, loved. 

In 1825 he was elected by the General Assembly a Senator of the United 
States over some distinguished competitors, and soon after taking his seat was 
called upon to discuss the celebrated Piracy bill of Mr. Monroe's administra
tion; and in a speech on that measure, which he defeated, displayed such 
extraordinary resources of argument and learning as threw all his associates of 
that epoch in the shade, and established his own reputation as the greatest de
bater of his age. 

He was a prominent member of the Convention of Virginia in 1829-30, 
where his compeers were Chief Justice Marshall, John Randolph, Watkins 
Leigh, Taylor, Upshur, and others of that brilliant assembly. He was at the 
same time a Senator from Virginia in Congress; and was in nothing behind 
the· great personages of the Senate, where sat Calhoun, Clay, and Webster, 
save only in his invincible desire and love of retirement. 

In 1833-4 he resigued his seat in the Senate of the United States, and soon 
after, and almost without his knowledge, he was elected Governor of Virginia, 
the duties of which office he actively and faithfully performed until his resigna
tion, which took place before the expiration of his term. 

From that time he has continued in private life-but not uselessly, for he has 
been consulted from all parts of the Union on almost all subjects; and by his 
intimate acquaintances, his opinions have been regarded as oracular inspirations. 
He has also attended with care to his private duties, and these, with his corre
spondence, have chiefly occupied his later years. 

It has been the subject of deep regret that one possessing such colossal 
powers should have been so unwilling to exert them. There is but one inStance 
in history of a really great man seeking an obscurity which he could not win, 
-the case of Chief Justice Wilmot, of England. But Mr. Tazewell had the 
right to judge and decide for himself, and that he preferred private to public 
life is rather to be lamented than complained of. Nor must it be supposed that 
this preference was the effect of indolence. On the contrary, he was, in his 
way, a laborious man, and it may be that the leisure of his latter years may 
have been productive of important fruits in literature and science to those who 
have survived him. 

S 
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We will no~, and need not, dwell upon the private relations of Mr. Tazewell, 
in all of which he had no superior j and although for many years he has been 
a stranger upon our streets, yet we feel that even in Ii. social point of view we 
have sustained a loss which cannot be repaired. There is great sadness in our 
city, which pervades all its ranks, and which even those who never saw him 
deeply feel. We add no more than to offer our unaffected sympathy to his 
family. 

DESCRIPTION OF MR. TAZEWELL, BY THE LATE WILLIAM WIRT, ATTORNEY GENERAL 
OF THE UNITED STATES. 

This sketch of Mr. Tazewell is taken from the twenty-fourth number of the 
OLD BACHELOR, a name given to a series of papers w~itten in imitation of The 
Spectator, The Rambler, and their successors, and designed to improve the 
morals and elevate. the taste of the community. They appeared in the Rich
mond Euquirer during the years 1813-14, and were republished in duodecimo 
in the latter year. Mr. Tazewell is represented as a youth of twenty-two, 
under the name of Sidney; Gen. Taylor under that of Herbert; the late Judge 
Parker under that of Alfred j the late Francis W. Gilmer under that of Galen 
I believe j and I suspect Mr. Wirt himself is the Old'Bachelor of the piece. But, 
for various reasons, I shall only present Mr. Tazewell as he appears in the char
:acter of Sidney. As Mr. 'iVirt was Clerk of the House of Delegates for three 
years of the time during which M~. Tazewell was a member of the body, he 
must have known personally Mr. Tazewell in his twenty-second· or third year j 
'and alth!mgh the sketch was written fourteen or fifteen years later, it may 
ihave been drawn from actual life. . 

" On the night of the arrival of the young friends mentioned in my former 
'number, Alfred, whose signal had drawn them to the parlor, where they were 
first met by Rosalie and myself, performed the part of master of ceremonies by 
.giving us a mutual introduction, which he did in the following terms: 

" , My friends, this is Dr. Cecil, the benevolent censor of the age i and this is " 
~my sister Rosalie. This, sir,'addressing me, 'is the son of a man whom I have 
·often heard you admire, Mr, Sidney j' presenting a spare young man of good 
figure, whose face .seemed formed on the finest model of antiquity, and whose 
large eye, of a soft deep blue, habitually expanded, as if looking upon a wide and 
.boundless surface, might well be called an eye of ocean. He advanced with 
mild and graceful 'composure, and saluted me with an unassuming modesty and 
politeness, blended at the same time with a manly firmness, simplicity, and 
.dignity, which gave me the presentiment that he was a superior character." 

After describing a conversation in which Van Tromp, Reynolds, Herbert, and 
Sidney took .part, the narrative continues: 

"But Sidney's appeared to be the master-spirit; cool, collected, firm, vigor
,.ous, and self-balanced, he stood, like an eagle upon the rocks of Norway's coast, 
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defying with equal co.mpo.sure the sto.rm that raved and rent the atmo.sphere 
abo.ve, and the surging element that to.wered and dashed and ro.ared belo.w. 

"This yaung man was really a pro.digy. He was o.nly two.-and-twenty years 
o.f age; yet his info.rmatio.n seemed already to. be universal. He spake an every 
science and every art like o.ne o.f its ablest pro.fesso.rs. There was no. bro.ken 
lumber no.r useless trash in his mind. The materials were all o.f the best so.rt, 
and in the highest o.rder. The stares o.f his kno.wledge had been co.llected with 
so. much reflectio.n and hypo.thetical applicatio.n, and arranged in his memo.ry 
with so. much skill and metho.d, that he wo.uld call them into. use at a mo.ment's 
warning; and there was no. paint which he wished to. illustrate by analo.gy, o.r 
suppo.rt by a precedent, far which his memo.ry did no.t supply him at o.nce with 
the happiest materials. 

"There were o.ne o.r two. impo.rtant particulars in which he had a manifest 
and striking advantage aver the generality o.f yaung men. Where, far instance, 
Herbert, Reyno.lds, and Van Tramp had, thro.ugh indo.lence o.r hurry, passed 
aver the Go.rdian kno.ts which had o.ccurred in the co.urse o.f their studies, Sid
ney seems to. have sto.pped, and sitten deliberately and patiently dawn, reso.lved 
nat to. cut but to. untie them befo.re he rase, so. as nat o.nly to. make himself mas
ter o.f the kno.wledge which they co.ncealed, but to. disco.ver alSo. haw the kno.t 
came to. be tied; whether it aro.se fro.m the unavo.idable difficulty o.f the subject, 
o.r fro.m the want o.f care o.r o.f intellectual strength in the autho.r. Thus he 
trained and practised his mind to. grapple with difficulties and to. subdue them; . 
and thus he gave to. his penetratio.n a paint o.f adamant which no. difficulty co.uld 
sto.p o.r turn aside. 

"But, besides this temper o.f superio.r hardiho.o.d and vigo.r with which he 
thus endued his mind, there was this further advantage fro.m this pro.cess: that 
his kno.wledge was much superio.r bath in quantity and accuracy. Sidney's 
co.urse o.f study had resembled a clo.udless day in which all was light and every 
abject visible, whether an hill, plain, o.r in dale; whereas theirs resembled a 
co.ruscatio.n by night, in which o.nly the mast pro.minento.bjects are seen, and 
that, tao., o.nly by sudden and transient glimpses. And hence, I remarked, that 
very o.ften in the co.urse o.f their co.nversatio.n, when they were under the 
eclipse o.f o.ne o.f tho.se Go.rdian kno.ts, last in valleys, shade, and darkness, Sid
ney was in bro.ad and perfect day. 

"It was awing, to.o., asIbelieve, to. the ever-wakeful, intense, and ardent ac
tio.n o.f the mind, as well as the collateral meditatio.n and study with which he 
had read, that his memo.ry appeared to. have po.ssessed a faculty o.f discriminating 
amo.ng the subjects o.ffered to. its retentio.n, and rejecting the incumbrance o.f 
what was wo.rthless, to. have seized and ho.lden with indisso.luble tenacity every
thing that was useful, together with all its roots and ramifications. He seems to. 
have examined the histo.rical incidents with which he had met, with all that 
'large, so.und, ro.und-abo.ut sense,' as Mr. Lo.cke calls it, which was necessary to. 
co.mbine with it all its causes and co.nsequences, and render it practically useful 
to. the purpo.ses o.f life. I was several times struck with the superio.r advflntages 
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which he derived from these details of relative and antecedent with which he 
had recorded in his memory historical facts. His fellow-students were . ac
quainted with all the prominent incidents of history; but not having examined 
them in all their bearings, as they had read, and impressed them, with all their 
relations of cause and effect, on their minds, it turned out that they frequently 
attempted to borrow aid from historical incidents, which Sidney, from his more 
intimate knowledge and mastery of the subjects, was able to seize and drive 
back upon them like routed elephants upon their own army. 

" He surpassed them, too, in those powers which are derived from mathemati
cal study; the power of keeping continually in the mind's eye, without winking 
or wavering, the distant proposition which is to be proven; of advancing to it 
by steady steps on the shortest route; and bearing up, with the strength of 
Atlas, the most extended and ponderous chain of logical deductions. Such was 
the habitual steadiness and strength of his mind, that, unlike his fellow-students, 
I never saw him lose sight, for an instant, of the point in debate, much less 
shift that point to something else; in advancing to it, I never saw him take one 
devious step; nor did I ever see him at any moment oppressed or entangled by 
the concatenation of his argument, or indicate even that he was at all sensible 
of its weight. 

"That there may have been something in the original organization of his 
;mind or temperament of his character, that qualified him, in a preeminent de
gree, for cool, dispassionate, profound, and vigorous exertion, I will not take 
upon me to deny; but that he owed much more of his excellence to that 
secret and persevering labor to which he had so nobly submitted, and by which 
he had given additional tone and power to his mind itself, I am perfectly con
vinced. His mind did, now, indeed, appear in itself the superior one; it had 
such a power of compression and expansion, of versatility and strength, that 
it seemed capable of anything and everything that he pleased. It was aston
ishing with what rapidity and effect he would shift the color, shape, and at
titude of the same object as the emergencies of his argument required. With 
what closeness and unanswerable cogency he would maintain truth 1 and with 
what illusion and almost irrefutable sophistry he would disguise and metamor
phose error! At the first sound of the trumpet he could draw a larger body 
of forces into the field in favor of an erroneous position than his adversaries 
could in favor of a correct one; and even when on the wrong side, which he 
seemed just as willing to be as he was to be on the right, he was generally 
,astute enough to drive his adversaries into straits and keep the field himself 
in token of victory. Indeed .the spirit of enterprise and the consciousness of 
his strength led him generally to prefer the wrong side to the right, and to 
support error with more vivacity and appearance of enjoyment than he did 
truth. His fault seemed to consist in the abuse of his strength; in that laxity 
of colloquial morals (if I may use the phrase) of which I have just spoken, and 
which led him to triumph, with equal pleasure, in every victory, right or 
wrong. 
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"There was, however, something still more unfortunate in this bold and 
commanding character, but which I believe I should never have discovered had 
I not endeavored to take the place of the public towards him, and judge of him 
as I have seen them judge 'Of others: I mean an apparent frigidity of manner 
which I feared the world would consider as the evidence of a cold and sordid 
heart. 

" The man who is in possession of such talents as Sidney's, is in possession 
of a most dangerous gift; and it behoves him to walk before the public with a 
circumspection proportionate to the superiority of those talents. Exorbitant 
power, whether intellectual or political, naturally begets distrust and jealousy in 
the good as well as envy in the wicked; and it requires on the part of its pos
sessor a constant display, not only of the most scrupulous integrity and sacred 
purity on every occasion, great or small; but a constant display also of the most 
disinterested generosity and public spirit, to give such a character even fair play 
before the world. People must be satisfied that such an one will not abuse his 
power to their injury, and sacrifice their interests to his own; but that the 
strong and native tendency of his character is to disregard his own interests 
entirely when drawn into collision with theirs, before they will forgive him his 
superiority, and trust themselves in his hands. To such a character, any appear
ance or suspicion of coldness, or indifference towards the public good, and much 
more any appearance or suspicion of l'mcommon devotion to self, however falla
cious such appearance or suspicion may be, is political death, without the hope 
of resurrection. Such a character must lose sight of self altogether, compared 
with the public, or the public will be very apt to lose sight of him, or seeing, not 
to trust him. As to Sidney, knowing him as I do, I know that those appear
ances of which I have spoken are entirely fallacious; that his laxity in conversa
tion is only sportiveness; that his attention to his own interests does not surpass 
the bounds of ordinary prudence; that, on a proper occasion, no man is more 
charitable, generousj or munificent;> none more alive to the misfortunes and 
even solicitudes of a virtuous sufferer; that his apparent coldness is the effect 
only of mental abstraction and of judicious caution and reflection; and, in part, 
of that strong and exhausting flame with which his friendship burns for those 
whom he grapples to his heart. But the world at large can never have that 
knowledge of him that I have; and, therefore, though I know that he looks 
upon mankind with an eye of benevolence, and upon his country with the 
spirit of a patriot; and though, in addition to this, he is certainly capable of 
>any and every thing that demands fidelity, zeal, energy, industry the most unre
laxing, and talents the most transcendent; yet much I fear his country will 
never know him well enough to do him justice, or to profit herself of his 
powers." 
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SKETOH OF FRANCIS WALKER GILMER. 

As the gTaphic portraiture of Mr. Wirt represent~ Mr. Tazewell in youth, so 
the annexed sketch by Mr. Gilmer represents him as he was about to retire 
from the bar. Mr. Gilmer himself was one of the most brilliant young men 
Virginia ever produced. That Mr. Jefferson selected him to choose in England 
the first professors of the University of Virginia-an office which he performed 
with eminent skill and judgment-is a proof of the estimate which was placed 
upon his talents by the first men of the age. 

The sketch of Mr. Tazewell is taken from a small volume of Mr. Gilmer's 
productions, published in Baltimore in 1828, page 35. 

"I hardly know what apology to make to LITTLETON W. TAZEWELL, of Nor
folk, for dragging his name from the obscurity which he seems to court, but is 
unable to win. He has shrunk from the great national amphitheatre, the olym
pic games, where it is the glory of Mr. Pinkney to challenge and to conquer, 
to an obscure sea-port town. But, more confident in his powers than he is him
self, I do not fear a comparison with this veteran of the bar of the Supreme 
Court. His person may be a little above the ordinary height, well-proportioned, 
and having the appearance of great capacity to endure fatigue. His complexion 
is swarthy, his muscles relaxed as from intense thought long continued. His 
features are all finely developed. His eyes are large, full, and of a dark blue color, 
shaded by thick black brows a little raised, as if looking on a vast expanse of 
distant prospect. A manner firm, manly, dignified, and free. Vox permanens 
verum subrauca j its tremulous and occasionally interrupted accents give unusual 
tenderness to its tones. But it is neither the Ciceronian person, nor the Chat
ham face, nor the voice of Antony, that we are to admire in Mr. TazewelL 
It is the great and clear comprehension; the freshness and rapidity with which 
every thing luxuriates on the generous soil of his mind, which is further 
removed from even occasional sterility than in anyone I have known. This 
soil has no succession of seasons; the sun which warms it is never for a moment 
obscured by cloud or eclipse; there reigns a bright, a genial, a perpetual sum
mer. His perceptions are as intuitive and as strong as those of Judge Marshall. 
He has as much intrepidity of intellect as Mr. Pinkney, and great boldness; but 
no insolence, no exultation of manner. He wants only ambition to make him 
rival, nay, perhaps even to surpass the accomplished champion of the federal 
bar. His fault is subtlety, and a provoking minuteness of detail in his argu
ment. He sometimes' shows legal and rhetorical artifice where there in not the 
least occasion for either. These detects, however, have been acquired in the 
long habit of addressing subordinate tribunals, where his genius riots in its 
strength, and are so little connected with the original organization of his mind 
as to be easily cured. 

"There is something absolutely painful in reHecting on the destiny of this 
extraordinary man. Endowed with the- best and most various gifts I ever 
knew concur in any indiviaual; possessing III vast fund of information, and inde-
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fatigable in whatever he' undertakes; he has a thousand times exhibited talents 
equal to any occasion, and is still unknown to the world, and, until lately, was 
almost unheard of beyond the limits of his, native State. One may easily recon
cile to his philanthropy that" some mute, inglorious Milton" may rest in every 
neglected grove, because it requires a strong effort ,of imagination to suppose the 
clod of the valley ever to have been" pregnant with celestial fire;" b,ut we have 
not this comfort to allay our mortification, when we see talents of the purest and 
brightest ray, united to the noblest qualities of the human heart, emitting theiF 
lustre in broad daylight, and to the public eye, unnoticed or forgotten. The 
sentiment which it excites in one is not so much syml?athy with the object as· 
regret for the public loss in not appreciating the rarest gifts of Providence to 
man. The individual himself seems too elevated to permit a vulgar pity. The 
world is too contemptible in his eyes to render its praise or its censure matter 
of interest. Perhaps there is something in this public indifference even con
genial to one conscious of the inexhaustible resources and the unconquerable 
power of his mind. The eagle loves the awful solitude of her sublime cliffs, 
vrhich remove her far from the importunate chattering and impertinent intru
sion of magpies and daws; but it is truly a misfortune to the country that the 
imperial bird should sleep on her lonely eyrie, and leave the supreme dominiol1 
to region kites and mousing owls. 

" I had long been curious to see the natural vigor, fertility, and adroitness of 
Mr. Tazewell contrasted with the consummate art and accomplished prowess of 
Mr. PinKney; and participated in the public disappointment, (as. I must ever 
deplore the cause which produced it,) when the death of Mr. Pinkney rendered 
it impossible, just at the moment that the contest was to take place., But a few 
days before Mr. Pinkney's death, (a circumstance which probably hastened it,) 
he had exerted himself very much in the argument of a cause, of great interest 
to his client. Immediately the discussion was over, and while the accents of 
that cycnea vox reverberated in the ears of alI who heard the last effort of his 
eloquence, he began the preparation for his argument with Mr. Tazewell. His 
application was too intense; his strength, and health, and life, sunk under it; 
and they whO' hastened from it distance to witness the competition, beheld 
anticipated victory and triumph turned into a funeral procession: 0 fallacem 
hominwm spem, fragilemque fortunam, et inanes nostras contentiones! " 

The reader will keep in mind that this sketch by Mr. Gilmer was written 
nearly forty years agO', and befo]'e Mr. Tazewell appeared' in the Senate of the 
United States. 
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No. IV. 

EXTRACTS FROM THE LETTERS OF MR. TAZEWELL RESPECTING PUBLIC OFFICE. 

Mr. Tazewell kept no copies of his letters to his friends, and I make the sub
joined extracts, explanatory of his views respecting public office, wholly from. 
those in my own possession. I may state here that when a commissioner was 
appointed to Kentucky, in 1823, Mr. Tazewell was consulted on the subject by 
some of his friends in the General Assembly, and he agreed to undertake the 
office; but when he heard that the friends of Benjamin Watkins Leigh, his warm 
personal friend, desired the appointment of that distinguished jurist, he sent a 
peremptory withdrawal of his name, and urged the nomination of Mr. Leigh. 
When he believed that the arbiters of the dispute between Kentucky and Vir
ginia would be chosen at large, he suggested the names of Jeremiah Mason of 
New Hampshire, William Hunter of Rhode Island, and Langdon Cheves of 
Philadelphia. 

In a letter, dated January 1, 1823, he says: "I ask nothing from my country, 
but there is nothing she should ever require of me in vain. . . As a citizen 
of Virginia, I hold myself bound at all times to render any aid which it may be 
within the compass of my poor abilities to offer in furtherance of the rights, the 
interests, and even the wishes of its government. . . Proud as I should be at 
being selected as the advocate of my country's rights by the unsolicited voice 
of her legislature, I could not purchase even this gratification at the expense of 
any whom I love, esteem, or admire." 

Under the date of December, 1822, he writes: "If I know myself, there is no 
situation within the power of government to bestow which I covet or desire, 
nor is there one which I would not accept, if the discharge of its duties by me 
was deemed necessary or useful to my country. I have no ambition to gratify, 
although I have duties to fulfil." 

Under the date of December 9, 1824, he says: "The public interest shall never 
be postponed to my individual concerns, although ruin to myself may result 
from it." 

.When once asked for something like a defence of some parts of his political 
career, which he declined to give, he said: "There is no act of my whole life, 
public or private, which I regret; none that I am solicitous should not be 
scrutinized; none the motives or objects of which I cannot instantly explain, in 
a way which candor will approve." 

On the 1st of December, 1824, he writes: "If I know myself, there is no 
office, place, or appointment within the gift of man which I wish, and none I 
would accept save from my native State. To her I have never felt myself at 
liberty to refuse myself under any circumstances, when she thought proper to call 
me to her side. But even from her I want nothing but that protection which 
she affords in common to all her citizens. My gratitude would constrain me to 
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sacrifice everything to obey her wishes." On another occasion, when his creed 
was caned for, he wrote: "As a Virginian, I would willingly suffer this incon
venience and make this sacrifice, and much more, for Virginia i but I should feel 
myself unworthy of her name, if I did not scorn to stoop to the meanness of 
blazoning to her view my own merits, which, if they exist at all, none ought to 
know so well as my countrymen, or to vindicate myself against suspicions 
which, if without foundation, they ought not to entertain. I cannot, therefore, 
humiliate myself, or degrade my friends, so far as, at this time of day, and 
under the circumstances in which I am placed, to furnish you or any other with 
a confession of my political faith, to be read either in the Richmond church or 
elsewhere, to the end that I may propitiate its tutelary deity or his ministering 
priesthood i and as this seems to be the sine qua non of my success, I must, 
therefore, beg leave to decline the nomination." 

On the 6th of December, 1826, he writes: "I want no office, place, or 
appointment under the sun, nor will I ever have any except from the gift 
of my own State." 

It thus appears that, though he was not desirous of holding office, he was 
always willing and ready to perform at every sacrifice any duty which Vir
ginia might require at his hands. 

I wish it had been in my power to present even a brief glance at the 
labors of Mr. Tazewell, as one of the Commissioners under the Florida treaty 
of 1819, when, in conjunction with the late Judge Hugh L. White and Mr. 
King, some important questions were decided i but I had no materials with
in reach while engaged in preparing the discourse i and my recollections were 
too vague to be used on such an occasion . 

• • 

No. V. 

THE FUNERAL OF MR. TAZEWELL. 

[From the NorfoZk Argus, of May 8, 1860.] 

THE funeral obsequies of Mr. Tazewell, yesterday, were solemn and impres
sive. An appropriate address was delivered by Rev. Mr. Rodman, of Christ 
church, and a large concourse of persons followed the remains from the 
family mansion on Granby street to the wharf, whence they were taken to 
the Eastern Shore for interment. 

Thus a very great man has passed away from our midst--a man who was 
long and justly honored for his profound learning i surpassed by few, if any,' 
in any country. His mind was an immense and well-stored intellectual re-
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pository, whence intelligence, varied, rich, and valuable, was drawn at pleas
ure or as occasion required. Powerful as an orator, brilliant as a writer, 
scarcely equalled in his knowledge of the great principles oflaw, his irresistible 
grasp of intellect astonished thousands in former days~bright and clear as 
"the cloudless azure of the upper sky." 

The proceedings of the meeting of the members of the bar were very ap
propriate. All the addresses were eloquent and impressive. The speakers 
aptly mentioned his splendid and successful career as a lawyer, his wonderful 
legal acquirements, and irresistible eloquence. One of the gentlemen alluded 
to the fact that the merchant princes of London and the priests of Rome were 
among those who sought his opinion upon great and important questions, that 
had puzzled the astute statesmen of other countries. 

The last survivor of a noble intellectual triumvirate, of which Norfolk could 
boast for a time, surpassing the models of antiquity in power and splendor' of 
forensic triumph, has passed away. That triumvirate is now demolished. Tay
lor, Wirt, and Tazewell have all passed away; this last and most polished shaft 
now di,mmed-Tazewell-just now gone to the grave, "venerable with the ivy 
of age, and eloquent of greater than classic memories." 

To state more particularly the details of the funeral, for future reference-the 
religious services were held at the family residence on Granby street, and a 
large number of our most respectable citizens were present on the occasion. 
Among them were three of our adopted fellow-citizens, who had been on terms 
of friendly intercourse with the deceased for nearly sixty years, and who walk
ed from their respective abodes in the city to pay the last act of respect to his 
memory. The eldest of these venerable men, GEORGE McINTOSH, Esq., was in 
his ninety-s.econd year, and the others, WILLIAM H. THOMSON, Esq., and JOHN 
SOUTHGATE, Esq., were over eighty years. When the religious services were 
ended, a procession was formed, and the hearse was escorted to the steamer 
Northampton, Captain McCarrick, and the coffin was placed on board. The 
steamer then left for the county of Northampton, across the bay of Chesapeake, 
having on board the Rev. Mr. Rodman and the Rev. Dr. Okeson, of the Episco
pal church, JOlIN N. TAZEWELL, Esq., the only surviving son of the deceased, 
three of the daughters of Mr. Tazewell, a number of his grandchildren, the bar 
of Norfolk and its vicinity, and many of our most venerable fellow-citizens. 
From accident, the steamer did not reach the landing-place on the opposite 
shore till nearly dusk, and when the corpse was taken on shore the night had 
gathere!i in, and the burial service was read by candle-light. The last scene 
was one of deep and impressive solemnity. 

The vault, which was made ,only large enough to receive the coffin, was com
posed of solid slabs of granite united by hydraulic cement, five feet below the 
surface, and was covered by another slab of granite. The vault was then 
covered with earth, and was ready to receive the monument, which is soon to 
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be erected. The gTave was in an enclosure bounded by iron rails, and contain
ing the tombs of Mrs. Tazewell, the wife of the deceased, of HENRY TAZEWELL, 
Esq., his eldest son, and of LITTLETON WALLER TAZEWELL, Esq., his youngest 
son. The burial-ground is on the estate of King's creek, which was given by 
the deceased to his son, JOHN N. TAZEWELL, Esq., who still owns it, and which 
holds the remains of a number of the ancestors of Mrs. Tazewell-this last cir
cumstance having led to its selection as a place of sepulchre for the family. 

It was the public wish that the body of Mr. Tazewell should be deposited in 
one of the beautiful cemeteries of Norfolk, a city with which his name had been 
so long connected, and where the stranger would naturally seek his grave, and, 
I may add, where the lesson of such a pure and illustrious life might be read in 
the course of the year by thousands of his countrymen; but the peculiar circum
stances of the case rendered the scheme impracticable. I must, however, still 
indulge the hope that, hereafter, when the insecurity of gTaves on private 
estates, so signally represented by our Virginia experience, is fully considered, 
the descendants of this great man may in due time consent to the removal of 
his remains and those of the family to some more accessible and less exposed 
situation. 

, . 
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PORTRAITS OF GOVERNOR TAZEWELL. 

1. A miniature of Mr. Tazewell before his marriage in 1802, by an unknown 
artist. It could not have been good at any period of his life. 

2. The portrait by Thomson, taken in 1815, when he was about forty, which 
is a faithful likeness, and the most intellectual of all his portraits which 
I have seen. 

3. A copy of the above, by Leonard, a pupil of Thomson. 

4. A Crayon, by St. Mimin, taken in 1812, from which the engravings of Mr. 
Tazewell were taken. 

5. A portrait by Theodore Kennedy, taken when Mr. Tazewell was about 
seventy. It has some good touches; but it lacks that high intellectual 
expression which was always present in the features of the original. 

6. A Pastile from the above. 

7. A portrait by Bonaud de St. Marcel, taken fro~ a daguerreotype. It repre
sents Mr. Tazewell in his eighty-fourth year, and is under size. It is a 
faithful copy from the daguerreotype, but it fails entirely to impart that 
majesty of feature which the face of the original retained to the last. 

S. The portrait by Healy, kit-cat size, taken as Mr. Tazewell was in 1830, and 
designed to be inserted in the painting of the Senate of the United States 
during the debate on the resolutions of Mr. Foote, of Connecticut. The 
family of Mr. Tazewell regard this portrait as the finest ever taken of him. 
I have never seen it; nor has the family ever seen the painting into which 
it was to be introduced. Mr. Tazewell was fifty-seven or eight at the time. 
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"It is booles that teach us to reflue our pleasures wheu youug, and which, having so taught us, 
enable us to recall them with satisfaction when old. "-LEIGH HUNT. 

" If the crowns of all the kingdoms of Europe were laid down at my feet, in exchange. for my 
books and my love of reading, I would spurn them all."-ARoHBlSHOP FENELON, . 

, . 
JOHN D. GHISELIN, JR.,. 

AGENT, 

BOOKSELLER, PUBLISHER, & IM~ORTER, 

No.6 WEST MAIN STREET, 
(UNDER ATLANTLC HOTEL,) 

NORFOLK, V.A., 
HAS FOR SALE A VERY COMPLETE AND EXTENSIVE STOCK OF 

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN 

BOOKS, 
IN THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS OF LITERATURE, INCLUDING 

STANDARD EDITIONS 
OF THE BES'!," AUTHORS IN 

HISTORY, BIOGRA.PHY, BELLES-LETTRES, ETO., 
WITH 

SCHOOL, LAW, MEDICAL, CLASSICAL, THEOLOGICAL, 

RELIGIOUS, AND MISCELLANEOUS BOOKS. 

IN PLAIN AND FINE BINDINGS, 

~ 'Particular attention is given by the Subfcriber to orders for 

Private and Public Libraries, for both 

AMERICAN AND FOREIGN BOOKS, 

having special arrangements for furnifhing with defpatch, and at Publijhers' 
prices, any Work publifhed in this country or abroad. 
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IN STORE, 

AND FOR SALE AT THEIR PRICES, THE BOOKS OF THE 

FOLLOWING HOUSES, &c., VIZ: 

AMERICAN. 

Meftrs. HARPER & BROTHERS. Melfrs. DERBY & JACKSON. 
H D. ApPLETON & CO. Mr. CHARLES SCRIBNER. 

AMERICAN S. SCHOOL UNION. 
AMERICAN TRACT SOCIETY. 
PRESBYTERIAN BOARD. 
EVANGELICAL KNOWL. SOCIETY. 

H LITTLE, BROWN & CO. 
ROBERT CARTER & BROS. 
TICKNOR & FIELDS. 
J. B. LIPPINCOTT & CO • 

• 1 ••• ., 

FOREIGN. 

Mr. HENRY G. HOHN, ...•.•.•••.•••..•....•••••.•.. London. 
H JOHN MURRAy, .••••••••••••••..•••.•••••••••.. London. 

Melfrs. CHAPMAN & HALL, .•.••.••...•.•••.•........ London. 
" GEO. ROUTLEDGE & Co ........................ London. 
H 

" 

H 

W AR.D & LOCK, .•••.•••..•••••.••••••••••••• London. 
J. H. & JAS. PARKER, and OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS, 

Oxford. 
RICHARD GRIFFIN & CO., and GLASGOW UNIVERSITY 

PRESS, .' •••..••••••••••.••.••.•••••.••• Glafgow. 
H W. & R. CHAMBERS~ •••••••• , •••••••••••••• • Edinburgh. 
H BLACKWOOD & SONS,. • • • . • • • • •• • •••••••••• Edinburgh. 
" T. & T. CLARK, •••• ·0 •••••••••••••••••••• • Edi.nburgh. 

FIRMIN DmoT FREt ES .•.••••..•.••..••••••...•••....•. Paris. 

And many others, including the leading Publifhing Houfes of note. 
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WE KEEP CONSTANTLY ON HAND ALSO, 

THE NEW AND STANDARD PUBLICATIONS 
as they are Hfued, with the following works of permanent value, viz: 

Bancroft's Works, Prefcott's Works, Walhington Irving's Works, Daniel 
Webfter's Works, Edward Everett's Works, Alifon's Works, Addifon's 
Works, Dr. Johnfon's Works, Dean Swift's Works Jeremy Taylor's 
Works, Dr. Chalmers' Works, Hugh Miller's Works, Dr. Harris' Works, 
Dr. Cumming's Works, Longfellow's Works, De Quincey's Writings, 
Hawthorne's Works, H. More's Works, Sir E.Bulwer Lytton's Works, 
Hallam's, Scott's, Bacon's, Locke's', Shakspeare's, Arnold's, and Butler's 
Works. 

ENCYCLOPEDIAS. 
THE ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA. (New Edition.) 
THE EDINBURGH ENCYCLOPEDIA. Edited by Sir David Brewfter. 
THE NATIONAL CYCLOPEDIA OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE. 
THE NEW AMERICAN CYCLOPEDIA. Edited by Dana and Ripley. 

THE BRITISH POETS AND ESSAYISTS, 

Little, Brown & Co.'s edition, the beft publiihed, at only 75 cents per 
volume. 

THE MODERN BRITISH ESSAYISTS: 
Embracing Macaulay, Alifon, McIntoih, Jeffrey, Talfourd, Wilfon, 

Stephen, Carlyle, and Sydney Smith. 
Hume's, Gibbon's, Macaulay'S, Michelet's, Grote's, Motley's, Prefcott's, 

Hallam's, and other Hiftories. 
Irving's and Marlhall's Life of Walhington; Scott's, Henry's, and Dod

dridge's Commentaries; Poole's Annotations; McKnight on the Epiftles ; 
Kitto's Daily Bible Illuftrations; Harper's Clafsical Library. 

A Large and Select Assortment of the best Works of 
Fiction, Books of Travel, Light Literature, &c., 

Together with a great many other valuable works in every department of 
Literature. 

J. D. G., Jr., refpectfully invites the attention of Clergymen and others 
to his extenfive collection of" THEOLOGICAL BooKs, the largeft and beft 
selected in the city. . 

His Stock of JUVENILE BooKs is unfurpalfed for variety and extent. 
Books for the Clofet and the family Circle, of the most attractive and in
ftructive character. 

Catalogues furnilhed gratis, and sent by mail, on application. 

J. D. GHISELIN, Jr., Agent. 
No.6 MAIN ST., (under Atlantic Hotel,) NORFOLK, VA. 
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" If I were to pray for a taste which would stand by me under every variety of circumstances, 
and be a source of happiness and cheerfulness to me through life, and shield me against all its illS, 
however things might go amiss and the world frown upon me, it would be a taste for reading."
SIR WH. HEIlSCHHL. 

. .... , .. ~ 

SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT. 

IN addition to his General Stock, which is by far the largeft and beft 

aiforted ever offered for sale in this city, the underfigned has alfo the ex

clusive control and agency (with many others) of the following 

IMPORTANT AND VALUABLE 

WORKS, 

PUBLISHED ONLY BY SUBSCRIPTION. 

THE NEW AMERICAN CYCLOPEDIA. Edited by Geo. Ripley and Chas. A. 

Dana. Now in courfe of publication-to be completed in 1 S vols. 

RIVES' LIFE OF JAMES MADISON. Now in courfe of publication. 

ABRIDGEMENT OF THE DEBATES OF CONGRESS. Edited by Thomas H. Ben-

ton. 
NATIONAL EDITION OF IRVING's WORKS. Beautifully illuftrated, 21 vols •. 

IRVING'S LIFE OF GEORGE WASHINGTON. Complete in 5 vols. 

RANDALL'S LIFE OF THOMAS JEFFERSON. Complete in 3 vols. 

CAMPBELL'S HISTORY OF VIRGINIA. Complete in 1 vol. 

AMERICAN ELOQUENCE. A collection of Speeches and Addreifes of the 

moft eminent Orators of America. 2 vols. 

ALSO, AGENT FOR ''i.rHE 

LEADING AMERICAN AND FOREIGN PERIODICALS. 

P. S.-Orders for Binding Books, in plain, half calf, and fancy Styles, 

promptly executed at Northern prices. 
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